LOWE ELECTRONICS
119 Cavendish Road, Matlock, Derbyshire, DE4 3HE
Tel: Matlock 2817 or 2430 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
John: G3PCY  Bill: G3UBO  Alan: G3MME
MAIN DISTRIBUTOR FOR YAESU MUSEN EQUIPMENT
Hours: Tuesday to Saturday 9-5.30 (closed 1-2 and all day Monday)


Sim, John and Alan will be happy to demonstrate New Yaesu Gear by appointment. They also have a pretty good selection of second-hand trade-ins at the right price.

ANNOUNCE
THE OPENING OF
TWO NEW BRANCHES
1st AUGUST

LOWE ELECTRONICS
GORING ROAD
STEYNING
SUSSEX

These Branches, like Matlock, have
★ The Best Stocks in the Country
★ The Best Service in the Country
★ The Fastest Service in the Country

OPEN 9.0 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. TUESDAY TO SATURDAY

THE STEYNING BRANCH is just off the A283 on the Shoreham side of the village.

NO PROBLEM PARKING AT ANY LOWE ELECTRONICS SHOP

If our Branches are still out of range, our Part-time Agents carry full stocks and are available evenings and week-ends.
At Matlock, or any of our branches, you will find the best in Amateur Equipment and Accessories.

YAESU MUSEN EQUIPMENT
LINER 2 (2m. SSB)
BRAUN EQUIPMENT
2m. CONVERTERS
CRYSTAL FILTERS
MECHANICAL FILTERS
2m. "J" BEAMS
2m. WHIPS
G-WHIPS
H.F. BEAMS
H.F. VERTICALS
COAXIAL CABLE
TWIN FEEDER
BALUNS
ROTATORS
ROTATOR CABLE
S.W.R. METERS
WATTMETERS
MORSE KEYS
KEYERS
C.W. OSCILLATORS
HEADSETS
MICROPHONES
VALVES

LINER 2 NEWS
May we respectfully point out that we are the Sole Agents in this country, our price is £120 plus V.A.T., and our Liner 2's are on the popular (145.25 to 145.48) segment of 2m. If anyone wishes to be a lone voice crying in the wilderness, we can supply the necessary crystal and dial for 144.10 to 144.33. The price of £4 includes realignment and unless you have a good spectrum analyser, please don't attempt realignment—don't even think about it!

By the time you read this we should have matching A.C. power supplies in stock at £15 including V.A.T.

HINTS AND TIPS
We are often asked if we can recommend a pre-amp for 2m. use—a simple enough request on the face of it, but not so easy to answer in practice. Most equipment is a compromise between sensitivity and signal handling and you can't have one without degrading the other. In the case of Japanese 2m. equipment it is instructive to consider Japanese band conditions to form some idea of what the designer is trying to achieve. 2m. in Japan is packed solid, the use of amplifiers widespread and a high gain beam mandatory. The net result is that the problem of I.M., cross modulation etc. rears its ugly head and the designer is forced to make signal handling his first consideration rather than absolute sensitivity. Hence the adoption of a double tuned input coil on the Liner 2 and the beautifully designed band pass filter on the FT2FB. In this country, on the other hand, signal handling has not been much of a problem due to the comparative sparseness of hefty signals, but I would like to suggest that with increased activity on 2m., this is an aspect of design which must receive more and more consideration.

However, if you are relatively free of strong local signals, by all means try a pre-amp—it could well make the difference between hearing someone and working him, but you must accept that you cannot have your cake and eat it—you may bump up the weak signal only to find that you still can't work him because of I.M. products or cross modulation. However, human nature being what it is, the average chap will convince himself that his modified front end makes a vast improvement all round. Who are we to argue—if you want to shove in a pre-amp, go ahead, you can't do any damage, and if you yourself are happy with the result, then that is the main thing.

Experience has shown that many of the troubles which beset the 2m. man are due to ill-advised tweaking. May we suggest that if you suspect that your rig is not up to snuff—take it back to your Dealer and get him to actually measure the performance.

LOWE ELECTRONICS
119 CAVENDISH ROAD, MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE, DE4 3HE
Tel. MATLOCK 2817/2430
MEMBERS OF THE AMATEUR RADIO RETAILERS ASSOCIATION
NORTH WEST ELECTRICS, G3MAX
769, STOCKPORT ROAD,
LEVENSHULME,
MANCHESTER, 19.

Phone: 061-224 4911

EDDYSTONE RECEIVERS & DIECAST BOXES.
TRIO RECEIVERS. JACKSON CAPACITORS & DRIVES. DENO COILS.

PLUS 10% V.A.T.

CABINET FOR FREQUENCY COUNTER. 12" x 3" x 6"
with cut out to suit 8 digit readout. Ventilation louvres. Silver
grey stove enamelled. £3.25, post 25p.

FIBRE GLASS BOXES. With fitted all panel. 9" x 4" x 3".
£1.40. 5½" x 3½" x 4", £1.25. 5½" x 2½" x 1½", 38p. Postage 10p
each.

DIECAST BOXES. With fitted lid. Post 10p per box.
Cat. No. 7969P 3⅜" x 1⅝" x 1 7/32", 39p
Cat. No. 7134P 4½" x 2½" x 1", 46p
Cat. No. 6900P 4½" x 3½" x 2", 65p
Cat. No. 6027P 7½" x 4½" x 2", £1.04
Cat. No. 6357P 7¼" x 4½" x 3", £1.13

Sizes shown are approx. internal dia.

ALL. MINI BOXES. With fitted lid. Post 5p per box.
3½" x 2½" x 1", 33p
4" x 2½" x 1½", 38p
4½" x 4½" x 3", 43p

FINNED ALUMINIUM HEAT SINKS. 5" x 2" ready drilled
for TO3, 23p. 5" x 4" undrilled, 37½p. 5" x 8", undrilled, 65p,
post 10p.

POLYPROPYLENE ROPE. 500 lb. strain. 100 yd. reel. £1,
post 15p. (This item is now in stock).

DENO COILS. Most ranges in stock, 40p ea., post paid.

19" RACK CABINETS. 6ft. high with side panels, £12 each,
carrige £2.

Business Hours : Tuesday–Friday, 9.30 a.m. to 6.00 p.m.
SATURDAY : 9 a.m.–5 p.m. OPEN ALL DAY
CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY

COMPONENTS FOR FREQUENCY COUNTERS & CLOCKS

NEW BOARDS MANUFACTURED TO OUR SPECIFICATION, COMPONENTS NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE OF BOARD.

All parts still in stock as previous adverts.

ONE OFF UNITS in stock. Prefer buyer to collect. Price includes VAT.

SOLARTRON CD112 with 24 MHz. Dual trace plug-in. As new, £200.

MARCONI TF1165 COUNTER, £50.

MARCONI TF885A/I GENERATOR, £45.

MARCONI TF868 UNIVERSAL BRIDGE, £50.

PYE 25 watt low band base station, £25.

VACUUM PUMP. Ideal to use with portable spray gun. Mains,input, £30.

TF144 GENERATORS. 85 kcs. -25 MHz. Used, £15.

PULSE GENERATOR LBR2. 50uS, 100uS, 200uS, 500uS,
1mS, 2mS, £18. Carriage by arrangement.

MARCONI OSCILLATOR TF1246. 40 kHz to 50 MHz with
handbook, £40, carriage £2.

SPECTRUM ANALYZER. 2.5 kcs. to 30 MHz. Good condition,
£150.

WE WELCOME ALL ENQUIRIES HOWEVER SMALL
Stamped address envelope please for special offer list.

MEMBER OF THE AMATEUR RADIO RETAILERS ASSOCIATION
Heathkit 2 Metre FM Equipment

All solid-state design. Can be completely aligned without instruments.
Multi-channel capability— independent pushbutton selection of 6 transmit and 6 receive crystals.
10-Watts Minimum Output— designed to operate into even an infinite VSWR without failure.

Optional Tone Burst Encoder— mounts inside, gives front-panel selection of four presettable tones.
Available with a full-line of accessories— for both mobile and fixed operation.
Includes push-to-talk mike— ceramic tailored-response microphone provides outstanding audio transmission.

Kit K/HW-202 £89.10 Carr. 66p (VAT £8.16 incl.)

New Heathkit 2-metre FM Amplifier, HA-202
40 watts nominal out for 10 watts in— requires only 12v. D.C. supply. Perfect match for the HW-202 Transceiver— also gives fully automatic operation with any 2-metre exciter delivering 5-15 watts drive. Solid-state design— all components mount on single board for fast, easy assembly.

Kit K/HA-202 £38.50 Carr. 44p (VAT £3.54 incl.)

New Heathkit VHF Wattmeter
Perfect tune-up tool for 2-metre gear— has built-in SWR bridge. 50 to 160 MHz range— covers 2-way commercial, aircraft and ham communications.

Kit K/HM-2102 £19.80 Carr. 44p (VAT £1.84 incl.)

Heathkit Regulated A.C. Power Supply
Kit K/HWA-202-1 £15.40 Carr. 44p (VAT £1.44 incl.)

Heathkit Tone Burst Encoder
Kit K/HWA-202-2 £12.10 Carr. 44p (VAT £1.14 incl.)

FREE
HEATHKIT CATALOGUE
Contains something for everyone: Hi-Fi Stereo, Testers & Instruments, SWL, Metal Detectors . . . even a Battery charger Kit.
Mail the coupon . . . Today!

Heath (Gloucester) Limited,
Gloucester GL2 6EE.

Please send me the FREE Heathkit catalogue
Name ________________________________
Address __________________________________________

Heath (Gloucester) Limited
Department SW/08/73
Gloucester GL2 6EE
Telephone 0452 23451
**DRAKE** ★ ★ ★ ★ **SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE** ★ ★ ★ ★ **LONG TERM RELIABILITY** ★ ★ ★ ★ **MODEST COST** ★

**COMPARE QUALITY AND PRICE WITH ANY OTHER EQUIPMENT AND CONFIDENTLY BUY DRAKE**

**PRICES INCLUDE VAT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECEIVERS and ACCESSORIES</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-C Receiver—SSB, AM, CW, RTTY</td>
<td>£146.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-AC Crystal Calibrator for 2-C</td>
<td>£92.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-CS Matching Speaker for 2-C</td>
<td>£117.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-CQ Q-Multiplier/Speaker for 2-C</td>
<td>£250.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-NC Noise Blanker for 2-C</td>
<td>£139.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-4C Receiver—SSB, AM, SW, RTTY</td>
<td>£242.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FILTERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kHz for R-4C</td>
<td>£242.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise Blanker for R-4C</td>
<td>£311.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matching Speaker for R-4C</td>
<td>£111.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver—AM, International SW</td>
<td>£165.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop Antenna for SW-4, SPR-4</td>
<td>£14.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver—General Purpose</td>
<td>£288.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRANSMITTERS and ACCESSORIES</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TR-4C SSB Transceiver</td>
<td>£297.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34-PNB Plug-in Noise Blanker for TR-4C</td>
<td>£311.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC-4 115/240v, Power Supply for TR-4C, T-4XC</td>
<td>£49.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-4 12v, Power Supply for TR-4C, T-4XC and Receiver</td>
<td>£60.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES**

| TV-1000LP Low Pass Filter         | £9.35     |
| CA-1 Stacking Cabinet Adaptor for T-4XC, R-4C | £2.75     |
| Crystals for 2-C, R-4C, SW-4A, T-4XC, SPR-4 | £2.75     |
| Fixed Frequency Crystals          | £3.85     |
| Spare Operating Manuals (Small)   | £1.65     |
| Spare Operating Manuals—TR-4C, R-4C, T-4XC, 2-C, C-4 | £2.20     |
| Spare DSR-1 Operating Manuals     | £9.90     |

**ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT**

**SALES — SERVICE**

**SECURICOR ★ COURIER EXPRESS ★ B.R.S. ★ ACCESS ★ BARCLAYCARD ★ UDT**

**RADIO SHACK LTD.**

188 BROADHURST GARDENS
LONDON, NW6 3AY
Just around the corner from West Hampstead Underground Station
Giro Account No.: 588 7151
AMAZING PRICE BREAKTHROUGH
BARLOW-WADLEY XCR-30 M.K.2. RECEIVER.

A COMPLETELY NEW CONCEPT IN PORTABLE RADIO DESIGN
1. 0.5 to 30 MHz continuous coverage—direct readout.
2. Antenna tuning for maximum sensitivity.
3. AM, CW, SSB (selectable USB and LSB).
4. Self powered by six SP2 batteries.
5. Power jack for external 6-12v. D.C. supply.
6. Headphone jack.
7. Drift free reception.

NOW ONLY £79.75. Insured delivery 75p
TR801 FM TUNER, £13.75. Insured delivery 25p
All prices include VAT

Sole Distributors:
RADIO SHACK LTD.
188 BROADHURST GARDENS
LONDON, NW6 3AY
Just around the corner from West Hampstead Underground Station
Giro Account No. : 588 7151

NOW THE NEW SPACEMARK
SLOW SCAN TV MONITOR SSM-I

Plug it into your receiver phones jack and watch SSTV pictures on the Monitor screen from DX stations all over the world.
If desired, SSTV pictures can also be recorded on an ordinary tape recorder for viewing again on your Monitor.

SSM-I MONITOR—£143 (includes V.A.T. and U.K. carr.)

... Why pay double for an imported Monitor?
ALKALAL AVAILABLE IN KIT FORM. COMPLETE KIT SSM-IK (less case). £82. SET OF PCB's only with full data, £7-50. Special transformer and some other parts available. Kits come with instructions, circuits, layouts, parts lists. SSTV TAPES and CASSETTES with sync, pulses and patterns for setting up Monitors, £1-80. COMING : SSTV Camera and Fast Scan Sampler.

JOIN THE FAST-GROWING SSTV CROWD NOW!!

SOLID-STATE RTTY CONVERTER-KEYER SRD-1

- COPIES 850/400/170 Hz SHIFTS
- BUILT-IN SINGLE AND DOUBLE CURRENT PSU
- F.S. KEYER FOR TX AND OPTIONAL AFSK

Complete and ready-to-go for send-receive RTTY with TX, RX and teleprinter.
- Advanced circuitry, 6 ICs, 25 semi-conductors.
- Input matches receiver outputs 3-6 or 500-600 ohms.
- 3-pole Butterworth input bandpass filter.
- Switched 850/400/170 Hz Amateur/Commercial shifts.
- 2-pole low-pass filter.
- Tuning meter.
- Monitor scope outputs.
- Mark Hold and Normal/Reverse shift switch.
- Built-in loop PSU—instant switch-selection of single- or double-current printers.
- Narrow-shift CW identification.
- F.S. Keyer output for TX.
- Socket and circuitry already fitted for optional plug-in AFSK module, 850/170 Hz.
- Two-tone pvc-coated case, 9"w x 3"h x 14"d.
- Weight : 7 lbs

SRD-I, £54-45.

(Optional plug-in AFSK module, SRD1-AK, £63-32. SRD-I complete with SRD1-AK, £60-50).

RTTY CONVERTER-KEYER Model TTU, £132. ST-5 PCBs and datasheets, £4-96. ST-6 PCBs and datasheets, £12-92. ST-6 KIT complete less case, with datasheets, £60-75.

SAMSON ETM-2b, £26-18. ETM-3b, £28-54. JUNKER Precision hand key, £10-72.

BAUER keying lever, £4-18. SSB 99 AUDIO PHASE SHIFT NETWORKS, £3-24. PRINTSET Basal kits.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T
All goods post-paid U.K. Send stamp for Catalogue SP5.
Annual Holiday - We shall be closed AUGUST 1st - 22nd

SPACEMARK LTD.
THORNFIELD HOUSE, DELAMER ROAD,
ALTRINCHAM, CHESHIRE.
(Tel. 061-928 8458)
Western Electronics (UK) Ltd

TO TOTTIN
SOUTHAMPTON

YAESU MUSEN U.K. MAIN DISTRIBUTOR

YAESU's NEW WINNER! FT-501

FT-501
Come and try it at Totton! We DO have a demonstration unit. We have a demonstration unit in stock and a consignment arrives on June 13th at Southampton Docks and should be at Totton about 7-14 days later. However, we cannot guarantee that there will be any remaining unsold but at least we'll give you an honest delivery date.

FT-401
The "401" is becoming increasingly popular and justifiably so. We respectfully draw your attention to the excellent R.S.G.B. Test Review in April, 1973 "Radio Communications", and our own full test report in that issue. The "401" covers 80-10m at 560w, p.e.p. input on SSB, 430w. DC, on CW. The unit is fitted with blower, CW Filter and VOX as standard; no extras to buy.

FT-101 Mk. 1 SPECIAL OFFER
We still have stocks of this unit. Some people prefer it to the Mk. 2 and at £229 (+ £22.90 VAT) there is certainly no better buy so don't delay in snapping up one of these at the special offer price.

FT-101 Mk. 2 160-10m.
You'll find the "101" in use in just about every country in the world. It bears the hallmark of Yaesu as regards superb quality of craftsmanship and performance. Naturally, we offer it EX-STOCK and with the after-sales service that one expects from us as main distributor.

FT-75
If your requirement is for a highly compact transceiver or merely good value then this unit gives 12v. DC operation with the DC-75 or AC operation with the FP-75. Buy at pre-Yen re-valuation prices whilst stocks last.

FT-2FB
Low output on 144 MHz FM. Crystals fitted on 3 channels complete with microphone, mounting brackets and 12v. DC power lead fitted with a plug to fit the cigarette lighter in your car. Alternatively use it on 234v. AC with the base station FP2AC AC supply which can have nicad batteries fitted as an extra to enable operation to continue when the mains fail or go on strike.

YAESU PRICES (Carriage free by Securicor) add 10% VAT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HF TRANSCIEVERS</th>
<th>VHF TRANSCIEVERS</th>
<th>HF TRANSMITTERS</th>
<th>SPEAKERS</th>
<th>LINEAR AMPLIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FT-75</td>
<td>FT-2FB</td>
<td>FL1000</td>
<td>SP101, 400, 401</td>
<td>FL2000B 1200w.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-75</td>
<td>FT-2FB</td>
<td>FL1000</td>
<td>SP101, 401P Phone Patch</td>
<td>FL2000B 1200w.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-75</td>
<td>FT-2FB</td>
<td>FL1000</td>
<td>SP101, 401P Phone Patch</td>
<td>FL2000B 1200w.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-101 Mk. 1</td>
<td>FT-2AUTO</td>
<td>FL1000</td>
<td>SP101, 401P Phone Patch</td>
<td>FL2000B 1200w.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-101 Mk. 2</td>
<td>FT-2AUTO</td>
<td>FL1000</td>
<td>SP101, 401P Phone Patch</td>
<td>FL2000B 1200w.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-501</td>
<td>FT-2AUTO</td>
<td>FL1000</td>
<td>SP101, 401P Phone Patch</td>
<td>FL2000B 1200w.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-501</td>
<td>FT-2AUTO</td>
<td>FL1000</td>
<td>SP101, 401P Phone Patch</td>
<td>FL2000B 1200w.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-501</td>
<td>FT-2AUTO</td>
<td>FL1000</td>
<td>SP101, 401P Phone Patch</td>
<td>FL2000B 1200w.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**NEW/USED EQUIPMENT (3 MONTHS guarantee. Delivery £1 by Securicor)**

- **ARMO, superb** £40.00
- **Barlow Wadley XCR, 20, New** £25.00
- **BC221 Frequency Meter and charts** £15.00
- **Collins 7211, v. good** £165.00
- **Codar CR70, Mint** £20.00
- **Codar PR40, Mint** £7.00
- **Codar PR30, v. good** £5.00
- **Codar Remotes TRU Unit** £1.00
- **Codar Headphones (Eagle F66). As new** £40.00
- **Codar Speaker, Mint** £20.00
- **Codar EC10 Mk. 2 + AC and DC p.s.u. £56.00**
- **Codar EC88A. Mint** £50.00
- **Heath HWI01**

** Rotary Scan TV**

- All you need to add to your SSB Transmitter/Receiver is the mode 70 Monitor £257 and model 80 camera £262 in order to send and receive SSTV signals from around the world. Please send s.a.e. for full details (VAT extra).

**ROBOT SLOW-SCAN TV**

- Your "one stop" single source for masts, towers, rotators, antennas and equipment
- Largest stock range in the U.K.
- Money-saving packaged deals.

**ROBOT SLOW-SCAN TV**

- We stock the best range of rotators, CDE and HY-GAIN and spares. Our stocks are good so you'll get fast delivery plus the after-sales service which counts.

**ALL ROTATORS Ex-stock**

- **AR20** This model replaces the old AR10 and is ideal for VHF beams, £20.00.
- **AR22R** This model will turn HF antennas of TA33 Mr. size and can be mounted on the top of masts up to 2 1/2" diameter or onto a flat plate. It can carry a deadweight of 150 lbs. Requires a 4-wire cable, £25 (65p).
- **TR44** This model is also for HF beams as the AR22R but carries a 500 lbs. load and has better braking. The control unit requires a 7-wire cable, £65 (75p).
- HY-GAIN 400. It’s a brute but takes masts up to 3" dia. and automatically rotates to the desired direction by setting the compass control knob pointer. Requires a 7-wire cable, £90 (95p). We stock the best range of rotators, CDE and HY-GAIN and spares. Our stocks are good so you'll get fast delivery plus the after-sales service which counts.

**G WHIPS (Carr. 50p Coils, 20p)**

- **FIBREGLASS MOBILE ANTENNAS (Carr. 50p) including base (Ex-Stock) + VAT**
- **GEM-QUAD. The best FIBREGLASS 1L-15-20m. QUAD + VAT**
- **J BEAM ANTENNAS. Most types (Ex-Stock)**

**MOSLEY (Carr. pd.) (Ex-Stock) from us for fast delivery + VAT**

- **BANTEX FIBREGLASS MOBILE ANTENNAS (Carr. 50p) including base (Ex-Stock) + VAT**
- **70/L. 70 MHz, 6 wave** £1.00
- **14/L. 144 MHz, 6 wave** £2.05
- **BGA, 144 MHz, 6 wave** £6.15
- **BGA, 144 MHz, 6 wave** £6.15
- **Magnetic mount** £6.15
- **Note: Deduct 50p from price of aerial if base is not required.**

- **GEM-QUAD. The best FIBREGLASS 10-15-20m. QUAD + VAT**
- **J BEAM ANTENNAS. Most types (Ex-Stock)**

- **MOSLEY (Carr. pd.) (Ex-Stock) from us for fast delivery + VAT**

- **Sneath Tower Antennas Ltd**

- **All orders are dispatched the same day as received.**
**PUNCH A HOLE IN THE BAND! with**

### **WILSON QUALITY**

#### NEW REINFORCED WIDE SPACED 40, 20, 15 and 10 METRE BEAMS

All W7GVA beam elements are constructed of the finest aluminium available, 6063T823 and 6061-T6 both top quality alloys.

All Wilson Electronics beams have a 3" O.D. boom made of top grade aluminium 6063-T6.

All our beams come complete with adjustable reactance tuned gamma match network which can handle 4 KW plus on CW and SSB.

Prices include carriage (exclude V.A.T.). All models are ex-stock at the time of going to press and all and 40m. models have re-inforcing kits for maximum strength.

**HY-GAIN (Carr. pd.) + VAT. All ex-stock**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HY Tower</th>
<th>10-80m. (self-sup) £110-00</th>
<th>10V, 10-80m. vertical</th>
<th>£16-85</th>
<th>12AVQ, 10-20m. vert.</th>
<th>£16-50</th>
<th>14AVT, 10-40m. vert.</th>
<th>£34-50</th>
<th>16AVT, 10-80m. vert.</th>
<th>£35-50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LCBOQ, 80m. col. for 14 AVQ</td>
<td>£7-75</td>
<td>THSDXQ, 10-20m. 6 ele. beam</td>
<td>£97-00</td>
<td>TH3MK3, 10-20m. 3 ele.</td>
<td>£75-00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T343 Jnr., 10-20m. 3 ele.</td>
<td>£71-50</td>
<td>2048H, 20m. 4 ele. beam</td>
<td>£80-00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WILSON MONO BAND BEAMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model No.</th>
<th>3 ELE. 40 METRE BEAM</th>
<th>Gain 8.5 dB</th>
<th>£249</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M140</td>
<td>2 ELE. 40 METRE BEAM</td>
<td>Gain 5.5 dB</td>
<td>£129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M120</td>
<td>7 ELE. 20 METRE BEAM</td>
<td>Gain 14 dB</td>
<td>£238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M152</td>
<td>6 ELE. 20 METRE BEAM</td>
<td>Gain 13 dB</td>
<td>£184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M150</td>
<td>5 ELE. 20 METRE BEAM</td>
<td>Gain 12 dB</td>
<td>£169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M130</td>
<td>3 ELE. 20 METRE BEAM</td>
<td>Gain 8.5 dB</td>
<td>£154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1715</td>
<td>7 ELE. 15 METRE BEAM</td>
<td>Gain 14 dB</td>
<td>£161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1615</td>
<td>6 ELE. 15 METRE BEAM</td>
<td>Gain 13 dB</td>
<td>£176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N415</td>
<td>4 ELE. 15 METRE BEAM</td>
<td>Gain 10 dB</td>
<td>£169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M810</td>
<td>8 ELE. 10 METRE BEAM</td>
<td>Gain 14.5 dB</td>
<td>£270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M310</td>
<td>5 ELE. 10 METRE BEAM</td>
<td>Gain 12 dB</td>
<td>£149</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WILSON DUO BAND BEAMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model No.</th>
<th>6 ELE. 20 and 2 ELE. 40 INTERLACED BEAM</th>
<th>Gain 13 dB-20 5.5 dB-40. Boom length 50ft.</th>
<th>£299</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DB62</td>
<td>6 ELE. 20 and 2 ELE. 40 INTERLACED BEAM</td>
<td>Gain 13 dB-20 10 dB-40. Boom length 40ft.</td>
<td>£240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB54</td>
<td>6 ELE. 15 and 6 ELE. 10 INTERLACED BEAM</td>
<td>Gain 14 dB-15 13 dB-10. Boom length 32ft.</td>
<td>£198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB74</td>
<td>6 ELE. 10 and 5 ELE. 20 INTERLACED BEAM</td>
<td>Gain 14 dB-15 10 dB-10. Boom length 30ft.</td>
<td>£188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB44</td>
<td>4 ELE. 15 and 4 ELE. 10 INTERLACED BEAM</td>
<td>Gain 14 dB-10 13 dB-10. Boom length 28ft.</td>
<td>£178</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NEWTRONICS HUSTLER MOBILE ANTENNAS inc. VAT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model No.</th>
<th>THV10-15 10-15m. 3 ele. beam</th>
<th>£84-00</th>
<th>2038A, 20m. 3 ele. beam</th>
<th>£73-00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KV7</td>
<td>6 ELE. 20m. vertical</td>
<td>£115-00</td>
<td>KV27, 10-20m. 6 ele. beam</td>
<td>£109-00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KV8</td>
<td>6 ELE. 20m. vertical</td>
<td>£115-00</td>
<td>KV29, 10-20m. 6 ele. beam</td>
<td>£114-00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KV10</td>
<td>6 ELE. 20m. vertical</td>
<td>£115-00</td>
<td>KV30, 10-20m. 6 ele. beam</td>
<td>£115-00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KV51</td>
<td>2 ELE. 40m. vertical</td>
<td>£32-00</td>
<td>KV31, 10-20m. 6 ele. beam</td>
<td>£33-00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KV52</td>
<td>2 ELE. 40m. vertical</td>
<td>£32-00</td>
<td>KV33, 10-20m. 6 ele. beam</td>
<td>£34-00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KV53</td>
<td>2 ELE. 40m. vertical</td>
<td>£32-00</td>
<td>KV34, 10-20m. 6 ele. beam</td>
<td>£35-00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KV54</td>
<td>2 ELE. 40m. vertical</td>
<td>£32-00</td>
<td>KV35, 10-20m. 6 ele. beam</td>
<td>£36-00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WE. QUAD. 10-20m. “boomless” type. Cast aluminium centre, bamboos, etc. £27 (Carr. pd.) and VAT**

Type 5.500 watts, £14. Type HP for 1 kw p.e.p., £15.50. Type P with a special copper/terylene braid element for ease of coiling up. Supplied with winding spools and 70' co-ax, £17.50.

**WIGHTRAPS. Carr. 20p. VAT extra**

| Standard 500w. p.e.p. | £2.60 High Power 1 kw p.e.p. | £3.75 160/8, Traps £3.75 |

**CATALOGUE OF TOWERS, ROTATORS, ANTENNAS and COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, 20p TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED BY ACCESS AND BARCLAYCARD**

**Western Electronics (UK) Ltd**

**Agents:**

G3P RR Chesham (024051) 4143

**Hours of business:** 9-5:30, 9-12:30 (Saturdays)

**OSBORNE ROAD TOTTON SOUTHAMPTON SO44DN TELEPHONE: TOTTON (04216) 4930 or 2785 CABLES: 'AERIAL, SOUTHAMPTON'**
AMATEUR ELECTRONICS G3FIK
BIRMINGHAM 021-327 1497 021-327 6313
MEMBER OF THE AMATEUR RADIO RETAILERS ASSOCIATION

SOMMERKAMP FT-250

Without doubt the SOMMERKAMP FT-250 is the best buy on the U.K. market at the present time and at £190 plus VAT it represents phenomenal value when compared with the current range of amateur equipment available. To anyone seriously thinking of re-equipping or to the man who has just got his licence this is a rig which will give you every desirable feature including a first-class receiver section and a very respectable 240 W. PEP input.

Sad to say, for reasons which are perhaps largely political, the Pound Sterling is once again under pressure and unless the situation corrects itself we could see another increase in the price of imported equipment, so the moral is if you are seriously considering a new rig don't procrastinate!

An S.A.E. will bring you the latest SOMMERKAMP brochure showing the whole range of ex stock items which includes the FT-250 along with all the other excellent SOMMERKAMP equipments together with the fabulous new SOMMERKAMP FT-50IE Digital read-out Transceiver.

This month we have another entirely new selection of used equipment but as our stock changes literally daily an S.A.E. will bring you the latest stocklist. On this point however may we be permitted a small cry from the heart. When you are in process of sending your stamped addressed envelope to Amatuer Electronics, please remember that thirty or forty people up and down the country are contemplating doing the same thing and for some reason which escapes us 95% of the total send us an envelope which is possibly the smallest one manufactured and how we are expected to include lists, catalogues and illustrations etc., etc. is beyond our comprehension.

PLEASE Gentlemen, send us a reasonably sized envelope with your enquiries or if you don't have one just include stamps.

and how we are expected to include lists, catalogues and illustrations etc., etc. is beyond our comprehension. PLEASE

Gentlemen, send us a reasonably sized envelope with your enquiries or if you don't have one just include stamps and whilst we are on this subject we shall shortly local enquiries and as John works for us on a full time basis you may be

likely to continue representing us as our Southern

Harris, G3LWM, is unable to continue representing us as our Southern

Please don't forget to add 10% VAT on all prices shown.

NOW AVAILABLE FROM STOCK — THE FABULOUS LINER 2 (145.25 — 145.40 MHz)

PLEASE NOTE ALL PRICES SHOWN BELOW INCLUDE CARRIAGE BUT NOT VAT.

AMATEUR ELECTRONICS G3FIK
BIRMINGHAM 021-327 1497 021-327 6313
MEMBER OF THE AMATEUR RADIO RETAILERS ASSOCIATION
THE SENTINEL 2 METRE OR 4 METRE OR SATELLITE BAND DUAL GATE MOSFET CONVERTER

These have been slowly modified over the years, as new techniques have become available. All the most popular IFs, 28-30 MHz, 27-29.7 MHz, 4-6 MHz and 2-4 MHz use fundamental frequency (high overtone) crystals with no frequency multiplication. This is done to overcome the problem of spurious signal reception from unwanted crystal harmonics. In addition the low IF's 4-6 MHz use double conversion techniques to reduce the image problem. Specification - see below.

Stock IFs for 2 metres: 2-4 MHz, 4-6 MHz, 5-1 MHz, 14-16 MHz, 18-20 MHz, 23-25 MHz, 24-26 MHz, 27-29.7 MHz, 28-30 MHz. 4 metre IF: 28-30 MHz. Satellite Band IFs: 6-8 MHz, 10-12 MHz, 16-18 MHz, 20-22 MHz, 26-28 MHz.

New IF for use with KV and Calling equipment with restricted 28-30 MHz coverage gives 145.3 to 145.5 MHz for SSB and 145.7 to 146.1 MHz. Price £15.50.

THE SENTINEL M.F. BECOMING A VERY POPULAR UNIT.

Receives 2 metres on a conventional M.W.B.C. receiver, particularly useful for use with a car radio. IF output 0.5 to 1.5 MHz for 144-145 and 145-146 MHz in two switched bands. Double conversion design with two switched crystal oscillators. No frequency multiplication. OFF position switches M.W. aerial straight through to receiver. Size 5 x 1/2" front panel, 4 deep. Price £10.62.

SOLID STATE MODULES

Telephone: 0484 - 23991

63 WOODHEAD ROAD, SOLID, LOCKWOOD, HUDDERSFIELD, HD4 6ER

MEMBERS OF THE AMATEUR RADIO RETAILERS ASSOCIATION

YOUR MIDLAND STOCKISTS

AMTRON KITS

P. & P. 16p on any item

UK454 Superhet Radio Control Rx. £5.08
UK205 Channel Splitting Unit 100 & 50 MHz £6.12
UK330 Channel Splitting Unit 1500 & 500 V. £7.11
UK300 Channel Control Radio £7.12
UK160 Hi-Fi Amp. 12w. £6.55
UK165 RIAA Eq., Stereo Preamp £5.19
UK110/A Stereo Amp. 5 + Sw. £10.04
UK220 Signal Inactor £2.15
UK310 Channel Receiver Control £3.01
UK91 Telephone Amp £4.88
UK64 Loudspeaker £3.02
UK145 Amp. 1Sw. £2.30

NUMERICAL INDICATORS

P. & P. 5p each

RS num tube (Dec.) £2.25
Ministor 301SF (7 veg.) £2.00
Till 209 £3.30
50 PIV. 3A bridge rect. 40p
14 and 16 DI Sks (LOW PROFILE) 40p
16 DI Skt for 301SF 39p
A Type Uni n. (80v. Dec.) 40p
3500K (5V 75EG) with holder £1.50

We stock a comprehensive range of R.S. components, J-Beam aerials and fittings.

YAESSU MUSEN

FT101 transceiver 160-10M £380.00
FR50B receiver, 80-10M with cal. £69.00
FT2FB 2M transceiver with tone burst £98.00

TRIO

JR3110 receiver, 80-10M £75.00
SPSD speaker £4.50

TR7200 2M transceiver £129.00

KW

2000E transceiver, 160-10M £615.00
with A.C.P.S.U. £615.00
202 receiver, 160-10M £140.00
204 transmitter, 160-10M £160.00

EDDYSTONE

EC10 Mk. II receiver, 5-30 MHz £86.00
P.S.U. 924 £84.90

TEST EQUIPMENT

Oskar power meter £10.00, 25p
Tech TE-13 GDO £14.20, 25p
Tech TE-13 GT £14.20, 25p
KW 107 ATU/SWR meter £46.00, 29p
KW 101 SWR meter £46.00, 29p
KW 103 SWR/power meter £12.50, 25p

CRYSTAL MARKER GENERATOR

FX3000 (100K-50 MHz) will accept FT2/43/
HCSU/HCSU. No crystal supplied £6.00

OUR EXTREMELY POPULAR SENTINEL FET 2 METRE PREAMPLIFIER

This amplifier is designed for optimum noise figure and sensitivity and selectivity performance.

- Low noise figure -2 dB.
- High gain -18 dB.
- Supply - nominal 12v. at 5 mA, with isolated supply lines. Price: £15.

S.S.M. EUROPA 10 TO 2 METRE SSB TRANSVERTER

We have now managed to complete the backlog of orders on the Europa and at the moment can supply from stock - how long this will be we cannot predict.

SPECIFICATION:

- 200W, P.E.P. Maximum input.
- Receives noise figure 2.5 dB.
- Plugs straight into YAESSU/SOMMERKAMP equipment.
- Size: 9 x 4 front panel 4 deep.

Further information on request.

THE SENTINEL X DUAL GATE MOSFET 2 METRE CONVERTER

This 2 metre converter is a de luxe version of our well established Sentinel converter. Contains internal mains power supply but can be used with external batteries. It features an RF gain control to reduce cross modulation and overload of the main receiver. Size: 9 x 12 x 5 1/2" front panel, 4 deep. Price: £61.12.

SM70 70cms CONVERTER

- Low noise figure 4.5 dB.
- IF output 144-146 MHz. Using the 70 cm, converter with a 2 metre converter, you can have a high performance 70 cm, unit at a low price. £15.12.

All units advertised are ex-stock, but you can always ring for confirmation. Call in at any time to have a look at the stuff. G3HXC.

All export orders less 10% VAT.

PLEASE ADD 10% VAT TO ALL PRICES

NO C.O.D. PLEASE PRINT YOUR ADDRESS ON ALL ORDERED GOODS BY PHONE AND PAY BY ACCESS OR BARCLAYCARD. SIMPLY QUOTE YOUR CARD NO.

TEL: 021-236-1635
R. T. & I. ELECTRONICS LTD.
where equipment is fully overhauled

KW VESPA 2 and p.s.u. £105.00 (£1.00)
HEATHKIT GE 56 £95.00 (£1.00)
KW GEMINI CONVERTER (into 4-5 M Hz) £95.00 (£1.00)
LAFAYETTE HA230 £60.00 (£1.50)
LAFAYETTE HA800 £208.00 (£50)
LAFAYETTE RAI £23.00 (£1.00)
LAFAYETTE STUDIO £13.00 (£50)
HAMMARLUND SP-600-JX6 £135.00 (£1.00)
EDDYSTONE 770U £96.00 (£50)
HEATHKIT DX 100 Transmitter £45.00 (£1.00)
EDDYSTONE 779 £38.00 (£1.50)
KW 2000A with A.C. p.s.u. £150.00 (£1.00)
NATION 669 £20.00 (£50)
EDDYSTONE TS 510 with A.C. p.s.u. £150.00 (£1.00)
LAFAYETTE 7700 £60.00 (£1.00)
KW 201 Receiver £90.00 (£1.00)
HEATHKIT RGI Receiver £23.00 (£1.00)
EDDYSTONE TS 500 £130.00 (£1.00)
TRIO JR-500-38 Receiver £58.00 (£1.00)
RCA ARBD Receiver £75.00 (£1.00)
TW 160 Communicator 12V.D.C. £48.00 (£1.00)

WE CAN ALSO SUPPLY ANY MAKE OF NEW EQUIPMENT - and have pleasure in giving a few examples which are normally in stock: -

STOCKISTS OF YAESU MUSEN EQUIPMENT.

giving a few examples which are normally in stock: -

TRIO JR-500-SE Receiver £120.00 (LI.50)
RCA AR88D Receiver £80.00 (LI.00)
KW 201 Receiver £80.00 (LI.00)
EDDYSTONE 960 Receiver £120.00 (LI.50)
TRIO TS 510 with A.C. p.s.u. £150.00 (£1.00)
NATIONAL NCX-5 with A.C. p.s.u. £130.00 (£1.00)
EDDYSTONE ECIO Mk. 2 £135.00 (£1.00) KW 2000A with A.C. p.s.u. £240.00 (£200)
EDDYSTONE 770U £100.00 (£1.00)
HAMMARLUND SP-600-JX6 £210.00 (£3.00) TRIO 750 £100.00 (£1.00)
TRIO JR-500-38 Receiver £110.00 (£1.00)
TRIO JR-300 £90.00 (£1.00)
RCA ARBD Receiver £75.00 (£1.00)
TW 160 Communicator 12V.D.C. £48.00 (£1.00)

HAMGEAR ELECTRONICS

PRESELECTORS AND CALIBRATORS.

Send for illustrated leaflets, we will do our best to help with your receiving problems.

Office only: -
2 CROMWELL ROAD, SPROWSTON, NORWICH, NOR 65R.
THE SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
August, 1973

MICROWAVE MODULES LIMITED
11 CRANMORE AVENUE, CROSBY, LIVERPOOL L23 0QD,
Tel: 051-928 1610 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
WE MANUFACTURE THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE RANGE
OF VHF AND UHF CONVERTERS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR

144 MHz MOSFET CONVERTER
This design has been optimised to obtain the best sensitivity possible with the latest diode-protected
dual-gate mosfets. Both RF stage coupling and oscillator injection circuits use bandpass transformers
to maximise performance across the band.

144 MHz DOUBLE CONVERSION MOSFET CONVERTER
I.F.s available ex-stock: 2-4, 4-6 MHz  Price inc. VAT £16.72
This unit was developed to meet the heavy demand for a converter suitable for use with receivers having
better performance at lower frequencies. It uses two
dual-gate mosfet mixers, both fed from the output of
a 70 or 71 MHz crystal oscillator. Selectivity
is obtained at the first IF in the 74 MHz range, thereby
overcoming the usual problems associated with low-
I.F. single conversion converters.

432 MHz MOSFET CONVERTER
I.F.s available ex-stock: 14-16, 18-20, 24-26, 28-30 MHz.  Price inc. VAT £19.91
This unit uses a dual-gate mosfet mixer for excellent
strong-signal performance preceded by two BFY90
transistor RF stages for high sensitivity. All UHF
tuned circuits are printed using Microstrip technology,
and a crystal in the 100 MHz region is used in the
oscillator chain to overcome unwanted beats in the
tuning range.

144 MHz DUAL OUTPUT PREAMPLIFIER
This two-stage mosfet preamplifier has two separate
isolated outputs, for feeding two receivers, for
example. The gain is 18dB, and the noise figure is
2.8dB. The noise figure is individually optimised on
each unit using our new automatic noise measuring
equipment.  Price inc. VAT £0.90

ALL EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE EX-STOCK AND GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS
POST AND PACKING FREE - PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

SOME ANTENNAS
MONO-BANDERS
A-310 3 Element. 10 metres  £24.00
A-315 3 Element. 15 metres  £25.00
Classic-203-C 3 Element. 20 metres  £25.00
A-90-5 9 Element. 2 metres  £70.00
D1-10 Ground Plane. 10 metres  £10.00
D1-2 Ground Plane. 2 metres  £5.00
MCQ-10 10 metre Quad  £5.00
MCQ-15 15 metre Quad  £5.00
MCQ-20 20 metre Quad  £7.00

DUAL-BANDERS
Elan 3 Elements. 10 and 15 metres  £30.00
Elan 2 Elements. 10 and 15 metres  £25.00
TD-2 Trap Dipole. 40 and 90 metres  £22.50

Send for HANDBOOK containing full details of Antennas and
other technical information. 25 pages 15p.
Refundable upon purchase of Antenna.

TRI-BANDERS
Mustang 3 Elements, 10, 15 and 20 metres  £44.00
Mustang 2 Elements. 10, 15 and 30 metres  £33.00
TA-33 Jr. 3 Elements. 10, 15 and 30 metres  £25.00
TA-31 Jr. 2 Elements. 10, 15 and 20 metres  £24.50
Classic-30 6 Elements. 10, 15 and 30 metres  £29.95
Classic-33 3 Elements. 10, 15 and 20 metres  £27.00
V-3 Jr. Trap Vertical. 10, 15 and 20 metres  £11.95
MCQ-3B Cubical Quad. 10, 15 and 20 metres  £30.00
El-Toro Vertical. 20, 40 and 80 metres  £11.00

QUAD-BANDERS
Atlas Trap Vertical. 10, 15, 20 and 40 metres  £22.00
SWL Antennas Dipole. 11, 13, 16, 19, 25, 31 and 49 metres  £11.00
SWL7 Dipole. 10, 15, 20, 40 and 80 metres  £11.00
RD-5 Dipole. 10, 15, 20, 40 and 80 metres  £11.00

Note: All "E" Models (2 mast fitting)  £6.50

All antennas available ex works carriage and insurance extra
Administrative Address only
40 Valley Road, New Costessey, Norwich, Norfolk
**G3LRB**  
**STEFPHENS - JAMES LTD.**  
70 PRIORY ROAD  •  LIVERPOOL  •  L4 2RZ  
Telephone 051-263 7829

**G3MCN**

---

**IC21X 2 METRE FM TRANSCEIVER 2VFO**

**Linier 2**: 2 METRE SSB TRANSCEIVER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>J Beam Range</th>
<th>Full range stock including mast, clamps, etc. SAE for catalogue.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Antenna Rotators**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antenna Rotators</th>
<th>AR25</th>
<th>Curr. 85p</th>
<th>£27.50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRK44</td>
<td>Corr. 85p</td>
<td>£49.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lafayette**

| HA600A Solid State Receiver | £85.00 |

**Coom**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model 22</th>
<th>post 15p</th>
<th>£7.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 25</td>
<td>post 15p</td>
<td>£7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 60</td>
<td>post 25p</td>
<td>£14.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cadar**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CR70A Receiver</th>
<th>£32.25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PR40 Preselector</td>
<td>£10.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Accessories**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hansen SWR Meters</th>
<th>£5.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sako SWR Meters</td>
<td>£20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashish Twin Meter SWR</td>
<td>£34.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunable RF Meter</td>
<td>£7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSWR Balun with lightning arrestor</td>
<td>£38.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omega Noise Bridge TE701</td>
<td>£14.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omega Noise Bridge TE702</td>
<td>£21.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi Auto Bug keys</td>
<td>£6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass Morse Keys</td>
<td>£1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKXV Electronic Keyers</td>
<td>£30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wight Traps Bridge</td>
<td>£3.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wight Traps High Power</td>
<td>£6.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dipole “T” Pieces</td>
<td>£15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3” Ceramic Insulators</td>
<td>£30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egg Insulators</td>
<td>£30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTT50 Plugs</td>
<td>£30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC289 Sockets</td>
<td>£30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc brazing</td>
<td>£30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Insulators</td>
<td>£30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Connectors</td>
<td>£35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 ohm twin feeder</td>
<td>£3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 ohm twin feeder</td>
<td>£3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR43 50 ohm coax</td>
<td>£15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR67 50 ohm coax</td>
<td>£20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Meters from</td>
<td>£3.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Second-hand Equipment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SWAN 500 Transceiver</th>
<th>£176.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRIO T510 Transceiver</td>
<td>£155.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAESU FT200 Transceiver</td>
<td>£165.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KW202 Receiver</td>
<td>£211.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWR DR2000 Receiver</td>
<td>£233.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDDYSTONE 840C Receiver</td>
<td>£355.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDDYSTONE 1700 Receiver</td>
<td>£450.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDDYSTONE EC10 Receiver</td>
<td>£500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDDYSTONE EC10 Mk. 2</td>
<td>£71.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDDYSTONE EC10 Mk. 3</td>
<td>£85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDDYSTONE 680X Receiver</td>
<td>£75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KW1000 DC power Unit</td>
<td>£221.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KW Viceroy Mk. 2 Tx</td>
<td>£465.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KW Viceroy Mk. 3 Tx</td>
<td>£880.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KW 500 Linear Amp</td>
<td>£50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW 160m. tx h.p.a.s.</td>
<td>£22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KW Vanguard Tx</td>
<td>£23.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coder PR40 Preselector</td>
<td>£48.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KW Atlanta VFO</td>
<td>£35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIO T5100 VFO</td>
<td>£15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KW202 Receiver</td>
<td>£165.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lafayette HA600A receiver</td>
<td>£211.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDDYSTONE 840C Receiver</td>
<td>£199.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME AT OUR NEW SHOWROOM AND TRADE COUNTER. Hartleys Yard, off Town Street, Armley, Leeds 12. Personal callers welcome at our newsroom and trade counter. Telephone: 0843 62535 or 62839.
Background

That piece in the last issue—"What Some Readers Say"—may have got a few thinking a bit, if only for the moment—but it keeps us thinking all the time!

It is an interesting fact that whatever the subject discussed in this Magazine, on whatever aspect of radio technology or practice, whether amateur or professional, somewhere at the back of the class sits, figuratively speaking, the greatest living expert on that particular subject. Sometimes he makes us aware of it, very often he does not make his existence known at all. But always we are conscious that he is there. This dictates the utmost care in the processing of material for publication.

Then we have to remember, nearer the middle of the class, the highly intelligent reader—a qualified man in one of the professions, say—who knows next to nothing about Amateur Radio, and just wishes to be instructed. This also involves very careful attention to what we publish.

For the great body of our regular readers—who, between them, know a great deal about every aspect of radio amateur technique and practice—anything we put out has to be most carefully worked over before being committed to print.

Interlarded with these more or less definable categories are the professionals, at various levels, with specialised knowledge of some branch of electronics having no connection with radio communication. There are also those who are either very young or are getting on in years. Some are well qualified in the radio amateur sense, others regard themselves as beginners. Individually, either they want it all in simple language—or prefer technical articles to be technical, with mathematical proofs—or never could cope even with simple arithmetic—or expect every article appearing each month to be just right for them. These conflicting requirements also demand great care in the selection of material for publication.

Broadly speaking that is the background against which we work, and have done for so many years. What makes it possible is that all our readers are united in one common interest, that of Amateur Radio. It is the theme and essence of the whole undertaking, the single factor drawing all together.

But it is also the reason why, in our sort of ambience, we could never please everybody all the time—indeed, it would be folly to try. We never have tried!
COMMUNICATION and DX NEWS

E. P. Essery, G3KFE

SUMMER-TIME it most certainly has been since last G3KFE put paper to typewriter, hot and humid—at least until a couple of days ago—and, as a result, one found the bands engulfed in static crashes if they were alive, and if they were quiet they were dead! It is quite noticeable that this sort of thing is made worse by a vertical aerial, just as they seem also to respond more to rain static, putting their owners at a disadvantage that sometimes more than outweighs the polar diagram advantage of lower angle of radiation.

Conditions generally have been fair to middling, taking into account that we have high summer upon us, and also allowing for the solar activity level.

The Bands

Let us look first at Ten. GW4BLE (Newport, Mon.) worked DT2AFO, HB9EW, WA4WRW/TF and 9Y4EH. Although the previous month G3NOF (Yeovil) had found shortskip quite prevalent, and occasionally an opening to the U.S., this time he failed to connect with any good openings there might have been, and made no QSO's at all on 10m.

G3JXE (Hull) wrote primarily on behalf of our old friend ZS6ZE, but found a corner of the letter to note his own results for the month under review—so far as 28 MHz went it was just a case of short-skip European contacts, DX being conspicuous by its absence.

Right on the last minute, in came a letter from G3ZGC/MM: Richard is normally a Top-Band and Eighty operator, but the terms of his /MM ticket confine him to 7050, 7060, 7070, 14200, 21350, and 28550 kHz, with 15 watts from a Yaesu FT-75. The low power has been found pretty useless on Twenty and Fifteen, but Forty and, in particular Ten have been a different tale altogether. Now the first priority is Ten; conditions have varied enormously, of course partly due to the fact that the ship is moving. From the Persian Gulf all Europe—bar the U.K.!—was workable, and RA's were queueing for a contact with G3ZGC/MM, but just 100 miles away in the Gulf of Oman, the band was hopeless. Down the East Coast of Africa all that was worked were JA's and some weak Europeans; but near ZS the Persian Gulf stations began to be heard. Overall, the best DX was reckoned to be a JA from Ascension Island area. G3ZGC/MM is doing his thing from the Alva Bay (GSAU) and Richard joined her—all 120,697 tons of it on the maiden voyage.

Fifteen

Conditions tolerable, with short skip quite noticeable at many times. GM5AXO opens the account, he being now returned to WA4UAZ, his home call. Steve kicks off by saying all his QSL's should be sent to his U.S.A. QTH, via the WA4 bureau; he is well on the way now to clearing his QSL card backlog. It is understood his next posting will be as KZ25NG for about 18 months. However, let us look at Steve's last spell on 21 MHz as GM5AXO: CW was used to hook WN0FEO, WN9KCK, UA0AN, V86AW, WA7OML, WA6CBS, UX9XS, numerous other W/K stations and JA's. There was perhaps more variety in the SSB listing, which includes contacts with JI2WR, ET3USD, VP2VAM, PZ2ECB, LU1EY, WA1JSL, WA1DOB/KP4, ZB2CI, MI1B, 9H1AB, PY3APH, many W/K's and a crop of JA's.

This time, G3RFG (Henlow) has been far too QRL to play with his thing from the Alva Bay (GSAU) and Richard joined her—all 120,697 tons of it on the maiden voyage.

E. P. Essery, G3KFE

at 1005z, ZS2GJ at 1035, ZS2AG at 1045, ZS6ME at 1100z, ZS1RU five minutes later, CN5BO at 1135 and again at 1150, and S24JE at 1200z. All these were on CW, the SSB part of the band not being searched.

CW was the preferred mode at G3JXE; Ron worked all W call areas in 39 states, also CR7IZ, UA9's, UA9YT (in Zone 23), UJL7QB, XW8BP, and JAI, JAI2, JA3. Among the W's, it is notable that 14 of them were W7's.

G3NOF on the other hand stuck as usual to SSB. He found the Far East stations none too good in the mornings, but some Africans were heard around 0800z; QSO's with ZD8RR, ZS1KZ, ZS1YM and ZS6ZE were logged.

Twenty Metres

Quite a long list from GM5AXO/WA4UAZ, like UK9AAV, YO1R, UL7DZ, W2NSZ, K4NE, JH1WX, W1APL, W3NOK, WA25BO, W9ELG, VO1CA, K1TEV, JA8JAT, JA9JBJ, JA7MC, JA2XW, JA3BG, JH1CQX, K4MIZU, W3GBF, W3TUB and 9M2LN, who fell under the hammer blows from his key; his SSB attracted the notice of VK2RU, VK5FD, HV5JSJ, 4Z25MY, W6ICJ, W6LPM, WA7ISC, WX8ET, 9V1QQ, 9M2TR, JA0JEO, ZB2AZ, CT1EO, V56AS, ZD7FT, 9H1B, UA2EC, LA0AR, UK9CAE, JA6SP, UK9AAO, WA9EVE/AM and loads of JA, W and K stations.

G3JXE used his CW to some effect on 20m., working CIATJ, DL1RK/KL7, EA6AU, KG6AA, KL7BA, VE7SV, VK6CH, VP9DL, UA9 and UA0, UL7L/B, UJ8BQ, UH8CS, all W call areas, including 24 of those elusive chaps in the Seventh call area.

Beaconry again on Twenty from G3RFG. To match his listening watch on 21 MHz, already mentioned, Stan also checked 14050 kHz every five minutes from 0900z to 1200z. 5T5SOL was on this frequency, consistently at S3-S5,
The Italian station IT9SEZ, who will be heard as IE9SEZ (Utica Island) during August and until about September 10. He will be working SSB on all HF bands and we are informed that the IE prefix falls into the category of the rare ones.

right through to 1030z when it dropped to S2, at totality for the Eclipse. It remained at S2-S3 till 1100-1105z, by which time it was inaudible. By 1110z it was back at S2, and stayed readable at S2 till 1155, by which time it was audible. By 1110z it was back at S2, and stayed readable at S2 till 1155, when it rose to S3, and at 1200z the beacon was up to S4 when the watch was closed.

In the way of other stuff on the band, it was only Europeans logged. For both bands, the aerial was the quarter-wave vertical, the receiver the FT-DX500, which was switched on an hour before the observations started to give it plenty of time to settle down. (Till all the reports have been analysed, it is difficult to say whether this Eclipse test was in any way significant).

G3NOF speaks of short-skip U.K. QSO’s during the last couple of months. Over the period in review, VK/ZL has been none too good in the mornings, but on the other hand Pacific and West Coast U.S.A. have been available around 0700z, also 1600-1800z has been a good time, over the short path, for contacts with such as YA, VU, VS6, 9M2, 9V1 and HS, while Africans have been audible both in the mornings and again in the early evenings.

Don rang the bell with A6XF, CR6GA, EA6BP, EA6CC, ET3USE, HR1RSP, HS4AUF, JY6GT, KS5TH/KH6 (Kure Is.), K7OAK, KH6CBS, KH6GHZ, KH6IAB, KH6IDI, KL7EAN, KZ5CL, OD5CU, OJ0AM, OH0AM, OK3EA, TG9MP, TI4AO, TU2BX, VE7SV, VQ9BP, VS6GA, VU2ABV, VU2AIK, VU2MX, W7AZG, W9AV/VK9 (Christmas Is.), WA8RGJ/VE8 (Baffin Is.), YAIED, DZ8RW, ZE1AW, ZE2JE, ZK1TA (Tongareva), ST5ES, 5W1AR, 5W1AU, SZ4JD, SZ5NR, 9G1FF, 9G1HE, 9M2CJ and 9M2DQ—pretty nice!

G4BVS (Amersham) and his QRP come next. Sean rigged up a Cubical Quad for the QRP contest, heard many QRO W/K stations, and managed 15 countries during the contest, including W9GDT and W2BBQ on Twenty. Gotaways included HAI5HK/MM off the Azores, UA90BG, UA9VK and a 4Z4.

Another chap who stuck to QRP and Twenty was G3DNF (Leeds), who has now cleared out most of Europe with his two watts. Highlights of the month included LX1CF, UL7IH, UD6BZ, 9H1DP, 9H1R, EA8GU, WX1AFC and F0AHY/FC, the last-mentioned being a new one not even worked on the big rig! The QRP Contest itself was also worked, but only 13 contacts were made in 15 hours, the best being UK9AAN and ISOATZ. Gorden comments bitterly on the mess which has become the CW end of Twenty, with the jingle-bell thing which fills the top half of the band like an electronic banyan-tree, while down below it, everyone shouts CQ DX, a mere CQ never achieving an answer. Yes, and that “thing” seems to spread all over Europe, going on for days at a time without a break, although the W’s do not seem to be much affected by it.

On the topic of QRM on Twenty CW G3UZ (Goring-by-Sea) makes the point that unless you grab a bit of DX just as soon as he shows up, you have lost the QSO under the hordes of EU’s calling-in. As for the UA9’s, G3UZ reckons they are getting to know him, and they come back with his-name-and-details instantly! He made CW contacts with LA1H/X (a “special” in connection with a Festival at Harstad), UK0SA, UK0AAS, UV0AA, UA0PY, UA9’s by the bucketful, UH8HABC, UH8HAI, UI8NC, UI8AC, UI8CA, UL7JAC, UK7GAE, UL7OF, UF6FA, UF6VAA, UF6AS, UF6CQ, UG6AW, UF6FA, UD6DG, UD6BZ, UD6FYD, EA9EX, EA9AQ, HV3SJ, ZB2AZ, 4X4VE, 4X4GD, 7X0RW, JA6AGS, LU5AQ, CT2AO, VO1AW, F8SDG, VK7CH, VE7BRY/4X4, SV0WC, VE3DMC, JA3KM, PY48VL, PY1FT, TA2EA and G3RSP/MM when Alan was in the Arabian Gulf.

Things have been rather busy for G3DCS (Ipswich) of late, what between his boat needing to be loved, changing his car (which
involved transferring "all the rubbish" as Enver puts it, to the new one) and most difficult task of all being, as usual, re-fitting the car radio! Only eight contacts were made all month, CW fetching in GM3LWS, UB5EAD, W1TW and W3Q8B, while the RTTY accounted for W2LFL, UK3DAA, 11DNA and LU2ESB.

G2HKU, still above tide-mark on Sheppey, remarks on the increase of late in the UJ8 and UI8 callsigns and wonders why this should be. His SSB made contact with VE6MP, W7GYP, UJ8S8AI (for a new one on SSB), VP25BH (St. Vincent, for an all-time new one) plus CW with W7QMW, OA4AHO, UJ8AC, KH6J and UK9MAA.

On the QRP front G2NJ (Peterborough) is still at it, and had a nice solid QSO with DKILW, who had just the one watt to a crystal-controlled transmitter using a single BCL6 valve. His friend G5NX/LA/MM mentioned one of the hazards of /MM operation when the ship —see p.294, July—ran into a sudden hurricane, and the transmitter and receiver crashed on to an armchair from the desk, wrecking the chair, but breaking the fall of the gear enough for it to be undamaged!

Talking about his planning application for a tower, GW4BLE (Newport, Mon.) still has to keep hoping, although the planning committee meeting has been held and Stephen was "represented" at it. However, the 18-AVT has to suffice meantime, and it put out RF successfully to ET3USF, OH0AM, 8P6AZ, 9I2DT, 9Y4EH, VP2AX, VP2VS, ZP5AN, CR4BS, EA8IX, ST5ES, 5U7AS but unsuccessfully to ZKITA. The 5T5 Eclipse Beacon was not heard at all.

G3VLX has been pretty well tied up, but still manages to show MPB8P, KV4AD and VP2VBU as among those worked. Twenty was also tried by GM3YOR/P on NFD weekend, and it yielded them QSO's with W2NZ, TJ2PZ, 9J5LA/P and UF6DG.

Miscellany
Quite a lot of odds and ends fall to be mentioned here. The top of the pile is a letter from Arthur, G3NGF, of WAMRAC, who took the opportunity on the way back from the Newcastle Methodist Conference to drop in to Scorton R.C. Hospital to see Peter Odell, G3MUM, who was once christened "Twinkletoes" for his use of those limb members for operating. Peter, as his friends will be aware, has been off the air for some time, but from August 11 he will be in Fleetwood on holiday, and so as there is a station available, he plans to come on Eighty from August 13.

Back to that talk about "lots of amateurs in a small area": A letter from G3VFI, who points out that in the Fareham district, about a mile by a mile-and-a-half, they have 24 callsigns, with more around the

Flat map of the United States, showing call boundaries taking in the states. The W5/W7 call area is perhaps more difficult to work from the U.K. than W6 which, though more distant from us across continental America, is the most heavily populated in the Amateur Radio context, with a high proportion of QRO stations.
edges—and fifteen of the twenty-four are very active!

An odd coincidence is mentioned by Patricia, G4AYL, who recently came across a December 1965 copy of the Magazine, which had a note about the youngest GI amateur at the time, G13UKS, and also a paragraph concerning the Radio and Space Research Station changing its name and director—a coincidence, because she is married now to G3UKS, who is on the staff of the Station.

The recent upsurge in interest in QRP working in the U.K., shown by the number of letters from QRP stations, prompts us to mention the QRP Amateur Radio Club Contest from 0000 on August 18 to 2359z August 19. Exchange RS(T), give state, province or country. QRP Club number (or NM if not a member), and power input. Each QSO with a member counts three points, or with a non-member 2 points. Multiplier determined by the sum of the states, provinces and countries worked on each band. There is also a multiplier—power as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Input</th>
<th>Multiplier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Over 100 watts, none:</td>
<td>25-100 watts, 1-5 watts, times two;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5 watts, times three; and less than one watt</td>
<td>times four (p.e.p. double).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Final score is QSO points times the multiplier on each band, times the power multiplier. The frequencies to be used are, for CW, 3540, 7040, 14065, 21040 and 28040 kHz, and for SSB, 3980, 7280, 14330, 21430 and 28040 kHz—which makes things rather difficult for non-U.S.A. SSB entrants! Logs to be mailed before September 25, to K7JRE, QRP ARC Contest, 3701 S. W. Morgan Street, Seattle, Washington 98126, U.S.A. With the log should go a summary sheet with equipment description and the usual signed declaration.

B.A.R.T.G. have some results for their recent RTTY Contest. The first three places went (as usual) to Italian stations, but G3OZF came fourth (congratulations, Don!) and VP2KH made sixth position. Conditions in general were pretty awful, and many operators made such low scores as deterred them from putting in an entry—there were very few entrants who recorded QSO’s with all continents.

OK2QF writes to let us know that OK3CBY is back in business as YK1OK, for all bands 1-8-28 MHz—which should gladden the hearts of the Top Band DX-ers! Till about August 15, he will be on on Saturdays and Sundays only, 1200-1900z on Forty; 1900-2200 on Eighty; 2200-2400 on Top Band; 0001-0200 again on Eighty, and 0200-0430z Forty, all CW. After this, and until October-end, all bands will be worked daily, both CW and SSB. QSL’s should be sent, with s.a.e. and an IRC, to OK2QF, Fr. Dolezal, 594 41 Baliny 26, Czechoslovakia.

Portsmouth, New Hampshire, is celebrating its 350th Anniversary this year, and will have a special-event station on the air during August 1-19, working all bands and modes including Slow-Scan TV. WA1PEL, William A. Dodge, 32 Elm Avenue, Pease AFB, NH 03801, U.S.A. is doing the dogsbodying over there, and Bill is keen to work any stations in the Portsmouth, England, area—so anyone who can oblige should airmail him for a sked, which will please the chaps over there no end.

G5MY (Leicester) writes to tell of his recent trip to Brandon, Manitoba, in VE4-land. He had a reciprocal license, granted with no difficulty whatever, and met the locals, who rapidly whipped him off to the Brandon Club meeting, operating his new call /M on the latter’s home until the small hours. Operating-wise, G5MY/VE4 found the working to be quite easy, with a good local CW station —Ron had had the twenty counties (as usual) to give him the complete set, 21 worked and 20 confirmed—Ron had had the twenty counties confirmed years ago, but the last one took nearly four years to find; when this last QSL is in, G31XE will have worked all the counties in four of the American States!

In his earlier letter, G3NOF mentioned that he was again in trouble, this time with a bout of TVI—one is intermittent and never shows up when the Post Office inspector is there (Murphy’s Law again!) while the other is a Japanese UHF TV set which takes him at S9 without an aerial on it! Don’s gear has been exonerated by the G.P.O. but he is off for a month.

BRIEF DX DATA

**F08**
Try around 0700, 14139 kHz. FO8BU is QSL via Box 359, Papeete. FO8DY is Box 85, Papeete; FO8DZ, Box 433, Papeete.

**FS7**
St. Martin, 14104 kHz, around 2200, working to a list taken by PJ2ARI. QSL to F6AEV.

**JY**
“Arabian Knights Net” now meets 14250 kHz, Mondays at 1400. Royal Jordanian Award is for working six JY prefixes since April 1, 1971.

**VRIAC**
British Phoenix Is. Is also KH6BU. All QSL’s via WB6KJI.

**XU1A**
Try 14195 kHz around 1815, working from a list taken by 5U7AZ. Alternatively, try SEANET, 14320 kHz, 1200z.

**HV3SJ**
Brother Ed. is often QRV from 0500 on Sunday morning on 7 MHz, CW or SSB.

**SV1FT**
Cret. Try around 28550 kHz, around 1500z. QSL via 15 Chania, Crete.

**VP5DD**
Around 14202 kHz SSB, 1545z, or 14210 kHz, 0145z. (Also believed to work Oscar VI) QSL via his K5PKN call.

**XV5**
Only XV5AC is legitimate. All other “XV5” calls are phony.

**SUTAZ**
Try 14250-14265 kHz, 0600-0700z; he is often active.
while the TV set's deficiencies are sorted out. In a different context, G3N0F mentions that A4XAA will be coming on shortly, the operator being none other than the Sultan of Oman. (A competitor for JY1?)

G4BVS says he will be camping in Europe on holiday between August 19 and September 14; Sean has G4BVS/OE, ON5KU and G4BVS/DL organised, and has a QRP rig on 7 and 14 MHz. Anyone wanting a sked for these countries on QRP should drop him a line at 22 Highland Road, Amersham, Bucks.

The lengths these chaps go to! G2HKU writes that he has heard that K6UA has a beam with 128-foot elements, spaced 32 feet, atop a 140 foot tower—Ted reckons it must cost the W more to insure than G2HKU could afford to spend on an aerial!

In the opposite sense G2NJ mentions G3KPT, who has already collected 40 prefixes with his HW-7 fleapower rig, and an aerial, inverted L, of sixty-six feet sloping down from 26 feet high at the near end to six feet—and an electric railway at the bottom of the garden to add a bit of difficulty and spice to operations! He's done well, with such a set-up.

Murphy's Law again, this time enveloping G3VLX. Deryck was going to Italy, and wanted to find enveloping G3VLX. He's done well, with such a set-up.

Exploits

Advance information from GM3YOR that he and his buddy, GM3OLK, will be going DX-peditioning in the rarer Scottish counties for a week around the end of September; they have no route settled as yet, but would welcome suggestions and sked arrangements—GM3YOR, 41 Veronica Crescent, Kirkcaldy, Fife. Gear will cover all bands 1.8 to 28 MHz, and maybe VHF too.

A letter which seems to have gone adrift somewhere "in the system" is from the Chester Club, to say they are on Orkney at the time this is being written, signing GM3GIZ/P—please write SSQ addresses to G3ZKU, 71 Veronica Crescent, Kirkcaldy, Fife.

Eighty and Twenty, mainly using VHF too.

A right kettle of fish—the question one tends to ask is "What sort of fish?" There is some real DX being worked by the night-owls on the key, and a lot more by the chaps up in the DX segment; but why they bother to sweat their way through the obnoxious 'erbs who persist in whistling all over them, swearing at them, and so on, quite baffles this scribe. It must be like banging your head against a brick wall—nice when you stop!

G3JXE tackled the CW end of the band, and came out with UA9, UD6 and UL7—and doubtless some Europeans as QRMs. As for the NFD effort by GM3OLK/P, after their good DX on Forty, they were maybe a bit disappointed to be able to work Europeans only—but such is life!

Forty Metres

It is hardly surprising that at this time of year Forty is not made to carry much DX traffic—but there is no doubt that the DX is there and can be worked, subject to both ends of the path wishing to co-operate! For example, during NFD, GM3YOR/P and GM3OLK/P were on the band from the top of Bishop Hill, for the Glenrothes Club. GM3OLK/P was the 7 MHz station, and during their session on 40m. they worked K1RQE, W3ZTE, K3LCX, WA2HIN, WB2YVA, W2AXZ and VP8KF — and, of course, the NFD stations are, as compared with the home station operators, running fleapower, with the PA stage dissipation the controlling factor.

G2HKU offers SSB with YV4AGP, and CW to OA4MS and "9H3RUM"—a "funny" one?

On to G3JXE, who seems to have spent plenty of time on the band, working CW to CH1ATJ, CM2AF, CT1EN, CX4LO, EA6CB, FC9AHY, HK4AJF, KP4DJE, KZ5V, a gaggle of LUs, OH0AB, OH0MAS, loads of PY's, PJ2VD, SV1DBA, T6T, UA9, UA0, UD6, UG6, UF6, UI8, UL7, UM8MAU, UJ8SAC, VK6HD, VE1-VE4, all W call areas, five YV's, ZP3CA, 4W1AE, 4X4, 9H1, 9L1GC, 9L1JT—but only, he complains, two W7's! All this on Forty!

QSL Addresses

Quite a few, between two selections from G3N0F and one from GM5AXO/WA4UAZ. Taking the latter's selection first, we notice VP2VAM, via VE3GMY; MIB, via WA3HUP; VS9AW, via WB6ZUC; 9AIAB, via ON8YF; and OY1R, via W2KF.

G3N0F mentions, WB6VGI/VQ9, home call or bureau; JY3BZ, to P.O. Box 1352, Amman; JX6CZ, Jonas Lies 6, 3250 Larvik, Norway; JX9TM to LA9TM; ETJUSC to WA1HAA; 9X5C, P.O. Box 198, Kigali; VP2VBG to P.O. Box 84, Roadtown, Tortola, B.V.I.; 6Y5GB to VE3GMY; 6Y5ED, Dr. E. Depass, 28 Elizabeth Avenue, Kingston, 10; A2CAX to K2YL; F0S8DO, P.O. Box 2018, Papeete; OH0MAS to OH0MA or bureau; VP2G to P.O. Box 421, St. George's; HP1XIS, to Box 905, Albroom AFB, Panama CZ; VE1CAMP to bureau. Then has E46CC to DL9YB; 5W1AR to WA7FD; 5WIAU to W6KNH; ET3USE to WA4AGT; WOA/VK9, home QTH: YAIED, P.O. Box 5, Kabul; V09BP, P.O. Box 220, Victoria, Mahé; JY6GT to P.O. Box 2353, Amman; ST5ES to K5HAY; VU2ABV, P.O. 534, New Delhi, 1; VU2AIK, P.O. Box 3058, Lodi Road, New Delhi; E2P2O to KL7BJW; T2UBX, P.O. Box 20647, Abidjan; K5LTH/KH6 to WA3HUP; CR6GA to WA3HUP; HR1RSP to 5WGTW; HK0BKX to WA6AHF; and ZK1TA to W6KNH.

Eighty

A right kettle of fish—the question one tends to ask is "What sort of fish?" There is some real DX being worked by the night-owls on the key, and a lot more by the chaps up in the DX segment; but why they bother to sweat their way through the obnoxious 'erbs who persist in whistling all over them, swearing at them, and so on, quite baffles this scribe. It must be like banging your head against a brick wall—nice when you stop!

G3JXE tackled the CW end of the band, and came out with UA9, UD6 and UL7—and doubtless some Europeans as QRMs. As for the NFD effort by GM3OLK/P, after their good DX on Forty, they were maybe a bit disappointed to be able to work Europeans only—but such is life!
tried his hand at the Trans-Equatorial Tests in June, with some considerable success, working PY1DVG four times, his worst incoming report being 59; also ZP9AY and EL0N/MM. Getaways were LU5HFI, LU5EVVM, CX3BH, 5Z4KL and KV4EZ, so that now his countries-worked score on Top Band stands at 23. In addition, during the month contacts were made with VE1MX, W1BB/1, K2GNC and W1HGT, plus 11 European countries. The rig is an unmodified KW-2000A on the “receive” side and a genuine 9 watts input to the PA; the only filtering, apart from the SSB bandwidth one in the 2000A, is that “between the ears”—and his aerial is “nothing to write home about.” Phil reckons that anyone wanting to know how to tackle Top Band DXing should sit and listen to PY1DVG operating—Rolf seems to be able to sense the slightest change in conditions, or the skill of his contact, and adjust his speed of sending, pattern, and so on, to suit—great stuff, indeed!

Top Band for G2HKU included his usual SSB contact with PA0PN and GM3ONS/A in Perth, plus a CW QSO with GM3GIZ/A in Inverness.

GM3YOR mentions the stuff he worked on NFD as being just G’s and some few OK’s—but Drew decided to have a go at the DX on Top Band during the month and made it on CW to EP2BQ on the morning of June 18; others heard but not connected with included PY1DVG, LU5HFI, ZP9AY, and 5Z4KL. During the week before he wrote, GM3YOR put up a different aerial to see if he could hook some of this elusive DX, but since then hasn’t heard anything of it, so he is now wondering whether the 550 feet end-fed is working well for him or not. (Broadly speaking, a full-wave does not confer any advantages unless it is about 200ft. high.—Editor). Drew has himself a little gripe about the lads with big signals who tend to come on night after night to work the DX and in the process shut out some of the weaker chaps who haven’t the advantage of a good site and aerial system—he usually waits till they have all gone and then is left alone to work the DX.

For those who are trying for ZS6ZE, it is understood that John is finding around 0100z to be the best time. Other stations which have been heard in the U.K. include EP2BQ at 0122z; CP1EU and PY1DVG around midnight; W1BB/1 at 0057z; ZP9AY at 0103z; CX3BH, 0053z; LU’s around 0000-0200z; ZB2A a good deal earlier at 2303z; 9J2LF at 0026z; ZD9BM at 0038z; and VP8KF around 0130z—the latter being understood to have a crystal for 1806 kHz to which to tackle the, to him, European DX.

There has for long enough been much debate about the merits of various aerials for DX working on Top Band. All those who can put out big signals have something in their favour in the way of terrain—but in addition the reactance reverses in sign so that you need capacitance to resonate it rather than a coil of high RF resistance; the effect should be worth a clear S-point over a conventional loaded-whip arrangement on the same ground system. But whatever you do the site is vital—recall GW3UUZ from Nash Point, for example who had a whale of a signal without really trying! Incidentally, talking of GW3UUZ, Andy is now a plain G, he having surfaced at Anvil Point, near Swanage, still in the Trinity House service, but bewailing the fact that his new place has only a short stumpy tower to use as his mast!

QRT

We seem to have come to the bottom of the pile of letters for another month. For next month, the deadline will be August 13 arrival, addressed as always to "CDXN " SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE BUCKINGHAM, MK18 IQ.
COURSES FOR THE R.A.E.

First List

Following are centres at which courses for the Radio Amateur's Examination (Subject No. 765, City & Guilds) have already been arranged. It is expected that a further listing will appear in the September issue of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, as more such courses are notified.

Readers interested should note that (a) These courses involve payment of nominal fees, of varying amounts, for the full session leading up to the May 1974 Examination, (b) All enquiries to the addresses given must quote "Radio Amateur's Examination, Subject No. 765, City & Guilds Exam.", (c) In most cases, the instructors are qualified teachers who are themselves licensed radio amateurs, and (d) We are not able to give information about courses not listed here; it is often possible to get details on enquiry to the local office of the Education Authority for the area.

Organisers concerned who wish for publicity in this space should send in their notice (on a separate sheet, please) in the form shown here to: R.A.E., SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM, MK18 1RQ, as soon as possible in the form shown here to: R.A.E., SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM, MK18 1RQ, as soon as possible

For this month's Small Advertisements, see pp.373-376
IMPROVING THE EDDYSTONE EC-10 RECEIVER

BETTER OSCILLATOR STABILITY—ADDING A PRODUCT DETECTOR—MUCH IMPROVED TUNING FOR SSB AND RTTY

J. M. OSBORNE, M.A., F.Inst.P. (G3HMO)

Our contributor is well known for his approach to the practise of Amateur Radio and over the years has offered in our pages many valuable and interesting ideas for the furtherance of the art. Here he discusses the simple matter of desirable modifications to one of his own receivers, of a type widely used in amateur circles.—Editor.

The Eddystone EC-10 was one of the earliest battery-operated transistor receivers the engineering and coverage of which put it beyond a purely domestic market. It is widely used by amateurs in mobile and portable applications; one imagines that it is evenly more widely used throughout the world for general reception of short wave broadcasting.

However, although it has the right knobs and labels such as BFO marked USB and LSB, its performance alongside its later brethren leaves much to be desired. If the BFO is used, it is immediately apparent that drift is severe and that a tap on the cabinet sets off a noise like a Chinese gong. The reception of SSB is only just possible on strong signals and then is so difficult to hold that it is hardly worth the effort. On the credit side, it must be said that the writer has used the EC-10 as the heart of his weather satellite station (1), and that in this capacity it has given good service. The shortcomings became really apparent when trying to resolve RTTY FSK on the HF bands. It was decided to attempt to improve the stability and, if this was successful, to fit a product detector.

Improving Frequency Stability

Inspection of the interior reveals a beautifully constructed piece of equipment, with its excellent slow-motion flywheel drive. However, the weakness in the region of the local oscillator makes itself conspicuous whenever anything in the area is touched. The faults come under two headings, mechanical and electrical. The first is responsible for the Chinese gong and the second for drift. A whole lot of mods. were tried and, although it is difficult to assess the effects of each, the overall effect has been a marked improvement.

On the mechanical side, the tuning capacitor is rubber mounted and separate from the main PC board, which is integral with the band switches and supports the coils. Any movement of the three-gang capacitor can alter (as it is a large earth body) the capacity to ground of sensitive points on the board, such as the collector of the local oscillator. Points on the PC board associated with the LO appear on the top side, close to the tuning capacitor and although they are screened sideways, as it were, by the earth section of the board, the large earth bulk vibrating above could be responsible for frequency modulation. Also, the leads between the tuning capacitor and the board are part of the tuned circuit. Prodding anyone of the parallel braid leads

---

The product detector lying neatly between the BFO (left) and the last IF stage. C5 leading to the BFO collector is seen over the resistor R3. The larger discs behind are C4 and C6, while the electrolytic to the right of the IC is C7.
used to common the capacitor earth with the board earth alters substantially the LO frequency. These leads, even in parallel, have some inductance and this is in series with the tuned circuit.

Attempts to improve the situation were twofold: First, the live lead to the LO section of the gang and all the earth braid leads were shortened as much as possible; secondly, a short piece of 18g. was soldered to the earth of the PC board in the vicinity of a very sensitive point under which the varactor fine-tune diode is placed. The wire is bent to lie between this point and the tuning capacitor to screen it off from the latter.

On the underside of the board it was discovered, by prodding with a trim tool, that two thin stranded p.v.c. leads were highly touchy. These run from the front two wafers of the band switch to the LO collector and the LO gang of the tuning capacitor respectively. They were replaced with 18g. tinned copper suitably sleeved, running, for convenience and shortness, on opposite sides of the pair of wafers. It is the impression that this simple mod. produced a greater improvement than all the others suggested here put together!

The drift is severe in the first ten minutes or so, but if one is patient it does eventually settle down to tolerable levels. This drift is surprising as in general an all-solid-state receiver does not have thermal problems. (It may be that in this case the germanium OC171 is the culprit.) As the LO warms up, leakage currents vary and the collector base capacitance, acting as a varactor diode in parallel with the LO tuned circuit, does the rest. There is no proof of this, but with time one would like to try an FET or a silicon bipolar in this position. (The EC-10 used the OC171 for all positions ahead of the audio, undoubtedly a wise design if one considers such factors as servicing). An alternative approach might be to have an external VFO for the amateur bands using the existing local oscillator rewired as a harmonic amplifier.

To maintain a sensible performance over a wide range of battery voltage a 6v. zener is used to stabilise the early stages and the BFO. As the load varies, depending on the use of the BFO and on varying drain from AGC controlled stages, further stabilisation of the supply line to the LO has been contrived. This has been achieved by filing a break in the line and putting a dropping resistor in series, together with a 5v. zener across the LO. Again, it is impossible to quote the consequences without time-consuming comparisons having to be carried out. Suffice it to say the modified EC-10 now behaves so much better in terms of LO frequency stability, compared directly with a second unmodified EC-10, that it seemed worth fitting a product detector.

The Product Detector

The product detector block is shown in Fig. 1. An IC containing all the necessary transistors is now the obvious way of filling in the block(2). Birketts have been advertising untested double balanced modulators for around 30p. Two were obtained—the first one proved a dud and was replaced by return. For the wealthy, there is the full spec. Plessey SL640 at £2.50 to £3.50.

The modification has proved relatively simple, the circuit showing all the changes involved is enclosed within the dotted lines in Fig. 2. The double balanced modulator IC is designed for a positive 6v. supply line. R2 drops 3v. from the negative 9v. line to lead 8, the earthy end of the IC, and is decoupled to ground by...
Table of Values

Fig. 2. Product detector for EC-10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>0.001 µF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2, C3, C5</td>
<td>0.01 µF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4, C6</td>
<td>0.1 µF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7, C8</td>
<td>1.0 µF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>4,700 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>300 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>2,200 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>Double bal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFO</td>
<td>Plessey SL640C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: All capacitors should be of the disc ceramic type, except C7, C8, which are 12v. electrolytic.

C6. The IC is designed for single-ended inputs, the other sides of the balanced inputs being brought out through lead 2. This point is tied to lead 8 via C4. The audio is brought out to lead 5 and, after an emitter follower, lead 6. C3 filters off the high frequency components from the audio; R3 is the emitter load. Lead 4, the positive supply to the IC, is connected directly to ground.

The BFO injection is obtained by connecting lead 3 on the IC via C5 to the collector of the BFO transistor. This provides about 200 mV of injection. The BF coil will need retrimming to recalibrate the zero-beat mark on the BFO control. The original printed circuit lead carrying the BFO to an early IF stage is interrupted by filing a break in the lead.

The signal is drawn from the last IF transformer. The output is matched by C1 and C2 to the IC input lead 7. It should be noted that the diode detector is situated inside the IF transformer screen and is kept intact to leave AGC arrangements unmodified and the AM facility available. There is an unused pin on the transformer which gives access to the IF before the diode. C1 is accordingly connected to this pin. A slight retrim of the coil will be necessary to peak up the output.

In the unmodified EC-10 the AF gain control potentiometer serves as diode load. To retain the AM and AGC, the resistor R1 was fitted as a DC load to the diode. The AF signal to the gain control can now be selected by a change over switch from C7 for CW, FSK and SSB, or from C8 for AM reception.

Constructional Work

On the EC-10 the complete IF/AF strip is held on the main chassis by four screws. The cabling is such that the strip can be turned through a right angle after removing the screws; holes are provided for refixing the strip to the main chassis with two screws. In this posture one
has complete accessibility for servicing, aligning and modifying the receiver.

There is plenty of room for the product detector in its natural place, between the last IF stage and the BFO. (The original designers may have foreseen the possibility of developments in this area and left room). In the centre of this part of the PC board are two unused copper strips surrounded by earthed copper screening. Fig. 3 shows how this has been exploited. Eight holes are drilled to take the IC. A small drill, about twice the diameter of the wire leads on the IC, held in a watchmaker's hand chuck, enables this to be done in a few minutes. Further holes are then drilled in the vicinity to take the circuitry of Fig. 2. For example, the hole adjacent to lead 2 takes the wire from C4. They are joined by soldering fairly close to the board. The other end of C4 goes to the copper to which the leads 1 and 8 from the IC are soldered and also R2, R3 and C6.

The IC obviously has to be threaded through the holes before any soldering can be done. This proves simple, provided the leads are splayed out and then bent individually towards the right hole. The leads should be held at the roots with tweezers before bending.

The change over switch, AM to CW/SSB, is mounted at the rear of the main chassis. An extra screened lead from C7 is run alongside the existing screened lead bringing the AF from the diode. The components C8 and R1 can be located around the switch. The BFO switch on the front panel could be altered for this purpose; it might also be adapted to switch the 9v. line to the product detector instead of the stabilised line to the BFO. The BFO could then be supplied, using a separate zener, from this 9v., thus doing it all on the one front-panel switch; BFO “On” for CW, SSB and FSK and BFO “Off” for AM.

In operation the improvement afforded by the product detector is dramatic. FSK on 20m. can be resolved and, using the EC-10 as a tuned 10m. IF for the converter, two-metre SSB is "readability five.”

POCKET CRYSTAL CHECKER
TESTING FOR ACTIVITY

M. J. GORDON (G8CRW)

One cannot always be sure that second-hand crystals have been treated with the respect they deserve. Accordingly the test unit described was built by the author prior to a prowl around radio surplus stores for 8, 12 and 35 MHz crystals suitable for 2-metre transmitters and converters. It has also proved useful as a 1 MHz “piper”, and for finding out where, on 2 metres, the twelfth harmonic of a 12 MHz crystal comes. (Not always 12 x 12, as the reader will appreciate.)

The circuit is shown in the diagram. When a good crystal is plugged into the holder, between the base and collector of Tr1, the transistor will oscillate. Part of the RF is rectified by D1 to produce a positive voltage at Tr2 This causes current to flow through the compounded BC184’s Tr2 and Tr3, which act effectively as one “super alpha” transistor, causing the bulb to glow. If the crystal is inactive the bulb will not light.

To check that the unit, when built, is working, a crystal of known quality is needed. Alternatively an LC combination can be plugged in instead of a crystal; suitable values are a small RF choke or MW coil with a capacitor of about 30 pF in series.

A terminal is fitted to Tr1 collector through <002 µF for use as a “piper”. When the aerial coil of a receiver is connected to the terminal, D1 will be starved of RF and Tr2, Tr3 will turn off. This conserves the battery as the drain should then drop from 55 mA to about 500 µA.

The unit can be built into a 2oz. tobacco tin, or smaller if desired; but the tobacco tin does have the advantages of ruggedness, a solderable chassis, and easy availability. It is also truly pocket-size and a PP3 battery on its side fits into it snugly. An octal base was used for accommodating crystals. An FT241 fits into pins 3 and 5 and the holders at pins 2 and 8 have been squeezed together to accommodate HC/6U types. Pins 3 and 7 will accommodate 9in. crystals.

The transistor and its circuitry are soldered directly to the octal holder and the other components fit on a 6-way tag strip. As the bulb is under-run and infrequently used, a holder for it was dispensed with and the bulb connected directly to the switch.
DISCUSSING
DIRECT-CONVERSION
FOR SSB RECEIVERS

SOME THEORETICAL
CONSIDERATIONS

An article by Al-Araji and Prof. W. Gosling on this subject appeared in the March, 1973, issue of The Radio and Electronic Engineer. In view of the growing interest in amateur circles in receivers of this type for VHF and UHF working, here follows a summary of the findings which may stimulate further experiments in this field.

Direct-conversion single-sideband receivers are of interest because they are less subject to spurious responses than the conventional superheterodyne, do not entail the use of high-gain, narrow-band amplifiers with high centre frequency, and lend themselves better to integration in monolithic form.

Two approaches to the design of receivers of this kind have been described: (1) The phasing technique, in which the local oscillator is tuned to the nominal signal carrier frequency and the unwanted sideband response is eliminated by phase cancellation; (2) Weaver’s “Third Method,” in which two oscillators are used, the first tuned to the centre of the incoming SSB spectrum, and the second to the centre of the reconstituted AF spectrum.

Analysis of the two approaches shows that, in the AC coupled variant, the Weaver solution is superior. In the conventional superhet receiver for SSB reception the incoming signal is mixed with that from a local oscillator to produce an IF signal, the unwanted upper or lower sideband being removed by a filter. The wanted sideband is then heterodyned to produce the required audio. The sideband filter specification is severe and even with the crystal filters now in universal use, a high IF is precluded. Thus, double or triple conversion receivers are commonplace, particularly at the higher signal frequencies. While multiple conversion helps to overcome stability problems, the extra conversion processes introduce spurious responses.

Direct conversion implies the use of a heterodyne oscillator at or near the incoming signal frequency so that the output from the conversion process, after filtering to remove the high frequency components, falls within the audio range.

One of the principal difficulties in applying direct conversion lies in second-channel response. To eliminate this the receiver can be designed with two initial mixers in which the signal is mixed with sinusoids of indentical frequency but in phase quadrature. Low-pass filtering will then produce two quadrature outputs in the audio spectrum from which the speech modulation can be extracted. There are two different ways in which the signals can be combined to give the required signal response and suppress the unwanted. These are:

(1) One of the IF outputs can be put through a network which phase-shifts all components by 90°. (A network of this type is sometimes referred to as the Hilbert transform). On adding the output from the phase shifted channel to that from the other, one of the receiver responses is reinforced and the other approximately cancelled (Fig. 1A). This is known as the phasing, or out-phasing, method of SSB reception.

(2) The two IF outputs may be passed to a second pair of mixers, in which they combine with quadrature outputs from a second local oscillator. The outputs from the second mixing process are then simply added, as in Fig. 1B. This circuitry is essentially equivalent to a class of bandpass filter. It is known as “Weaver’s Third Method” of SSB reception.

In the Weaver configuration the first conversion involves a local oscillator tuned to the centre of the received SSB spectrum. Thus, the SSB centre spectrum

![Fig. 1](image-url)

(A) Block schematic to use phasing method for unwanted sideband suppression. (B) The Weaver configuration for SSB reception.
frequency is translated to zero, and the lower half of the spectrum is "folded over" to fall on the upper in a total IF bandwidth extending from zero to half the total bandwidth of the SSB signal as transmitted.

By the use of two IF channels with the oscillator feed to both first and second conversions in quadrature as between the two channels, two audio outputs are produced with the erect spectrum in phase and the inverted spectrum in anti-phase. Simple addition of the two outputs will then result in the cancellation of the inverted spectrum, provided that the two IF channels are identical. If cancellation is imperfect, the result is heard as distortion but not as adjacent channel interference.

An advantage of the Weaver approach is an inherent improvement in the rejection of adjacent channel interference since the cut-off frequency of the filters used is about one octave lower than in the phasing receiver.

A more serious problem arises when the IF channel is DC coupled. This is necessary if all the transmitted frequencies are to be reproduced, since a component of the received signal which is at the centre of the SSB spectrum and coincident with the first oscillator frequency will give rise to a DC component in the output of the first mixers. Spurious DC output from the IF amplifiers due to drift will, after the second frequency conversion, result in audio output at the frequency of the second oscillator which may be within the audio range. This defect can be overcome by using AC coupling in the IF channels. A secondary effect of such coupling is to produce a steep notch in the centre of the receiver response curve which has a half-power width of 500 Hz, but this has little effect upon intelligibility.

Conclusions

The two types of receiver based on the Direct Conversion principle have been compared to the advantage of the AC-coupled Weaver form. However, both share a major advantage over the superheterodyne, in that they give many fewer spurious responses. Image or second channel response (at a frequency removed from the signal frequency by twice the IF) vanishes, because in effect the IF is reduced to zero. Similarly, the pairs of spurious responses observed in the superheterodyne, separated by the magnitude of the IF above and below each of the oscillator harmonics, are reduced to single responses at the harmonics. Higher-order spurious responses are reduced in number for similar reasons, and IF breakthrough does not occur. The interactions between first and subsequent converters which are often troublesome in multiple superheterodyne designs have not been observed in the direct conversion receiver described. This is, as would be expected, because the phasing receiver is of the single-conversion type, and although two conversions occur in the Weaver configuration, the frequency of the second local oscillator is too low for it to interact with the first.

Direct conversion receivers should be cheaper to construct than superheterodynes of similar specification for a number of reasons. Because of the reduction in spurious responses, pre-mixer RF filter specifications can be less stringent. IF amplification uses low cost AF monolithic circuits and does not require tunable components. Filtering is by fixed and relatively cheap, low pass components. Thus, although the IF channels are duplicated, the overall cost is likely to be less than that of a single conventional IF strip. Multiple conversions are unnecessary. Circuits are non-critical if the DC coupled form is avoided, and only a reasonable degree of gain equalisation between IF channels is required, particularly in the Weaver circuit. For all these reasons, designers of receivers for SSB applications ought to give serious consideration to the use of the direct conversion principle.

A.H.D.

SPECIALY ON THE AIR

Most of these events have been worked out since our last appearance. Here are those remaining of which we have been notified. If there are to be any more (during September) please send in details as soon as possible. We shall be glad to have short reports on what transpired on these occasions, and the results achieved.

GB3BSF, July 28-August 4: Operating from Brownsea Island, Poole Harbour, Dorset, running 10-80m. SSB and AM/FM on 2m, 4m.—P. Dutfield, G3OBD, 16 Talbot Drive, Poole, Dorset.

GB2SJC, July 28-August 4: For the Welsh Scout Jamboree at Penyrn Castle Park, Bangor, North Wales, for which a large number of Scout campers is expected. A CW/SSB station will be operated on all bands 10-80m., for which some volunteer A-licence operators and SWL assistance, for logging and QSL card work, would be appreciated.—D. Roberts, GW3UBV, 33 St. Martins Park, Haverfordwest, Pembrokeshire.

GB2GB, August: Station to be operated from Brunel's famous old steamship Great Britain, now dry-docked, at Bristol, for the City's charter anniversary celebrations. GB2GB will be available for operation by visiting licensed amateurs during the entire month. Contacts will be QSL'd by special card. Information from G. Mather, G3GKA, 8 Hills Close, Keynsham, Bristol.

GB2YEO, during August: From the Yeovil Technical College, running all bands 10-80m., also two metres. QSL by special card.—D. L. McLean, G3NOF, 9 Cedar Grove, Yeovil, Somerset, BA21 3JR.

GB3RAF, August 10-27: In conjunction with the R.A.F. Exhibition, Billesley Common, Birmingham, operating on HF and VHF from the exhibition site, 10 a.m. till 8.0 p.m. daily. Operators will be R.A.F. personnel. —Hon. Secretary, R.A.F. Amateur Radio Society, R.A.F. Station Loching, Weston-super-Mare, Somerset. (GB4CES may also be used).

G3CAR, September 1: For the 27th annual Wycombe Show, at The Rye, High Wycombe, Bucks., organised by the Chiltern Amateur Radio Club, to operate CW/SSB on all bands 10-80m. RTTY skeds would also be welcomed.—A. C. Butcher, G3FSN, 70 Hughenden Avenue, High Wycombe, Bucks.
The PA neutralising arrangement consists of two p.t.f.e. feedthrough bushes inserted between V1 and V2 valve holders. These feedthroughs are electrically screened from "seeing" the valve screen grids by two \( \frac{3}{4} \text{in.} \) high L-shaped partitions made out of brass shims. They are secured in place by the valve holders and their mounting clips. Attached to these p.t.f.e. bushes in the anode compartment are two small wire flags, Cn, one facing towards each anode, whilst on the grid side TC3 and TC4 are connected between the bushing and the grid terminals on the air system sockets—See Fig. 1, p.287, July.

This novel arrangement (due to G8ABP) has simplified the adjustment of the neutralisation.

Alignment

With the valves in situ the grid circuit should be resonated to 146 MHz with VC1 at max. and with TC1 and TC2 at their mid positions, as the grid compartment top cover lowers the circuit resonance when it is in place. The anode lines should resonate at 146 MHz with a separation of approximately \( \frac{3}{4} \text{in.} \) between VC2 discs. This will again take account of the effect of the top cover and Pawsey stub on them.

A preliminary check on the neutralising can be made at this stage by coupling a GDO into the anode lines whilst adjusting VC1. The condition of "no kick" in the GDO reading should be observed when resonance is passed through. If this is not the case adjust TC3 and TC4 one way and repeat until the condition of "no kick" is observed. This indicates little or no coupling between input and output circuits.

Next check the heater voltage on pins 3 of V1 and V2 valve holders. It should be 6.0v. AC and no higher. In fact 5.8v. is enough since some back bombardment of the cathode takes place which increases the cathode temperature and cathode emission as a consequence.

It is advisable to carry out a few checks on the valves before inserting them in their sockets, e.g., ensure that there are no inter-electrode shorts or leaks.

With the grid compartment cover in place, and the blower running, establish the bias supply. Check that no reverse meter readings occur with the meter switch SW1 in the grid current position as this would indicate grid cathode leaks. If all is well apply a little 144 MHz RF drive, with the grid currents running at 3 to 4 mA, then adjust VC1, TC1 and TC2 for balanced grid drive.

Now with the grids driven up to 4 to 5 mA adjust the anode tuning capacitor VC2 through resonance and see that there is no dip in grid current over the anode tuning range. Should there be even the slightest indication of effect on the grid current adjust the neutralising flags Cn until no further reaction is observed.

(over)
Grid bias feed via screened cable and feed through capacitor

Stand-off insulators

Mullard O-6pF trimmer

2-metre RF input (50 239)

VC1

VC2

EHT feedthrough mounted through small plate

Tufnol support

Insulated shaft

Insulated coupler

Mullard O-6pF trimmer

Fig. 4

SCALE: HALF FULL SIZE
Next, apply the EHT supply but with no screen voltage; the anode current will be at a very low figure (20 mA in the authors' case) and will to some extent be dependent upon the EHT and bias voltages. Apply 144 MHz RF drive until the control grids draw 2 mA apiece. The anode current meter should remain stable and should not rise as VC2 is tuned through resonance. If this is not the case switch off and isolate all supplies not forgetting to earth the anode lines with an earthing wand before touching anything inside the anode compartment!

Make a small adjustment to the neutralising flags and repeat the above test until no further improvement can be made.

The amplifier is now ready to be checked under RF power conditions. Roughly set the Pawsey stub to 145 MHz with a GDO and place it together with the upper cover on top of the anode compartment. The Pawsey stub should be about ¼ in. or slightly more away from the anode lines. Without any drive establish the amplifier bias supply. Set it initially to —60v., then switch on the EHT and screen supply. Adjust the bias supply until the total anode current is about 200 mA. Feel the air outlet and see that both valves are at about the same dissipation which they will be if their emission is good. With the amplifier still in this state and a dummy load connected to the RF outlet socket, ensure that the anode current remains stable under all conditions of grid and anode tuning. If it does not pass this test it is not yet ready to be air tested. If all is well apply a little 144 MHz RF drive and tune the anode circuit for maximum forward power output on the reflectometer. Increase the RF drive up to the point of grid current. Load the anodes between 300 and 450 mA depending on EHT and check the power output and see that it is no more than 400 watts with the amplifier running under linear conditions. If a 'scope is not available for setting up the amplifier over-couple the Pawsey stub by 10 per cent to get a reasonably linear condition. Then, with the aid of a local station experienced enough to know what to look for, ensure that the transmission is free from unwanted products.

**General Layout of Controls and Metering**

The layout of the amplifier controls is not critical and some variation would be possible without adversely affecting performance. In the authors' case the Pawsey stub tuning is brought out on the front panel via a flexible coupler, but there are other alternatives. The metering was chosen to provide continuous monitoring of both screen grids simultaneously, in addition to the PA anode current check. Division of the latter into separate anode currents is neither practical nor desirable. The three meters provide adequate monitoring of grid and anode currents when setting up the amplifier. In operation the important factor to watch is the screen dissipation as far as the safety of the valves is concerned, hence individual monitoring of each screen current is a "must," otherwise one may learn too late that one of the valves has been taking too much of the load, while
screen current also serves as an indication of loading on the valves.

The layout of the authors' station is shown in Fig. 3 and between the balanced mixer and antenna are nine 144 MHz tuned circuits to prevent unwanted products from being radiated outside the band. It is also advisable to have some form of power control so that no more power than necessary is used to complete each QSO in comfort. High power is used only when needed. Also, at the higher power levels the SWR bridge is removed to prevent any possibility of unwanted products appearing as a result of the bridge diodes being pumped by the high power RF.

The amplifier is extremely docile and gives a good account of itself; no untoward problems have been encountered so far. However TVI can be a problem and here one has to temper one's use of high power with "local social considerations"—for instance, GW3ZTH find that 50 watts out gives adequate results for most contacts with only the occasional need to go to higher power working. Of course, at the lower power levels the linearity is extremely good and on-the-air reports tend to indicate this.

Grid end of the two-metre linear amplifier, showing general arrangement—and see drawing Fig. 4, p.352.

Fig. 4B. Detail sketches to illustrate points of layout and construction.
Some Possible Variations

Other possibilities exist of achieving the same result, all having their individual merits. The authors would, however, make only one change, and that is to the anode lines. The G3BA design here has much to commend it, inasmuch as valve changing is easier and prefabrication of the lines less of a problem.

The linear will work well with 4X150's or 4X250's but more air will be needed because of their glass insulation and a figure of 100 c.f.m. is not too much if they are pushed to their limits.

By sharp contrast the 4CX250B requires only 5 cubic feet per minute of air at 200w. anode dissipation, this being due to its ceramic insulation. There are several variants in this range, all with relatively similar characteristics. These are the Mullard QV2-250C and
Tank tuning capacitor VC2 made of two 2-in. diameter copper discs (see drawing Fig. 4). Teflon strip is used for supporting pieces. Position of shorting strap on the lines found by experiment—see text.

Fig. 4. Anode lines are of copper tube, 1 in. nominal bore. Copper tube extends 1/6" beyond copper plate, 4/4" studding 1" wide copper flashing.

Anode tuning capacitor 2 x 2 1/2" disc discs.

1 1/2" dia. nom. bore Copper tube.

Suitable fittings.

Adjustable end stop.
QV2-250F, which are equivalents of the 4CX250B and 4CX250B/M respectively—the suffix “F” indicating a 26.5 volt heater. The 4CX250B/M is a type intended for coaxial cavities but works well in all arrangements, whilst the 4CX250R is a ruggedised version of the 4CX250B. The type numbers 7034 and 7203 are Eimac and are the 4X150A and 4CX250F respectively. Another variant is the 4CX350A and 4CX350F, which are the types intended for linear operation only, the suffix “F” being as for the 4CX250F. Other types available in this range include the 4CX300A/8122 but these require different valve holders. There is also available a range of conduction-cooled types and the authors hope to publish a future article on a linear using these.

Power Supplies

Fig. 2 on p.288 of the July issue shows a schematic of the station power supplies for the linear. However it is up to the individual as to what form these should take. The main points to follow are:—The blower must come on first, then the heater and bias supply, with the EHT and screen supplies following in that order. The screen supply should be stabilised and can be fed via a series regulator arrangement of a bank of VR-150/30’s.

During the “receive” period it is imperative that if the EHT is left switched on, the screens should be grounded otherwise the anode currents will rise at an alarming rate. (This is caused by an accumulated charge appearing on the screen by-pass capacitors due to valve secondary emission). Also, in addition a blocking bias should be applied to the control grids during the “receive” periods to cut the valves off effectively and so prevent any hash from valve shot-noise affecting the receiver.

Fusing is of paramount importance, and the present set up at GW3ZTH now includes individual fusing in the screen grids of the 4CX250B’s in addition to those in the PSU.

Anyone attempting this project would be well advised to consult the manufacturers’ data concerning the operation of the valves.

The EHT supply is lethal and one may not get a second chance to make any further mistakes, so absolutely rigid discipline is necessary—remember kilovolts are also “killer-volts”.

Finally the authors wish to thank the following for their assistance and advice: To G3BA, G3DAH, G8AGU, G8ABP, G3UDA, GW3FSP, GW3TMM, GW4BDV and GW8DUP our grateful thanks.

---

To keep in touch with the world of Amateur Radio, read “Short Wave Magazine” regularly — Independent, Unsubsidised and now in its 31st volume.
* * * THE MOBILE SCENE * * *

NEWS AND PICTURES

With generally good weather, the Rallies held during the mid-month period June-July did well in terms of both attendance and trade support.

For the Elvaston Castle event near Derby, the figures come to about 1,000 cars parked and some 3,000 people estimated to have been present in the course of the day—these are large totals, by any Rally standard. Activities included a display of Police dog-handling and a steam-engine exhibition with working steam models. Put on by the Nunsfield House Community Association Radio Group, of Alvaston, this year they made the catering arrangements themselves—which appears to have worked out well and, even with generous help from the distaff side, must have been a not inconsiderable undertaking! They are already planning for next year's Rally.

June 17 saw the Amateur Radio Mobile Society's Rally—and we were glad to see A.R.M.S. back again in the Calendar after too-long an absence—at R.A.F. Cosford this time. The event brought in some 2,000 people in about 500 cars, with the focal point a large trade show in a big hangar, and the Aircraft Museum another centre of attraction. Unfortunately, the Top Band station had to cope with a steady and unsuppressible S8 noise-level from an unidentified source, which made it difficult to work 160m. /M's unless they were very strong, and near! However, G3BHT/P on the two-metre SSB channel operated from a remote, QRM-free site with considerable success. On the other hand, the 2m./FM channel attracted few callers. The HF-band SSB station signing G4CES made about 200 contacts.

We are told that a disappointment was the poor attendance of London area mobiles, who had only to come up the M1.

For the Rally at Upton-on-Severn, Wors., laid on by the Worcester & District Amateur Radio Club on July 7, they had 550 cars at the ground and some 2,000 people present, in bright and warm Wx. All /M installations were looked over by a panel of judges, their decision being that G8FTC (Sutton Coldfield) showed the best mobile rig. It seems that a disqualifying factor in this adjudication was hand-held microphones, not looked upon with favour, the comment being that too many /M operators still use them. ("Hands on the wheel and eyes on the road" being a very proper rule for safe driving). Once again, interesting result in the talk-in station scoring: On two metres 51 /M's were worked but on Top Band it was only 17 mobiles in the log—a clear indication of the swing to VHF for mobile operation. (Of course, for long ground-wave ranges and the possibility of real DX, with just as simple and unobtrusive an Ae. installation, ten metres would be even better!—Editor).

THE RALLY CALENDAR

July 29: To be put on by the Wessex Amateur Radio Group at Royal School of Signals, Blandford Camp, Blandford, Dorset, with talk-in on 160/80/4/2 metres. Trade stands and refreshments.—A. G. Emery, G3YWG, 7 Brunel Drive, Preston (3177), Weymouth, Dorset.

August 5: RSGB Mobile Rally at Woburn Abbey, near Luton, Beds., as in previous years. Talk-in by GB3RS on 1910 and 3700 kHz, and by G3VHF on
The 160-metre talk station for the Maidstone Rally was operated by G3ORP (nearest camera) and G3ZSU. They were plagued by a very high noise-level from a nearby static display stand, which hampered them considerably. GB3YSC had a good aerial 160ft. long by 55ft. high above an earth mat and they were getting out well.

70.26, 144.48 (FM), 145.00 (AM) and 145.41 MHz (SSB). There is a flat-rate charge of 50p for vehicles entering the Park, the bring-and-buy stall will charge 10% commission on sales, and the site is just off the A.50. There will be local sign-posting.—G. P. Shirville, G3VZV, 2 Orchard Close Toddington Dunstable, Beds.

**August 12:** Torbay annual Mobile Rally at Newton Abbot Rugby Club ground, with talk-in on 1867 kHz and two metres, the usual stands, competitions and model aviation.—L. H. Webber, G3GDW, 43 Lime Tree Walk, Newton Abbot, Devon.

**August 12:** The 1973 Mobile Rally at Derby, organised by the Derby & District Amateur Radio Society, to be held at the Rykneld School in Bedford Street, as in previous years. Ample accommodation if wet, free entrance and plenty of parking space, many attractions for all comers. Talk-in from 10.0 a.m. by G3ERD/A on 160m., G2DJ 4m. and G8DBY, two metres. Auction sale a speciality! This is a well-established annual event, which regularly attracts a large attendance.—F. C. Ward, G2CVV, 5 Uplands Avenue, Littleover, Derby, DE3 7GE.

**August 19:** Preston (North Lancs.) Annual Mobile Rally at Kimberley Barracks, Deepdale Road, Preston, Lancs., with free car park, trade stalls,
For the Maidstone Rally they had a most impressive AE. array—having had the use of the field for several years now, the GB3YSC group is slowly converting it into a massive earth mat!

refreshments and a bring-and-buy offering. Talk-in will be given on Top Band and two metres. —Contact man G. W. Earnshaw, G3ZXC, 12 Withy Parade, Fulwood, Preston, Lancs., PR2 4JN.

August 19: Bromsgrove & District Amateur Radio Society Rally at the historically interesting Avoncroft Building Museum, off the A.4024, near Bromsgrove, Worcs. Free car parking, large picnic area, light refreshments on site, bring-and-buy sale, talk-in on Top Band and two metres. For details, contact: J. K. Harvey, 22 Elm Grove, Bromsgrove (76941), Worcs., B61 0EN.

August 26: Stratford-on-Avon Radio Club Mobile Rally at the Town & Country Festival, National Agricultural Centre, Stoneleigh, Kenilworth, Warwickshire (on the A.444) one of the finest sites in England for an event of this sort, with attractions and activities too numerous to cover in this space. A consortium of Midlands radio amateur societies will organise an exhibition station and SWL display, and there will be a radio trade section, including GB3TCF to work visiting mobiles on Top Band or Two Metres. Information, including pamphlets and layout map, from: I. A. Cobbold, G3RPJ, 184 Loxley Road, Stratford-on-Avon, Warwickshire.

September 23: The annual Harlow & District Amateur Radio Society Rally will take place at Nettleswell School, Harlow, Essex, with ample indoor space available. Routes sign-posted, with talk-in on 2m./80m. There will be trade stands and the usual attractions at this regular event, including a bring-and-buy stall and a junk stand. Correspondence and trade enquiries to: V. Heard, 106 Vicarage Road, Harlow, Essex, CM20 3HQ.

September 30: Mobile Rally, opening at 11.0 a.m., at Walton School, Mountstevan Avenue, Walton being about four miles north of Peterborough city centre. Talk-in on Top Band and two metres by G3DQW, callsign of the Peterborough Radio & Electronics Society. —J. Chapman, 10 Bettles Close, Peterborough, Huntingdonshire.

We would be glad to have reports on these events, with photographs, from the organisers responsible. Address to: "Mobile Scene," Short Wave Magazine, Buckingham, MK18 1RQ.
VHF BANDS

A. H. DORMER—G3DAH

There can be little doubt that June offered some of the best propagation conditions on the VHF/UHF bands that we have had for some time. Apart from the aurorae of June 10 and 24, we had extended tropo. available for much of the month, with June 24 as the high spot. On that date, DX was available on two metres from LA through East down to the South at phenomenal strength, and 70 cm. was also yielding superb results to the Continent. Considerable ducting was evident for much of the time. Reports have been so numerous that it is impossible in the space available to quote individual comments. Of particular interest is the fact that some EU operators were able to work through the Barkway repeater, not only to contact British stations but also each other! An ON/OZ QSO made thus has been reported. Access to the German repeater network from this country was also possible and around 2000z, when conditions appeared to be at their peak, a call on the input channel would produce replies from more than one repeater, a fact which could be verified as the transmitters dropped out at slightly differing intervals.

A disagreeable feature of this opening was the large number of FM stations trying to get into the act by using excessive deviation—up to 20 kHz in two cases measured. There seems to be a mistaken and growing belief that to work the DX one has only to step up the deviation. Within certain limits this is true, but the fact appears to be overlooked or, worse still, wantonly disregarded, that this practice is not only anti-social, particularly so as far as proximate band users are concerned, but also that it contravenes the ±3 kHz limits agreed at the IARU Region 1 Conference last year. Further, since it is a regrettable fact that the majority of two-metre stations still rely upon slope detection to demodulate FM signals, the result of excessive deviation is to produce a grossly distorted, and therefore less easily read, signal at the far end. The situation is worsened when the offenders forget to turn the deviation back, even to "wide," when the contact has been concluded!

July also started off well with a mini-opening to LA, OZ and F, down as far as Orleans, available on 3rd of the month.

Auroral Openings

There were two auroral openings during June, both more evident on 2m. than on 4m., according to reports received. That between about 1800z-1820z on June 10 was a comparatively minor affair and seems to have been most useful North of the Border. GM3ZVB forced himself away from 2m. to try some 4m. Ar work, but could not find a single station to work at the low end of the band although there were several "Tone A" carriers around 70.26 MHz. He reports "... the usual selection of countries on 2m." Sounds all too easy perhaps to we chaps in the South who have to try to divine by the best means we may just when an aura is going to be productive down our way! GM8FFX also found the effect to be weak.

That on the 24th seems to have been much more lengthy and widespread. For example, GW8FOL in Anglesey heard GW8FMM/P go auroral at 1733z and the last Ar signals were being copied at 1827z. The GM's were particularly strong, although copy was difficult. GW8FKB, also in Anglesey, first noticed the effect at 1720z and reports shut-down at 1823z. He worked several GM stations and observes that signals were not very strong with him either and that reception was difficult.

G3NHE (Sheffield) was first alerted to the possibility of Ar activity by the cry of "Aurora" which went up on the 2m. SSB channel at around 1740z, causing the calm and peaceful local nattering which was going on to degenerate into a mad scramble to get the beams through.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Orbit</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Direction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 4</td>
<td>3664</td>
<td>0730</td>
<td>25°E</td>
<td>N/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 11</td>
<td>3752</td>
<td>0809</td>
<td>5°E</td>
<td>N/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 18</td>
<td>3839</td>
<td>0654</td>
<td>44°E</td>
<td>N/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 25</td>
<td>3927</td>
<td>0733</td>
<td>34°E</td>
<td>N/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 29</td>
<td>3929</td>
<td>1123</td>
<td>23°W</td>
<td>S/N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 33</td>
<td>3933</td>
<td>1839</td>
<td>18°E</td>
<td>S/N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 34</td>
<td>3934</td>
<td>2034</td>
<td>11°W</td>
<td>S/N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 35</td>
<td>3935</td>
<td>2229</td>
<td>40°W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Times shown are for crossings at 52°N on Saturdays. Orbits beyond 45°E or W are not included. To calculate later orbits, deduct 5-15 minutes and add 1°29' either 25 orbits. Time in GMT. E/W positions in degrees relative to Greenwich 0°.
THREE BAND ANNUAL VHF TABLE

January to December, 1973

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>FOUR METRES</th>
<th>TWO METRES</th>
<th>70 CENTIMETRES</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Counties</td>
<td>Countries</td>
<td>Counties</td>
<td>Countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3NHE</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3ZMD</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4BEL</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6DHDZ</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3OHJ</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3FU</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6FU1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2AHI</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3DAH</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4BBM</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4ARJ</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G5EOJ</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6FOL</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6FKB</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6GNE</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6BXX</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6ZTH</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G5ECK</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3XFY</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6DKN</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3BW</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6FQJ</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6FMK</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM3ZYB</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6CZK</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6GUH</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3CSJ</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6CKY</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4BKG</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6FBB</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM3ZYL</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4AEO</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6CBU</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6BKR</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4AIE</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6DGR</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6WEMK</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6DFT</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6GPK</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6REW</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6GNC</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6COG</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6EMS</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6GBV</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6BOW</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6GEJ</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6AEP</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6ECU</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6EKP</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3WHK</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6FUL</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6GCM</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6CBB</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6GXE</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6WGH</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Table shows claims to date from January 1, 1973 and runs through December 31, 1973. Your claims should be sent to: "VHF Bands," Short Wave Magazine, Buckingham, MK18 1RQ each month.

Round to the North and QSY to the CW end of the band. No CW to be heard and a check on the beacons revealed everything to be normal at T9. Back up to the SSB channel where the first signal heard was that from GM8AOG/P who was fully auroral! ESP on someone’s part?

Finally, a comment from GD2HDZ on the subject of auroral openings generally. He wonders why people bother to work, via aurora, stations which could be worked by normal propagation at any time, and this seems to be a reasonable point of view. It is still fun, though, to work a chap five miles away using the curtain if there are no UQ2’s available! (The "local" path could be about 4,000 miles!)

From GM

The Scottish VHF Convention has now been finalised. The event takes place at Edinburgh University (Pollock Halls of Residence) on Saturday, September 22. Speakers are GM8FFX, who will be relating some of his portable experiences and offering advice to intending expeditionaries; GM8BJF, expounding on the use of IC’s in VHF environments; and G3FZL, who will be covering current topics of VHF/UHF interest. The Convention will be followed by a dinner in Hall, and as a self-catering service operates there the cost is likely to be considerably less than it would be in an hotel. Visitors are encouraged to bring along items of home built equipment for the exhibition, and if mobile may get guidance from GM3HAM/A on 2m. Further details from Vic Stewart, GM3OWU, QTHR.

GM4FH, now operating in Edinburgh on 2m., was once (in 1939) G4FH but, according to our man in the field, is completely civilised after 20 years residence in that City. His job as Senior Physiology lecturer at the University involves him in electronics of a rather specialised nature, but report has it that he is finding his first experience of Amateur Radio activity on 2m. both relaxing and interesting.

A tip from GM3BQA for "Liner-2" users: A great improvement in speech quality results from the use of the Pye "Cambridge" type of mike rather than the one supplied.
Anthony Mills, G8GOQ, of 46 Marlborough Road, Shipley, Yorkshire, is 18 years old and started on two metres just a year ago. He has a T.W. "Two'er" (one of the best such rigs ever offered to the amateur) running 5w, with a halo on the roof, and a Heathkit HW-30. The CR-100 is from his SWL days, with which he has a converter. He remarks "It is hard to believe that so much pleasure can be gained from such a modest set-up."

The Aberdeen Can DX Club using their call GM4CAN were active during the weekend June 23/24 from a site near Dundee in Angus and were in great demand. Operators on this occasion were GM4AFF, GM4AXE and GM8FTJ. They plan more outings during the summer months.

Annual VHF Tables

Claims for the Annual Tables have fairly leapt up this month with the leaders already showing totals well above the leading scores at this time last year. The good weather, which has encouraged much VHF operation, and the better conditions in June were responsible for this as examination of the claims in detail shows. Many claimants have expressed their appreciation of the efforts of GM8AGU and GM3JFG during their recent foray into remoter Scotland which provided either new contacts or at least were in great demand.

The number of claims also shows a gratifying increase from 43 at this time last year to 56 at the time of going to press. Although there is nothing in the rules to stop you sending in your first claim as late as December, it is a bit disconcerting for others to find, at the last moment, that there are several places further down the list than they had expected with no chance of concentrating on a particular band, on which they may be short of contacts, in an effort to pull the lead back. It would be appreciated, if only from that point of view if, when you decide to participate, you could get the claim in as soon as possible to make a start in the Table.

One query which has cropped up this month is whether claims for contacts with MM stations are acceptable. The answer must be that they are not—there is enough trouble with territorial water definitions in another field as it is!

Our thanks for your response to the appeal that claims should show not only increases over the total for the previous month, but also the new total. This helps a lot in the double-checking process.

Finally, all claims should be sent direct to Buckingham, but there are occasions, when time is running short after a contest or a major opening, when they are arriving direct at the G3DAH QTH. Under such circumstances, or others which appear to warrant a departure from normal practice, please note that your scribe has changed QTH and correspondence should be routed through the Buckingham address.

The March & District Radio Amateur Society are mounting an expedition to Huntingdonshire over August 18/19 to coincide with the low-power 2m. and SSB Open contests. Callsign is G3PMH/P and operating times and frequencies as follows: Saturday 18, 1700z-2100z, 145-2 MHz AM, 145-41 MHz SSB*; 433-0 MHz AM:+; 2100z onwards, 433-0 MHz AM. (*145-41 MHz—first 15 minutes of each hour; +433-0 MHz—by arrangement on 144 MHz.) Sunday 19, 0800z—1600z, 145-41 MHz SSB.

Skeds for 70 cm. may be made via G4BEU (ex-G8BBB), QTHR.

The Aberdeen VHF Sideband Group will be returning to the Isle of Man between August 13 and 20th. They will have 400 watts of SSB on 2m., 100 watts of FM on 70 cm. and, hopefully, SSB on 432 MHz also. Callsigns will be GD8FFX for the SSB contest on August 19

Anthony Mills, G8GOQ, of 46 Marlborough Road, Shipley, Yorkshire, is 18 years old and started on two metres just a year ago. He has a T.W. "Two'er" (one of the best such rigs ever offered to the amateur) running 5w, with a halo on the roof, and a Heathkit HW-30. The CR-100 is from his SWL days, with which he has a converter. He remarks "It is hard to believe that so much pleasure can be gained from such a modest set-up."

The Aberdeen Can DX Club using their call GM4CAN were active during the weekend June 23/24 from a site near Dundee in Angus and were in great demand. Operators on this occasion were GM4AFF, GM4AXE and GM8FTJ. They plan more outings during the summer months.

Annual VHF Tables

Claims for the Annual Tables have fairly leapt up this month with the leaders already showing totals well above the leading scores at this time last year. The good weather, which has encouraged much VHF operation, and the better conditions in June were responsible for this as examination of the claims in detail shows. Many claimants have expressed their appreciation of the efforts of GM8AGU and GM3JFG during their recent foray into remoter Scotland which provided either new contacts or at least gave them the county for the first time this year.

The number of claims also shows a gratifying increase from 43 at this time last year to 56 at the time of going to press. Although there is nothing in the rules to stop you sending in your first claim as late as December, it is a bit disconcerting for others to find, at the last moment, that they are several places further down the list than they had expected with no chance of concentrating on a particular band, on which they may be short of contacts, in an effort to pull the lead back. It would be appreciated, if only from that point of view if, when you decide to participate, you could get the claim in as soon as possible to make a start in the Table.

One query which has cropped up this month is whether claims for contacts with MM stations are acceptable. The answer must be that they are not—there is enough trouble with territorial water definitions in another field as it is!

Our thanks for your response to the appeal that claims should show not only increases over the total for the previous month, but also the new total. This helps a lot in the double-checking process.

Finally, all claims should be sent direct to Buckingham, but there are occasions, when time is running short after a contest or a major opening, when they are arriving direct at the G3DAH QTH. Under such circumstances, or others which appear to warrant a departure from normal practice, please note that your scribe has changed QTH and correspondence should be routed through the Buckingham address.

The March & District Radio Amateur Society are mounting an expedition to Huntingdonshire over August 18/19 to coincide with the low-power 2m. and SSB Open contests. Callsign is G3PMH/P and operating times and frequencies as follows: Saturday 18, 1700z-2100z, 145-2 MHz AM, 145-41 MHz SSB*; 433-0 MHz AM:+; 2100z onwards, 433-0 MHz AM. (*145-41 MHz—first 15 minutes of each hour; +433-0 MHz—by arrangement on 144 MHz.) Sunday 19, 0800z—1600z, 145-41 MHz SSB.

Skeds for 70 cm. may be made via G4BEU (ex-G8BBB), QTHR.

The Aberdeen VHF Sideband Group will be returning to the Isle of Man between August 13 and 20th. They will have 400 watts of SSB on 2m., 100 watts of FM on 70 cm. and, hopefully, SSB on 432 MHz also. Callsigns will be GD8FFX for the SSB contest on August 19
and the Club call, GD4BRN, for the rest of the trip.

**Oscar VI**

A letter from Larry Kayser, VE3QB, raises some interesting points. First, let it be said that he is the control station for most of North America and as such he spends much time monitoring passes over Europe and the West Coast of Canada and the U.S. As control, the station runs 24 hours a day with window times on 9 and 10 orbits daily. Programming is by computer which selects the appropriate antenna, instructs the command generator and operates the high power Tx to the tune of some 10,000 commands during a 24-hour period. Reliability in the command window is about 85%—this figure taking account of the on-board problems and the fact that Larry has to compete with other, high level signals. The control range is about 2,600 miles, so if you plot out from Ottawa you can get some idea of the size of the control area. A comment which it behoves us all to heed, is that many EU (and that includes the U.K.) stations are still running excessive power and are frequently heard calling “CQ” but are obviously not getting their own signals back since, although they are being called on channel by W’s, they do not reply.

Oscar now operates officially on Thursdays, Saturdays and Mondays and under these conditions the battery performance has stabilised reasonably well, although the high on-board temperature is still causing some difficulties. It is very important that no attempt be made to work the satellite during official “Off” periods. If it is heard transmitting it is likely that the various control stations are running checks or that essential telemetry is being recorded. Now that the 70 cm. beacon is no longer available it is vital that the 29 MHz beacon channel be kept clear. This cannot be achieved if operators persist in using the satellite at other than “On” times.

GW3FSP is still going great guns via Oscar and has been chasing 8P6DR (Barbados)—so far without success, although G6CJ worked the Barbadian on June 9. On June 23, Dewi had a visit from W4FJ whom he has worked several times and who is over here on a short visit to observe Oscar VI operations. From him came the information that some 1,100 different stations in 59 countries have been logged through Oscar to date. AMSAT still require as many reports of contacts as they can get, and ask that users send them a list, in alphabetical order, of all QSL’s received to assist the computer analysis which they are undertaking. He also gave some information on AMSAT Oscar B, which will become Oscar VII after successful launch. The frequencies to be used in this case are still under discussion, but it seems certain that there will be three translators. The UHF/VHF channel is likely to be 432-125 MHz to 432-175 MHz for the up-link and 145-925 MHz to 145-975 MHz for the down-link with inverted sidebands. Of the other two, one will probably operate on the same frequencies as Oscar VI and the other should run high power with the up-link on 145-9 MHz to 146-0 MHz and the down-link on 29-4 MHz to 29-5 MHz. Oscar VII has a predicted life of three years.

**Contests**

The VHF/UHF Contest over the weekend of July 7/8 provided opportunity for good DX contacts on all bands. Several correspondents comment on the high noise-level on 4m. throughout the event and although this made phone contacts a bit tricky at times, the CW operators experienced little difficulty. There appeared to be more SSB on this band than has been recorded during earlier contests. 2m. was open to the Continent for part of the time, DC6BB/P and ON5EW/A on SSB being particularly strong signals in the early hours of Sunday. PA0 and F were also fairly readily available on both SSB and AM/FM. GM was readable in the South in the early part of Sunday afternoon, but signals were weak and subject to heavy QSB. GM4BJD/P and GM3YOR/P both lifted to 5 & 5 at times. CW activity did not seem as high as warranted by the propagation conditions, but the SSB channel around 145-41 MHz was densely populated for most of the time, with stations spread out ±50 kHz from the calling channel—and pretty ropey some of them were! There was also a quite a bit of AM/FM on this channel.

Among the Welsh portables, outstanding signals came from GW3WAS/P and GW8COP, both in Denbigh, and from GW3ORL/P in Brecon. 70 cm. did not appear to carry the DX traffic which conditions could support—a little surprising in view of the multiplier for that band. One can only suppose that operators preferred to make a multiplicity of

> ... Say, Houston, where did you tell us to plug in this Earth lead . . . "
Watch that deviation! G8FFV, of the U.K. FM Group (Southern) measuring that factor during a Transceiver Alignment session recently. In the course of a three-hour meeting, some 13 FM mobiles were checked for Tx power, frequency calibration, VSWR, Rx sensitivity and deviation. More than 20 members were present to watch the proceedings at Chineham House, Popley, Basingstoke, where they meet on the first Wednesday each month, FM talk-in being provided on 144.48 MHz.

short-haul contacts on 2m. while the going was good.

It is difficult to make an assessment of the scores for all the usual reasons plus the fact that many stations, who presumably were not submitting an entry for the contest, were using the same numbering sequence irrespective of the band they were on, while others had obviously used separate sequences as required by the contest rules.

We reported on the 70 MHz Open of June 9/10 last time, but a few more snippets have come to hand. GM3WOJ/P in Peebles (and what a good signal he was) ran an FT-560 into a transverter with a '6-40A PA and a 4-ele. beam at 20ft. QTH was 2,900ft. a.s.l. which helped a bit! EI2VFZ/P was operated by G3WOS of Rugby. Some scores noted were: GW3MHW with 103; GW4ABR/P, 98 at 1351z; and G3VER/P with 99 at 1525. The final score at GW3MHW was 822 points, which might well bring him to the leading position—portables and all! He was working from Cardiganshire and finds this a much better site than the previous 1,200ft. a.s.l. cottage in Montgomery.

**Forthcoming Events:** The 5th RTTY contest organised by the B.A.R.T.G. is slated for Saturday, September 8 at 1700z—2300z and Sunday, 16th, 0600z—1200z. Bands are 144 MHz and 432 MHz, and logs should be sent to G3IIR, QTHR, by October 19. Further details from Ted Double, G8CDW, QTHR. (By the way, the speeds quoted when reporting the Mid-Severn Valley RTTY contest last month should have been 45 and 50 bauds).

Other dates to note are August 5 for the RSGB Region 1 contest; August 12 for the 70 MHz fixed and portable; August 18 for the 144 MHz QRP (input power not to exceed one watt DC); August 19 for the 2m. SSB Open and the weekend of September 1/2 for VHF/NFD and the concurrent IARU event.

**News Items**

**Four Metres:** G3NHE (Sheffield) is now fully operational on the band and, as the Annual Tables indicate, has not been wasting his time, with GM, GD and EI safely under his belt. G3VPS, operating as GW3VPS/P, was in Merioneth, Hereford and Glamorgan between June 17/19. He worked about 30 stations each night on either phone or CW. G3VPK will be /P in Co. Antrim for the 4m. contest on August 18. G3ZMD (Luton) now runs 12 watts AM/CW to a QQVO4-7 and 4-ele. beam at 22ft. He was one of the many who raised GW3MHW/A in Cardigan, firing over the 2,500ft. mountains, and also made it with G3JYP on CW while half of Southern England was calling him! Both contacts on July 1st.

**Two Metres:** HB9HB was heard on several occasions during June. He was 5 & 9 in Sheffield (G3NHE) on the 11th and 5 & 2 with G3PFR (Norley, Cheshire), on the same day, but no workable HB9 were heard. In the South, the beacon was audible for days on end. G3ZMD (Luton) made it with GD8DMA (Douglas) on June 29 under fair conditions. He also worked, at
5 & 8, GC2FZC, that good old regular from Guernsey, the following morning and GW3VZV/P in Montgomery on both 2m. and 70cm. Nice going!

G8FWB in Winchester now has SSB with 100 watts p.e.p. to a QV0G/40A and a 6/6 beam. G3XDY (Cleethorpes) worked 45 PA0, 25 DL and several F’s and ON’s during the opening on June 24 and notes that the ducting was very selective, since the PA0 stations could be heard working SM and LA which were inaudible with him. He did raise OZ6KV and found that the signal strength was much weaker with him than it was further South and further inland. He comments on the strength of some of the low-power EU stations and quotes as example PAOLAK who was S9 with him using only 100 milliwatts!

G8BKR reports an increase in 2m. activity (notably on 144-35 MHz) from Wales, and instances GW3LXI, GW8BXQ, GW3RPR and GW3KGD — all from Pembroke-shire, a good one for the county chasers! GW8EHK (Port Talbot) hopes to be up with a 4CX260B shortly.

GW8FKB in Anglesey is another good signal over much of the country. He made it with GC2FZC on June 21 and was much helped in his county score for the Annual Tables when he contacted the GM8AGU/P expedition in most counties they visited. A very nice haul! Also in Anglesey is GW8FOL who had an interesting 4-way, 4-country QSO with ONSTA, G8FU1 and EI5BH on June 29. He, also, is grateful to GM8AGU/P for giving him many new counties this month.

Other good DX available from the West, now that he has cleared his antenna troubles, is provided by EI9Q in Co. Waterford, who has been knocking off the G and GW stations at a rate of knots with his 250-watt p.e.p. set-up. He runs a Swan 350 prime mover, an FR-DX500 Rx and a 6/6 at 55ft. He is usually to be heard during the early evenings of Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, with occasional weekend appearances.

G3BHW (Margate, Kent) found conditions most unusual during June with good propagation in diametrically opposed directions. For example, after working GW8FKB in Anglesey on June 11 he was called by a DL, both contacts at good signal strength. An unusual encounter on June 22 was that with GW8AYW/P, who was walking with a chum down the side of a mountain in Denbighshire at the time bearing a "Liner-2" and a 4-ele beam. One doesn’t get many pedestrian mobile contacts! The same evening produced a QSO with GW8FQF in Abergele who is 30ft. below sea level!

G4ASR (North Weald, Essex) is still running his lunchtime skeds with G3CSP in Sheffield and G5GPR somewhere in Lancs. and they haven’t missed yet! One recalls some of the notable skeds over the same sort of distances in the early days of 2m. when gear was much less sophisticated than now-a-days. G6FO ran one with PE1PL at 0900z daily which went on for years. G5YV, G5QA, G3BLP and G8VZ also ran 100+ mile skeds with 100% success. The G8VZ (Princes Risborough, Bucks./G3JWQ (Ripley, Derbys.) sked, nightly for years over the 95-mile path, was completed irrespective of conditions. A really good, long-haul one was that between G2JF (Ashford, Kent) and a DL near Frankfurt, which was made every single day for one year as part of a propagation analysis. One doesn’t seem to hear so much of this type of activity these days.

GD2HDZ comes up with a couple of items of general interest. There are at least seven stations QRV on 2m. from the Island now and one or two more likely to come up shortly; that should ease the QSL situation for him! And it should be noted that from July 5, the Isle of Man takes over its own postal service, so that from that date U.K. stamps will not be usable there, and s.a.e.’s should not be sent, although IRC’s are still OK.

70cm: The 2m. lift on June 24 also brought some nice DX on this band. G3NHE (Sheffield) made it with PA0, DC, ON and OZ to add to his success in working GD2HDZ earlier in the month. He mentions also the interesting cross-band contacts made by GM8AGU/P during his Scottish trip. Although unable to transmit on 432 MHz, Paul took signals from many stations while in various counties, and this may have convinced him that it would be worth while to take 70 cm. gear with him on his next trip—a conviction which will gladden the hearts and race the pulses of many!

23 cm.: John Tye, G4BYV of Dereham, Norfolk has been at it again. Over June 23/24 he worked G8CKV in Peterborough at 5 & 9, G4ALN/P in Rutland at 5 & 9, on this band as well as on 2m. and 70 cm., and G8ARM (London) and G8BAV (Derby.) at 5 & 8 and 5 & 9 respectively. Later he found PA0HV in at 5 & 9. On July 3 the 23 cm. band was again open for DX and he got S3-4 from ON4HN when the latter had not even got his dish plugged in! Phew!

If you haven’t yet had a go at this band, but would like to make a start, Microwave Modules have just brought out a new 23 cm. converter to go with their varactor tripler gear. This uses a pair of hot carrier diodes in the front end with a hybrid ring mixer—noise figure approx. 8dB and price around £24 + VAT. Sounds good.

Deadline
Deadline for the next issue is August 10. The address for news, views, claims and comment is: "VHF Bands", SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM, MK18 1RQ.

Cheers for now and 73 de G3DAH.
NEW QTH'S

G2ZA, L. Davis, 48 Steepdene, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset. (re-issue.)
G2GMC, R. H. McVey, 4 Hawthorn Gardens, Worle, Weston-super-Mare, Somerset. (Tel. Weston-super-Mare 2127.)
GM4BDJ, R. B. McCartney, Kelowna, 6 George Street, Peebles, EH45 8DL.
G4BRV, T. Kelty, 38 Cocklough Road, Meir Stoke-on-Trent Staffs., ST3 6DL.
G4BVS, S. K. Overend (ex-G8GHY), Monticello, 22 Highland Road, Amersham, Bucks. (Tel. Amersham 3176.)
G4CEY, J. E. Ball (ex-G8GNG), 8 G4CCB, A. W. Brown (ex-G8DWK), 114 Glen-
G4CEY, J. E. Ball (ex-G8GNG), 8 G4CCB, A. W. Brown (ex-G8DWK), 114 Glen-
G4CM, J. H. Miller, 88 Mattox Road, Wednesfield, Wolverhampton, Staffs.
G4CGS, D. Sugden (ex-G8BHL, V89MT, ZC4DS), 11 Uplands Avenue, Clayton Heights, Queensbury, Bradford, Yorkshire, BD13 1EN. (Tel. Queensbury 881605.)
G4CGT, N. Jenkins, 125 Lambeth Street, Blackburn, Lancs., BB1 1SG.
G5BBR, R. F. Glavice, 98 Irish Green Street, Limavady, Co. Derry.
G8GEA, K. T. Warriner, 69 Crofton Road, Orpington, Kent, BR6 8HK. (Tel. Orpington 31156.)
G8GZT, R. C. Jones, Weald House, Seale Hill, Reigate, Surrey, RH2 8HZ.
G8HIB, M. J. Tout, 18 Kirby Road, Corsham, Wilts, SN13 9DS.
G8HFZ, S. J. George, 100 Middlepark Road, Russells Hall Estate, Dudley, Worcs., DY1 2LJ. (Tel. Dudley 57395.)
G8HG1, M. Warriner, 69 Crofton Road, Orpington, Kent, BR6 8HK. (Tel. Orpington 31156.)
G8HB, G. Strangward, Wilton House, Wilton Terrace, Horncastle, Lincolnshire.
G8HHR, R. G. Card, 4 Hill Street, Tillicoultry, Clackmannan-shire, FK13 6HP.
G8HLG, I. B. Gane, 27 Highblocle Drive, Longdean Park, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, HP3 8BY.
G8HLL, E. J. Edwards, 85 Gaypine Road, Ford Estate, Bidston, Birkenhead, Cheshire, L43 7TX.
G8HM, D. P. Jones, 275 Griffiths Drive, Ashmore Park Estate, Wednesfield, Wolverhampton, Staffs., WV11 2JT.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

G3BRL, R. Caws, Jasmine House, Bellington, Chesham, Bucks., HP5 2XW.
G3DQT, J. Ayres, 16 The Ridings, Surbiton, Surrey, KT5 8HQ. (Tel. 01-399 3421.)
G3FMN, T. W. W. Dearlove, 42 The Street, Crookham Gifford, Wallingford, Berks. (Tel. Crow-
G3JRS, J. R. Simpson, Kegworth Road, Kingston-upon-Soar, Notts. (Tel. Kegworth 2042.)
G3OHB, Cornish Radio Amateur Club, c/o J. Farrar, Elm Cottage, 2 Marsh Lane, Hayle, Cornwall, TR27 4PS.
G3OHJ, E. W. Ashley, 33 Hazel Rise, Hornchurch, Essex, RM11 2AR.
G3SAA, J. N. Helsby, 47 Canterbury Road, Newton Hall, Durham.
G3TSA, M. G. Grierson, 34 The Ridings, Kingston St. Michael, Chippenham, Wilts. (Tel. Kingston Langley 393.)
G3UCQ, J. Farrar, Elm Cottage, 2 Marsh Lane, Hayle, Cornwall, TR27 4PS.
G3VNJ, C. H. Fowler, 19 Hartland Road, Workspn, Notts., S80 1XL.
G3WTD, J. R. Davis (ex-GM3WTD), 20 Swallow Lane, Aston, Sheffield, S31. (Tel. Sheffield 873239.)
G3XVP, P. V. Pimblott, 52 Park Edge Close, Wetherby Road, Leeds, 8, Yorkshire.
G3ZUK, R. G. Whitehead (ex-3X5NA), Church End, Weston Colville, Cambs. (Tel. 0223 829524.)
G8AUU, C. G. Partridge, 2 York Crescent, Babbagecombe, Torquay, Devon, TQ1 3SH.
G8EEF, R. A. Royall, The Recoty, 63 Coborn Road, Mile End, London, E3 2DB. (Tel. 01-980 2074.)
G8EQT, A. D. Parker, 32 Pond Croft, Hatfield, Herts., AL10 ORX.
G8GHZ, J. S. Purser, 2 Dobson Close, Great Houghton, Northampton. (Tel. Northampton 61794.)
GMBG9Q, C. Wearing, 12 Holms Crescent, Bargarran, Erskine, Renfrewshire.
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THE MONTH WITH THE CLUBS

By "Club Secretary"

(Deadline for September issue: August 10)

(Please address all reports for this feature to "Club Secretary", SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, Buckingham.)

PERHAPS this is as good a time as any to make some points to those who either read or report to this piece. In the first place our file on Clubs, with the names and addresses of their hon. secretaries, contains data on about four times as many Clubs as are mentioned in any month; this is due to irregular reporting on the part of Clubs concerned.

Thus, when we get an enquiry—which we quite often do—from a reader asking whether there is a Club of any sort within his range, we can usually give him one, and often several, groups to try, with an address for a first contact.

However, more readers join their local Club as a result of reading about it, and its "vital statistics," in this piece; therefore, to help themselves, Club correspondents are asked to try always to bear in mind the following points which the reader needs to know in order to decide to attend a meeting. First, the dates and the venue; secondly, what is happening on those dates or, if not, the fact that something will be laid on for his interest, or if the meeting will just be an informal ragchew; thirdly, the name and address of the secretary, with his telephone number, both exchange name and STD code where applicable.

The current Secretary of any Club has his name and address in our file, with his phone number. However, we cannot accept letters giving several month's details in lieu of separate letters each month—for one thing, the risk of error at this end is too great and for another it must be realised that if this writer did not "ditch" his regular Club mail at intervals, his shack would be so full of paper as to make it impossible to get himself on the air.

The Reports

This month, as a change we are taking the reports as they fall, rather than by Regions.

For Stoke-on-Trent G8CRS says it is hard for him to advise details of the programme—it depends on whose arm he can twist at the last moment! To judge by some of the items noted in the recent past, he is quite an adept at finding victims: try him out by visiting the lads one Thursday evening at 2A Racecourse Road, Stoke-on-Trent, where the club has its Hq.

The usual date for Sutton and Cheam is the third Tuesday, but we notice in the newsletter that the August date is yet to be finalised, although we can say it will be at the group Hq. at "The Harrow," in Cheam. This being the case, the hon. secretary will, we are sure, not mind at all if you contact him first.

We seem to be in the doghouse with G3NLY of Lichfield, who sees no relationship between what he sent in and what appeared in the June issue. A pity, that the only error we could find was that the change in the hon. secretary's QTH had not been picked up. However, for August 6, G3NAS is down to talk about a Linear Amplifier for 144 MHz; but nothing is shown for August 21. Both dates will be taken at the Club Hq., the Swan Hotel, Bird Street, in Lichfield.

The Hereford Newsletter which is to hand does not go quite far enough with its forward programme for our purposes; however it does make it clear that something happens on the first and third Fridays in the month, invariably at their venue in the Civil Defence headquarters, Gaol Street, Hereford.

August 18 at Emmanuel Church Hall, Barry Road, London S.E.22, will see the Crystal Palace chaps listening to a combined effort by G3FZL and G300U, who will talk about "Components and Materials, Inductors, Microstrip, Variable capacitors," and such. Quite a spread for one session, but these two know their stuff.

All members of Surrey are to please take note—the meeting on August 21 will be at a new venue, the "Ship," 47 High Street, Croydon, thanks to G3KER. The speaker will be G2YL, once again giving a "travelogue" of her most recent trip, and illustrating it with slides.

At Coventry the form of things is a session every Friday evening at Baden-Powell House in St. Nicholas' Street, Radford Road. August 10 and 24 are "Nights on the Air" with the Club rig; August 31 is, not surprisingly, given over to preparation for VHF/NFD. That leaves August 3, for which a visit to Coventry Police Hq. is proposed, and August 17, on which even-
The Racal Amateur Radio Group
set up for NFD on Ham Hill, Hungerford—the name of the QTH alone was worth another S-point in the report from many Stateside operators! The Racal pantechnicon provided a very effective mobile kitchen. We are assured that, contrary to certain opinions, said vehicle was not (repeat not) packed with kilowatt Tx gear!

...they have organised a Quiz, based on the "University Challenge" model.

Normal meetings of the Mid Sussex crowd are suspended in August, as the Hq. is closed; however, the usual routine is to foregather at members' homes during this period, and so we have to direct you to the hon. secretary—see Panel p.370—for the latest information.

Anyone who has an interest in RTTY should make a point of becoming a member of B.A.R.T.G. The Newsletter alone is, without anything else, worth the membership sub., with its articles and advertisements all aimed at the specialised interests of the members.

Another change of venue comes up for mention now, coupled also with a change of date: Maidenhead are changing to the British Red Cross Hall, The Crescent, Maidenhead, on the first Thursday and the third Tuesday in each month. This gives August 2, when G3UKS will be talking about Aerial Design, and August 21, when the lecturer will reinforce his words by means of films and tapes. His subject will be "Interference Suppression for /M working" and he is F. Shirville, of Bosch Limited.

The lads at Nottingham, as do so many others, like to relax a bit in August, with a less-formal-than-usual formula for meetings. Thus August 2, 9, and 16 are all Activity Nights with the Club rigs, August 23 is a Forum, and August 31 is set apart for a talk about the VHF/NFD arrangements. Sherwood Community Centre, Mansfield Road, is the venue.

Every Thursday the Yeovil chaps make tracks for the Club Hq. at 31 The Park, Yeovil. However, if you want to know what goes on, you can either drop a line to G3NOF, as Panel, or just drop in to the meeting, when you will be made welcome.

Brighton Technical College write to point out that they are closed for the summer vacation. However, all is not lost! On August 12 and September 9, they will be having a Picnic Party, at a site about 200 yards North of the cross-roads Dyke Road and King George VI Avenue. In addition, on certain Mondays, some of the group can be found from about 8.30 onwards at the "County Oak," Hollingsbury. Listen on 1970 or 1920 kHz on Sunday mornings for the full details, or contact the hon. secretary at the address in the Panel, p.370.

Not much notice for the South Birmingham session—it's on August 1! No more details are to hand, saving that it is, as always, at Hampstead House, Fairfax Road, West Heath.

What a long time it is since last we heard from WAMRAC and their large group of Methodist Church members. G3NGF, the Secretary, is not saying outright
what has happened, but he is continuing to run the group—see Panel for his address.

**Axton, Brentford and Chiswick** will get together on August 21, when G3CCD will be at Chiswick Trades and Social Club, 66 High Road, Chiswick, talking about his visit to France as FOUT.

Sully are on the search for new members from the Cardiff area, says secretary GW4AMV. The reason is that most of the members who started as SWL's are now fully licensed transmitters, thanks to the mutual help given in the Club. They seem to find lots of interesting things to do on their weekly Tuesday-evening sessions. A pity we have no details of the Hq. address; but no doubt GW4AMV will be pleased to pass this vital bit of information over if you were to either write him or ring, at the address shown in the Panel, below.

* * *

Wolverton Youth Club is where the North Buckinghamshire lads have their place. As this comes out a group will be in GD-land, and so the session on August 13 will be divided between a discussion on Phase-Lock-Loop Techniques and a post-mortem on the Isle of Man stories which add so much to the shack.

A very important subject comes up for discussion at the Wirral session on August 15, namely “Safety in the Shack,” with G8ALA rubbing home the various points. Before this, on August 1, there is a Fox Hunt. Hq. for this Club is at present the Community Centre, Carr Bridge Road, Woodchurch, the entrance being the large doors on the left of the building.

Hull next. They advise us on their programme by a copy of a poster which they seem to have had printed in quantity, so that it can be displayed, complete with the current month’s programme, in various places to catch the eyes of prospective members—not to mention being sent each month to us. From it, we note 592 Hessle Road, as the Hq., every Friday evening from 1945 clock. August 3 is for G3PQY, to talk about receiver alignment, while on 10th, G8EAH will be discussing those useful accessories which add so much to the shack. August 17 is set apart for a talk on VHF/N FD operating techniques, the various points being rammed home by G3WWD.

A D/F Night follows on August 24, and then there is, on the 31st, the preparation work for VHF/NFD.

**Cornish** meet on August 2, at the SWEB Clubroom, Pool, Camborne, for a Natter Session, plus a talk by G3VWK and G3NKE on “A Station Inspection.” Doubtless there will be some who will go away from this one a bit chastened to realise how many of the tricks are

---

**Names and Addresses of Club Secretaries reporting in this issue:**

- **ACTON, BRENTFORD & CHISWICK:** W. G. Dyer, G3GEH, 188 Gunnersbury Avenue, London, W3-8LW.
- **BISHOPS STORTFORD:** E. P. Essery, G3KFE, 17 Ascot Close, Parsonage Lane, Bishops Stortford (32501), CM2-3JP.
- **BRIGHTON (Technical College):** R. J. Henley, G2CM, 35 Wilmington Way, Brighton, BN1-8JH.
- **BRISTOL (Shirehampton):** R. E. Fiseman, G4BOL, 5 Hillside Close, Frampton Cotterell, Bristol. (Wiltshire 774300.)
- **B.A.T.G.:** G. P. Shirville, G3VZV, 2 Bradford Way, Toddington (24703), Beds.
- **BAYSWATER: J. H. Green, G3UG, 92 Windsor Gardens, W2-2AX.
- **BIRMINGHAM (Group):** J. Batcheler, G3XJN, 205 Commercial Road, Birmingham (59393), Cornwall.
- **COVENTRY:** G. A. Whelen, G3TFA, Lavernock, 35 Chapel Street, Bishops Itchening, Warwickshire.
- **CRYSTAL PALACE:** G. M. C. Stone, G3FZL, 11 Liphook Road, Tooting, London, SE23-3BN.
- **DUNSTABLE DOWNS:** C. G. Powell, G8BPK, 1
- **ECHELHAM (Gt. Shap):** S. E. James, G2FWA, Hillside, Buscombe Lane, Woodmancote, Bishops Cleeve, Cheltenham, Glos.
- **ECKINGTON:** R. J. Pye, G8AAT, 7 Meadow Lane, Bignall End, Kidderminster, Worcs.
- **FARNBOROUGH:** A. M. Streeton, G8FWE, 10 Sinhurst Road, Farnborough, Kent.
- **GAINSBOROUGH:** R. G. Procter, G8CRS, 8 Birch Road, Gainsborough, Lincs.
- **GLENROTHES:** A. B. Givens, GM3YOR, 41 Veronica Crescent, Kirkcaldy, Fife, KYI 2LH.
- **GRIMSBY:** G. M. C. Stone, G3FZL, 11 Liphook Road, Tooting, London, SE23-3BN.
- **HARROGATE & KNARESBOROUGH:** R. Troughton, G4AZJ, 21 King James Road, Knaresborough (3494), HG5-8EB.
- **HASTINGS:** J. J. May, G3MPO, 24 Prince Regent Square, Hastings.
- **HEREFORD:** S. Jesson, 181 Kings Acre Road, Hereford (3237).
- **HILTON:** F. Day, G4BXL, 5 St. Johns Avenue, Kingston-upon-Thames. (01-546 2801.)
- **HULL:** S. K. Lampercy, GW4AMV, 11 Broadacres, Leckwith, Cardiff (6905), Cornwall.
- **KINGSTON: R. S. Babbs, G3GVU, 28 Grove Lane, Kingston-upon-Thames, K11 2LH.
- **LICHFIELD:** R. Smethers, G3NLY, 46 Church Road, Burntwood, Staffs., WS7-9EA.
- **LINCOLN:** F. Day, G4BXL, 5 St. Marks Avenue, Lincoln (51058), LN3-4LX.
- **MID-DONEDEY:** A. K. Chennells, 10 Lower Cippenham Lane, Slough (20417), SL1-5DF, Bucks.
- **MIDLAND:** N. Gutteridge, G3WSD, 68 Max Road, Birmingham, B32-2AN. (01-422 9787.)
- **MID-SUSSEX:** E. J. Letts, G3RNX, 87 Meadow Lane, Burgess Hill (3552), Sussex.
- **NORTH BUCKS:** D. Holland, G8GDZ, 23 Fox Hill, Selly Oak, Birmingham 29. (021-472 0553.)
- **NORTH DEVON:** H. G. Hughes, G4CG, Crinnis, High Wall, Sticklepath, Barnstaple, Devon.
- **NOTTINGHAM:** S. F. Claringburn, 49 Fenleigh Avenue, Westdale Lane, Nottingham, NG7-6FN.
- **PLYMOUTH:** C. Mitchell, GW4VJS, Kechil Rumah, Green Lane, Yelverton, South Devon, PL20-6BW.
- **SLADE:** J. E. Drakeley, G8 GR, 184 Conway Way, Chelmsley Wood, Birmingham 7.
- **SOUTH BIRMINGHAM:** R. J. Thompson, G8GDZ, 23 Fox Hill, Selly Oak, Birmingham 29. (021-472 0553.)
- **SOUTHGATE:** J. Batcheler, G3XJN, 205 Commercial Road, Bush Hill Park, Enfield, Middlesex. (01-860 6379.)
- **SOUTH MANCHESTER:** D. Holland, G3WFT, 7 Alcester Road, Sale, Cheshire, M13-JGW.
- **SPALDING:** R. Harrison, G3PVF, 38 Park Avenue, Spalding, Lincs., PE11-9QX.
- **STEVENAGE:** C. Barber, G4BGP, 473 Canterbury Way, Stevenage, SG1-4EQ, Herts.
- **STOKE-ON-TRENT:** P. A. Ashton, G3XAP, 30 Fordyce Road, Stonehouse, Southport.
- **SULLY:** S. K. Lampercy, GW4AMV, 11 Broadacres, Lockwith, Cardiff (387076), Glam.
- **SURREY:** R. A. Morley, G3FRW, 22 Old Farleigh Road, South Croydon, CR2-5PB. (01-657 3238.)
- **SUTTON & CHEAM:** A. Heeck, G4BOX, 26 St. Albans Road, Cheam, Sutton, Surrey.
- **THAMES VALLEY:** C. B. Seaman, G3ATF, 473 Canterbury Way, West Felton, Oswestry, Salop. (Queens Head 77440.)
- **WIRRAL:** A. Fisher, G8AAT, 7 Alcester Road, West Felton, Oswestry, Salop. (Queens Head 77440.)
- **YEOVIL:** D. L. McLean, G3NOF, 9 Cedar Grove, Yeovil, Somerset.
- **YORK:** K. R. Cass, G3WVO, 4 Heworth Village, York.
known to those wily old station inspection wallahs!

There is no let-up in the pressure of activity for the South Manchester lads during August, between their Monday evenings at the Club shack, Greeba, Shady Lane, Manchester 23 for the VHF-minded, and the Friday full meetings at Sale Moor Community Centre, Norris Road, Sale, for which the programme is something like this: August 3, a discussion on Aerials; August 10, P. Stewart talking about the History of Radio up to the year 1922; August 17, the secretary, G3WFT discusses his transistor Top-Band Transceiver; August 24 is a good old rag-chew session; and to round off the month, August 31 is a Radio Clinic—Fault Diagnosis.

* * *

Stowmarket send a special (for the local Carnival) edition of their well-produced QUA, from which we get it that there are meetings on August 6 (Rx Alignment and Constructional Project); August 20, mid-monthly get-together; and September 3 (BC Listening, and again the Constructional Project). Place is the Adult Centre, Onehouse Road, evenings at 7.30 p.m.

Cheltenham Group report that their meeting on August 2 will deal with hash suppression in mobile working, at the Royal Crescent Hotel, Clarence Street, 7.30 for 8.0 p.m.

Up in Scotland (we do not hear often enough from Clubs in those parts) Glenrothes will be in the Library, Old Nursery Lane, Douglas, on August 5 to arm themselves in preparation for VHF/NFD. On September 9 they have their AGM, while on the 11th they will be visiting the IBA's Blockhouse Hill Transmitting Station, in Lanarkshire—which should be interesting if they are allowed to see inside those equipment cabinets.

From Ilfracombe, North Devon, we have news of a new Club in process of formation—at Ilfracombe School, Worth Road, where they already have their own callsign G4CHU, with G3IDR in charge. From a site 350ft. a.s.l. they will have a good take-off all round. Study for the R.A.E. is being arranged at Barnstaple Technical College—and they have the G.P.O. coast station Ilfracombe Radio, GIL, in the neighbourhood.

One of the go-ahead clubs is Slade, based on Church House, High Street, Erdington, Birmingham, in the Committee Room. Like many other clubs, Slade reckon August to be a slack month, and so have, at the time of writing, nothing firm planned for August 10. However, August 24 is somewhat different, insofar as this is the session when the VHF/NFD briefing takes place. One notes that they have obtained permission to erect aerials for VHF and maybe other bands; and that they have a strong D/F interest, demonstrated by the fact that they are organising the D/F Qualifying Event on August 5.

Echelford Newsletter states that they get together on the second Monday and the last Thursday of each month, the meeting-place being St. Martins Court, Kingston Crescent, Ashford, Middlesex. However, as the Newsletter has much to be passed on to the members, mention of the detailed goings-on for these evenings is omitted—but we know from our own experience that something will be fixed up for the faithful.

August 8, at The Scout Hq., Stirling Walk, Raeburn Avenue, Surbiton, Surrey is booked into the diaries of all the Kingston gang. The reason is that the lecture will be by G4CDY of Mullard talking about RF Power Transistors—visitors are welcome.

One would imagine Spalding as a small group in a large catchment area—nothing like it, they have no
less than 81 members so something must be happening to attract these numbers and hold them. For August 17, they are getting the SWL’s to bring up their problems, and the more experienced types will do their best to assist. Venue is the Ship Albion, Albion Street, Spalding.

Visiting is always encouraged by the members at Lincoln—they like to see new faces at the Lecture Room, Lincoln Astronomical Society, Westcliffe Street, off Burton Road. However, it should be noted that the Club will be closed on August 1 and 8. August 15 re-opens with an Open Night; August 22 is a Treasure Hunt; and August 29 is set aside for VHF/NFD preparations and discussion.

If you want to know about the Farnborough Club, write or ring G8FWE see Panel. However, we can tell you that the lads get together twice each month.

The main pre-occupation at Shirehampton is surely the exhibition station GB2BEX they are running as part of the Bristol 600 Charter Celebrations—it has to be manned from 10 a.m. till 9 p.m. daily right through to August 12. The regular weekly Friday evening sessions will be held as usual, at Twyford House, High Street, Shirehampton, Bristol.

Bishops Stortford have nothing fixed for August, although the HQ at the British Legion Club, Windhill, Bishops Stortford, will be opened as usual on August 20. The fortnightly routine of the North Devon Club gets a bit of a setback in August, as there is no meeting on August 22. However, the talk on August 8 is on, as usual at Crinnis, High Wall, Sticklepath, Barnstaple.

The Market Hall, St Albans is the home for Verulam. Here, on August 15, they have a talk on the uses of Veroboard in the construction of Amateur Radio equipment—start as usual 7.30 for 8 p.m.

Conclusion
That’s about it for another month. The deadline is August 10, with letters carrying information to cover September goings-on. Meantime, for the majority who are on holiday, have a good time, and take care. 73.

The address for reports is, as usual, “Club Secretary,” SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM, MK18 1RQ.

---

Work as a
RADIO TECHNICIAN
Attached to Scotland Yard

You’d be based at one of the Metropolitan Police Wireless Stations. Your job would be to maintain the portable VHF 2-way radios, tape recorders, radio transmitters and other electronic equipment which the Metropolitan Police must use to do their work efficiently.

We require a technical qualification such as the City & Guilds Intermediate (telecommunications) or equivalent.

Salary scale: £1415 to £1715 according to age from 21 to 25, to a maximum £2025 p.a. (plus a London Weighting Allowance of £175 or £90 p.a.).

Promotion to Telecommunication Technical Officer will bring you more.

For details of this worthwhile and unusual job write to:

METROPOLITAN POLICE, Room 733 (RT/SW)
New Scotland Yard, Broadway, London, SW1H OBG
or telephone 01-230 3122 (24 hour service)
SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
("SITUATIONS" AND "TRADE")

6p per word, minimum charge £1.00. No series discount. All charges payable with order. Insertions of radio interest only accepted. Add 50% for Bold Face (Heavy Type). Box Numbers 15p extra. No responsibility accepted for transcription errors. Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed to The Short Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, London, SWIH OIF.

TRADE

AVOMETER Repairs by Experts: All types of electronic test equipment overhauled and serviced.—Services (Electronic), 29 Lawford Crescent, Yateley, Camberley, Surrey.

WE ARE Improving The FT-101 Mk. III. Up to six times or more effective power. More gain and greater skirt selectivity on "receive." Run a kilowatt mobile! Details about mid-August.—Leeming, G3LLL, Holdings, 39/41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn, Lancs., BB2 2AF. (Tel: 55956/6).

VERNITRON Ceramic Filter Resonators, 455 kHz. Special types for SSB and NBFM. Send s.a.e. for list.—Amotronix, Ltd., 396 Selsdon Road, South Croydon, London, CR2 ODE.

JR-310 super de luxe, 160m., calibration unit, 29-5 to 30-1 MHz coverage, better on 40m. send for test report, price £93.50 including VAT. Also JR-310 accessories, VAT and post paid: 10AZ CW or SSB filters, £60. Crystals, specially made wire-in (sorry, no mod. details) for Top Band, £3-00, and 29-5 to 30-1 MHz, £3-30.—Leeming, G3LLL, Holdings, 39/41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn, Lancs., BB2 2AF. (Tel: 55956/6).

QSL Cards for Tx and SWL. Send s.a.e. for samples stating which type required.—Beaumont, G5YV, 8 Ashfield Avenue, Morley, Leeds, LS27-QD.

QSL CARDS and G.P.O. approved Logs (hard back), prompt delivery. Send 4p stamp for samples.—Atkinson Bros., Printers, Looe, Cornwall, PL13-1JT.

SEPTEMBER Issue: Due out August 31. Single-copy orders 30p, post free, to reach us by Wednesday, August 29, for posting on August 30.—Circulation Dept., Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, SWIH OIF.

READERS ADVERTISEMENTS

3p per word, minimum charge 50p payable with order. Add 25% for Bold Face (Heavy Type). Please write clearly, using full punctuation and recognised abbreviations. No responsibility accepted for transcription errors. Box Numbers 15p extra. Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed to The Short Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, London, SWIH OIF.

READERS

FOR SALE: Trio 9R-59DS Rx, £35; Heathkit GC-1U Mohican Rx, £20. Both little used.—Bennet, 13 Dickinson Road, Formby, Liverpool, L37 4BX.

SELL OR EXCHANGE: Wireless Set Type 62 Mk. II, with manual and spare valves, perfect, £16. Or exchange for CR-100 or similar.—Edwards, 58 Furnham Road, Chard, Somerset, TA20 1AP. (Tel: 0460 26 2648).

FOR SALE: Heathkit equipment: SB-610E monitor 'scope, £38; FT-12 signal tracer, £18; RF-1U signal generator, £15. All in absolutely mint condition and practically unused. Will consider all reasonable offers.—Barkham, 63 Stanley Road, Broadstairs, Kent.

SELLING: Telequipment D.43 oscilloscope, fitted "A" amplifiers, with handbook and leads, very good condition, £65 or near offer; Farnell L.30 power supply, offers?—King Ritchie, Yardley Gobion 542278, evenings. (Northants).

OFFERING: Thousands of Japanese electronic components (about 30,000 parts), will Exchange for all-mode IC TCVR-TV.—Hertz, 20 Corporation Road, Chelmsford, Essex.

SALE: FT-DX401 SSB transceiver, 5 months old, mint, £200; new Shure 202 microphone free to purchaser. Going home-built CW.—Stone, G3JFC, 26 Crayford Way, Crayford (24289), Dartford, Kent, DA1 4LQ.

SALE: FR-DX500 Rx, coverage 160-2m., FB receiver, £100; Codar A.T. 5 with AC/PSU, £17-50; Avo Minor, in case, £4-50.—Derrick, G3LXV, 37 Gregory Avenue, Bolton, Lancs.

FOR SALE: Heathkit DX-40 with VF-1U VFO, one xtal, handbooks, mic. and key, in good condition, £18. Prefer buyer collects.—Walters, 61 Sussex Gardens, Chessington, Surrey. (Tel: 01-397 6924).

WANTED: B.40 or similar receiver in working or repairable condition. Details and price, please.—Smith, 64 Fashive Road, Goole, Yorkshire.


SALE: FR-DX500 Rx, coverage 160-2m., FB receiver, £100; Codar A.T. 5 with AC/PSU, £17-50; Avo Minor, in case, £4-50.—Derrick, G3LXV, 37 Gregory Avenue, Bolton, Lancs.

WANTED: Three-band beam, state model and year. Exchange: 12-AVQ with cash adjustment.—Forbes, 40 Hempshaw Avenue, Woodmansterne, Banstead, Surrey. (Tel: 073-73 51799).

SALE: Trio 9R-59DS receiver with SP-5D speaker and headphones, £30.—Rayment, Smithend, Barley, Nr. Royston, Herts.

SELLING: Trio 510 transceiver with PSU, £140; Lafayette HA-350, £55; DX-100U Tx with SSB adaptor, £50; Heathkit RA-1 Rx with xtal calibrator, £28. All in mint condition and with manuals.—Highgate, G4CDS, 421 Portway, Shirehampton, Bristol, BS11 9UQ.

FOR SALE: Heathkit HR-10B amateur bands receiver, with speaker and manual, little used, £28; Fantavox HE-50 4-band communication receiver, with built-in speaker, £10.—Constable, 23 Horne Close, Hillmorton, Rugby (75926), Warks.

WANTED: Three-band beam, state model and year. Exchange: 12-AVQ with cash adjustment.—Forbes, 40 Hempshaw Avenue, Woodmansterne, Banstead, Surrey. (Tel: 073-73 51799).

SALE: Heathkit HR-10B amateur bands receiver, with speaker and manual, little used, £28; Fantavox HE-50 4-band communication receiver, with built-in speaker, £10.—Constable, 23 Horne Close, Hillmorton, Rugby (75926), Warks.
S E L L  O R  E X C H A N G E :  Macgregor  Digimate 1-plusr-1
proportional radio control transmitter, with receiver,
battery box, two servo's (used only once),
and two model boats: Sell or part-exchange for
communications Rx (solid-state preferred but any
considered) or 2m. gear.—Sayers, 140 Wolverley
Court, Telford, Salop.

S A L E : The equipment of the late G3FMB/G8CNQ
is offered for sale on Saturday, August 18, from
10 a.m. until 8 p.m. Much useful gear at very low
prices for callers only.—Harrington, G3VQM, QTHR
(Rechester, Kent).

S E L L I N G : Sommerkamp FR-100B, £50; FL-200B,
£50; CN-2 2m. convertor, £15; SWR meter, £8.—
Ring Brownhills 3651 or Tamworth 3988 after 6.30
p.m.

S A L E : FT-101, with fan and speaker, 3 months old,
going VHF, £270. (Derbys.).—Box No. 5158, Short
Wave Magazine Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London,
SW1H-OHF.

F O R  S A L E : Sommerkamp FT-100, coverage 160-
10m., PSU AC/12v. DC, £80; Hy-Gain 18-AVT,
hardly used, £20; J-Beam 2m. 8-over-8, £4; Tavasu
mobile whip, all coils, £10. Prefer buyers collect.—
Tibbert, 11 Darwin Road, Mickleover, Derby
(511454), Derbys.

M A N U A L S : B.40, CR-150, CD-1016, 13A, £1.75;
TT-40A, J4, SP-600, £2; CV89, BC-640, T.1509, £4.—
Brooks, 5 Farrant House, Winstanley Road, London,
SW11.

S E L L I N G : Sommerkamp FR-DX500, very good con-
dition, £110; Trio 9R-90DE, good condition, £30;
Heathkit 10-12U 'scope, £20.—Ring Berg, 01-863 1638.

F O R  S A L E : Versetower P.60, galvanised, auto-
braked winches and cox stand-off brackets,
works reconditioned (present list price £214), £150.
Delivered UK mainland. Prop pitch motor, fitted to
this head unit, £10.—Tel: Brownhills 3651, or Tam-
worth 3988 after 6.30 p.m.

S E L L I N G : Eddystone 940 with plinth speaker, £95.
Buyer to inspect, approve and collect.—Read, 24
Broughton Gifford, Melksham, Wilts.

S A L E : G-Line KW-2000 with AC/PSU, £120; G-Line
KW-600 linear, £80; both in fine condition. Also
K.W. E-Zee Match, new, £10; Medco low pass filter,
£3; two Mosley trap diodes, £5 each; Shure 2755K
ceramic mic. with switch, £5; RQ-10 Q-multiplier,
£3; Mini-Products CA vertical Ae., unused, £15.—
Tucker, G5FTA, 4 St. Margaret's Road, St. Leonards-
on-Sea, Sussex.

W A N T E D : Eddystone 680X or 730/4 receiver in
good working condition. Buyer will collect
reasonable distance. Details and price please.
(London).—Box No. 5159, Short Wave Magazine
Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, SW1H-OHF.

E X C H A N G E  O R  S E L L : Trio JR-599, £140 or ex-
change. WANTED: SSB transceiver, portable for
mains/battery, with Top Band, or What-Have-You?
—Jackson, G3HQ, 243 Rawlinson Street, Barrow-in-
Furness (22203), Lancs.

S A L E : Tiger 200HF Tx, 150 watts AM/CW, £30; HQ-
170A triple conversion amateur band Rx, £75.—
Hooper, G3SCW, QTHR.

O F F E R I N G : Drake R.4B with 160m. crystal (pur-
chased new 1973); Heath SB-101; SB-600 with
AC/PSU; 30-ft. alloy self-supporting tower. Offers
invited.—Bray, G3RWQ, 54 Grange Avenue, Wor-
cester.

S H A C K  C L E A R C A S E : Heathkit SB-101, with CW
filter, incorporating a few sensible modifications,
with power supply and speaker. Heathkit SB-300
Rx, with 3 filters and speaker. Valves: New PL172's,
4-400A's, new; 4X230's, 4-125's, etc. Offers invited.—
Pilkinton, The Quarrries, Quarry Drive, Aughton,
Ormskirk, Lancs. (Tel: Aughton Green 422203).

O F F E R I N G : Linear amplifier, 500 watts, used most
successfully with Viceroy. Best offer secures.
Buyer collects. Now gone transceiver.—Templier,
G3DX, Parsonage House, Woodbury, Exeter.

F O R  S A L E : 80m. SSB transceiver, 130 watts p.e.p.,
mobile PSU, £80; Good ARBBLE, with 100 kHz
marker, S-meter and product detector, £35; Pye
Ranger, working on 2m., £8; 1 KVA transformer,
230v. to 110v., £5; Unused Geloso 2m. VFO/QRP
Tx; £5; Low-Band transistor Ranger, £5.—Jennings,
GSPWV, 10 Boulthope Road, Sutton Coldfield, Warks.
(Tel: 021-373 2956).

S A L E : Pye U450L 70cm. Tx/Rx, FM, excellent
condition, £30.—Raven, Wedgewood, Green Lane,
Rackhead, Norwich NOR 02Z.

S I L E N T - K E Y  (G3ILT)  S A L E :  Trio  TS-515  with
PSU, HS-4 phones, Trio CW filter (un-fitted),
K.W. LPF, little used, no mods., £175 or near offer.
Inspection at Leatherhead.—BM/Ethos, London
W.C.1. (Tel: Epsom 22066, daytime).

O F F E R I N G : Heathkit DX-40U Tx with VF-1U,
works and looks like new, only £30 or very near
offer. Panda PR-120V TX, coverage 10-80m., weighs
one cwt. (but they don't make them like this any
more!), £45 or near offer.—Jenkins, 30 Gainsbor-
ough Road, North Finchley, London, N12 8AG.

S E L L I N G : "22DAF"-type Tx with 898 dial and
linear amplifier with 2 813's, both complete with
common PSU in 19-in. rack, £25; HRO Rx with five
coils, £11; S-27 Rx, £14; AR88 Rx, excellent condi-
tion, £38; T.W. Nuvisor 2m. converter, IF 28 to 30
MHz, £9; Home-built 2m. Tx, £5; CT-44 audio watt-
tmeter, £9; Solatronic Type CD-1004 R/C oscillator,
with manual, £25; K.W. Viceroy with integral PSU,
£48.—Ring Lord, G3PHN, Ashby 4626 (Staffs.).
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W A N T E D : Old Amateur magazines: RSG
"Bulletin," 73, QST, etc.; Also information on
fitting product detector to AR88D. All costs paid.—
Handy, 105 Humber Avenue, Coventry (22201),
Warks.

S E L L I N G : Yeasu FT-200 with PSU, hardly used,
as new, £130; Hy-Gain 14-AVT, unused, bargain £20;
Shure 444 mic., as new, £2. Prefer buyers collect.—
Moore, G4AFX, 36 St. Dominic Road, Colchester
(46710), Essex.
**OFFERING:** The "Rolls-Royce" of Amateur Radio, for those who want only the best. A complete Collins SSB system, with all accessories, cables, manuals and some spare parts, consisting of: KWM2-A transceiver, 30L-1 linear, 312B-4 station control/aerial meter, PM-2 power supply, CP-1 total coverage xtal pack, CC-3 carrying case. Offers invited. **SEL** Or EXCHANGE: Swan 350 transceiver with 30TH AC and 12v. mobile power supplies FOR complete 2m. mobile rig.—Flitterman, Cleveland, Springwood Lane, Burghfield Common, Reading, Berks. (Tel: 073329-2677).

**SALE:** Eddystone EC-10, £28; R.1475 Rx and new PSU, £15; Micro Modules 2m. converter, IF 46 MHz, unused, £10.—Stampton, 88 Wilberforce Way, Gravesend (63234), Kent.

**OFFERING:** Heathkit GR-54 SWL receiver. Offers —Box No. 5160, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, SWIH-OHF.

**SELLING:** Holdings JR-310 Super de Luxe receiver, fitted mechanical filter, mint, 3 months old, (cost over £100), £85 including delivery. Gone transceive.—Bell, GM4CFN, 114 Glenurquhart Road, Inverness IV3 SBP, Scotland.

**WANTED:** Hy-Gain HT-18 Hy-Tower with base. Details and price please. Also accessory filters for Collins TS-89A.—Box No. 5161, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, SWIH-OHF.

**SALE:** Hy-Gain TH-SM111 beam, zinc sprayed, £45; Polysquad cast aluminium spiders and boom mount, with manual; £5; Sentinel converter, IF 28-30 MHz, £13.—Wynes, G3TLV, 20 Cross Lane, Middlewich, Cheshire.

**FOR SALE:** Trio 8R-59DS with calibrator and handbook, plus other information, as new, £35. Buyer collects.—Plant, 13 Highfield, Elton, Chester, Cheshire. (Tel: 024-463 433).

**SELLING:** 2-metre converter, IF 4-6 MHz, £8; and 5-1 to 7-1 MHz IF, £6. Pyle Lynx transistor TV camera, £15; Pyle Mk. IV industrial TV camera, £25 lines, full interface, £20; Two Pyle 14-in. video monitors, £7.50 each; Pyle Waveform monitor, £7.50; Several Vidicons, £5 to £10 each; Vidicon scan coils (two sets), £4 each; NEV valve camera, RF output (Channel 2), £7.50; Murphy-23-in. studio monitor, £20; 931A photomultiplier, £1; Solartron CD-711 oscope, £20; B.R.C. 3000 Series colour decoder, £5; Several 300v. j-amp. stabilised PSU's, £3 each; two-metre Tx (RF section), £30-20 A, £5; 48-3 MHz xtabs, 75p each; S/H BL35's, £1 each. Many other video and VHF items. Carriage extra on large items.—Taylor, G3XJM, QTHR. (Tel: Preston 63679, after 6 p.m.).

**OFFERING:** RTTY audio converter Type CV-89A, and CM-22A comparator with manual; TS-497B signal generator, 2-600 MHz; F717B valve tester and MX-949/U adaptor; AVO Multimeter; AN/URR-3C receiver. WANTED; APR-9A manual. (Enclose s.a.e. please.—Wright, 249 Sandy Lane, Hindley, Wigan (59948), Lancs.)
SELLING: HW-100 with HP-23 PSU, both in mint condition, £120. Prefer buyer collects. - Linney, G3VQL, QTHR. (Tel: Shrewsbury 51733).

WANTED: For FT-101: Car mounting bracket, aerial tuning unit and cooling fan. Details and price please. - 400 Edgware Road, London. (Tel: 01-723 5521).

WANTED: For Heathkit HW-32A SSB transceiver: HP-13 mobile PSU and HP-23 fixed station PSU. Details and price please, call or write. Club meetings every Wednesday at 8 p.m. - Star Radio Club, New Inn Hotel, Bramley Town Street, Bramley, Leeds 13.

SELLING: K.W. Atlanta, brand new, excellent buy, £150; FT-75 with two power supplies and external VFO, £120; K.W. SWR bridge, £25. - Ring Goodbody, G3YQE, 01-592 7800.

FOR SALE: HW-32 rig for 20m, SSB, price £35. Buyer to collect or will deliver to 50-mile radius. - Neale, G3TMU, 15 Rounds Close, Yateley, Hants.

SALE: Swan-500 Transceiver, with AC/PSU, in excellent condition, £160 or near offer. - Ring Bishop, 01-642 0075 (Surrey).


SELLING: Complete station, Yaesu FT-DX401, new and unused; FV-401, KW-107, Tech. 15 GDO, Shure 444 microphone, Katsumi EK108A Keyer, with accessories, total value £375, offers around £350. Delivery 50 miles radius Birmingham, beyond by arrangement. - Box No. 5162, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, SW1H 0HF.

SEPTEMBER Issue Short Wave Magazine due out on Friday, August 31. Single copies at 30p post free can be supplied to orders reaching us by Wednesday 29th, for despatch on Thursday 30th, the day before publication. These copies go out flat in an envelope, first-class posting. Limited supply only. Orders with remittance to: - Circulation Dept., Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, SW1H 0HF.

NOW IN STOCK!

"RADIO HANDBOOK"

"ARRL HANDBOOK"

Available from:

PUBLICATIONS DEPT.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
55, VICTORIA STREET,
LONDON, SW1H 0HF
FOUR BAND TRANSISTOR SUPERHERT

By R. A. Penfold

The first of a 2-part series, describing a fully solid-state superhet receiver covering the medium wave band and three short wave bands extending from 180 to 9.5 metres.

Also featured:

SHORT WAVE NEWS

For DX Listeners

SIMPLE SOLDERING SCHEME

A.C. MILLIVOLTMETRE

MANY OTHER ARTICLES

THE AMATEUR RADIO SHOP 64MH

13 CHAPEL HILL, HUDDERSFIELD,

Telephone: 20774

(MEMBER OF THE AMATEUR RADIO RETAILERS ASSOCIATION)


Barclay Card, Access, etc.

Please ring for information on all new equipment, we have quite a lot in stock and demonstration facilities are available.

Second-hand. A large selection of various equipment is always available. Please ring for details.

Second-hand equipment in stock.

Please ring for details on all new equipment, we have quite a lot in stock and demonstration facilities are available.

Second-hand equipment available.

We are the Officially appointed K.W. Agents for the South West.

SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT in stock.

SHURE MICROPHONES

Model 444, £31.50 - Model 201, £5.70.

ANTENNAE 1-beam, 2 meters beams in stock.

Also Joystick and Joymatch A.T.U.'s, Stolle Ant. Rotators.

Model 444, £31.50 - Model 201, £5.70.

WE ARE THE DISTRIBUTORS OF EDDYSTONE PROFESSIONAL RECEIVERS FOR THE SOUTH WEST.

SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT in stock.

BEDDYSTONE RECEIVERS

EC10 Mk. II £85-14 New Model 1000, £120-00.
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BEDDYSTONE RECEIVERS

EC10 Mk. II £85-14 New Model 1000, £120-00.

WE ARE THE DISTRIBUTORS OF EDDYSTONE PROFESSIONAL RECEIVERS FOR THE SOUTH WEST.

SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT in stock.

BEDDYSTONE RECEIVERS

EC10 Mk. II £85.14 New Model 1000, £120.00.
London's Lighthouse

Here at Imhofs we have a whole showroom entirely devoted to the Eddystone range of communication receivers. From the remarkable little EC10 Mk II, the elegance of the Series 1000 range to the sophistication of the 830/7. Pop in and see us - or write for details to:-

112-116 New Oxford Street
London WC1A 1HJ
Telephone 01-636 7878

See the
Eddystone
Showroom at
Imhofs

G3EKX S.S.B. PRODUCTS G3EKX

"XTALS" — "XTALS" — "XTALS"
New metal cased xtals, HLC6/U, HLC8/U etc. Large stock—3.5 to 3.8 MHz (80m.), 6 MHz for 2 metres. 70-70-72 MHz. Large quantity of all mixed frequencies 120 kHz to 110 MHz. Send an s.a.e. for a reply by return. State alternates please.

From ...... ...... ...... ...... 60p, 75p, £1 each, add 5p P. & P.

SPECIALY MATCHED VALVES FOR LONGER LIFE
PAIR MATCHED 6HF5's R.C.A. ..... (20p) £5.50
PAIR MATCHED 6146 R.C.A. ..... (20p) £5.00
PAIR MATCHED 6146B R.C.A. ..... (20p) £6.50

EDDYSTONE EC10, Mk II ..... £86.00
EDDYSTONE 924. Power pack ..... £7.75
TRIO TRANSCIEVER, TSS10/PSS10. New ..... £180.00
TRIO VFO 5 (TSS05) ..... £21.00
PURFIZHILL V.T.V.M, RF Probe. Mains IP ..... £8.50
VICEROY Mk. 3A. TX + Power Unit ..... £65.00

STABILISER VALVES. New, boxed. VR105/30 (20p) ea. £7.50

ECHO-SOUNDERS. Seafarer Mk. 3. Latest model. Complete. In metres. Offered at bargain price (40p) £25.00

SCARAB. S.S.B. Tx. + lattice FILTERS. All parts supplied (3 xtals) inc. Carrier xtals, instructions and suitable well tried 3 band Tx. circuit/layout ..... (21p) £8.99

1 FRANCES STREET, TRURO
Tel. DEVORAN 862575 CORNWALL
THE SENATOR CRYSTAL BANK

Phone 01-769 1639

CRystals FROM STOCK AT KEEN PRICES

SENATOR CRYSTALS: the first place to contact when you need good crystals quickly.

Here are just a few of the popular frequencies actually in STOCK now:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kHz</th>
<th>MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 in HC13/U</td>
<td>£2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28-045 in HC25/U</td>
<td>£1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>454 in HC6/U</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28-500 in HC25/U</td>
<td>£1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>455 in HC6/U</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-000 in HC18/U</td>
<td>£1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>456 in HC6/U</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-500 in HC18/U</td>
<td>£1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 in HC6/U</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34-000 in HC18/U</td>
<td>£1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450 in HC6/U</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-000 in HC18/U</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 in HC6/U</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-500 in HC18/U</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000 in HC6/U</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38-666 in HC18/U</td>
<td>£1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3500 in HC6/U</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-000 in HC18/U</td>
<td>£1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000 in HC6/U</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42-000 in HC18/U</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7000 in HC6/U</td>
<td>£1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-000 in HC18/U</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9000 in HC6/U</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-000 in HC18/U</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000 in HC6/U</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-000 in HC18/U</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-500 in HC18/U</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000 in HC6/U</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-500 in HC18/U</td>
<td>£1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110-000 in HC18/U</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-500 in HC18/U</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Also in HC6/U

And here's our STOCK range of BRAND NEW HC6/U 8 MHz for 2M:

- 8.055 MHz in HC6/U for TX x 18 = 145.000 MHz 2M Mobile £1.60
- 8.070 MHz in HC6/U for RX x 2 = 70.260 MHz 4M Mobile £1.60

Prices for specially manufactured SENATOR Crystals are as follows (made to Ministry of Defence Standards):

- 30-149 kHz in HC13/U £6.60
- 150-499 kHz in HC6/U £3.95
- 450-500 kHz in HC6/U £3.50
- 501-999 kHz in HC18/U £3.50
- 1.000-1.39 MHz in HC6/U £3.20
- 1.40-2.00 MHz in HC6/U (18/U & 25/U over 5 MHz) £2.00
- 20-39.99 MHz in HC18/U £2.25
- 40.00-79.99 MHz in HC25/U £2.25
- 80.00-119.99 MHz in HC25/U £2.25
- 120-174.99 MHz in HC18/U £2.25
- 175-200.00 MHz in HC18/U £2.25

All at £1.25 each, post free.

Mail Order SENATOR CRYSTALS Dept. S.W., 36 Valleyfield Road, SW16 2HR

VAT. ADD 10% TO ALL PRICES.

MORSE MADE EASY 111

FACT NOT FICTION. If you start RIGHT you will be reading amateur and commercial Morse within a month. Normal progress over 12 months.

Using scientifically prepared 3-speed records you automatically learn to recognise the code RHYTHM without translating. You can't help it, it's as easy as learning a tune. 18-W.P.M. in 4 weeks guaranteed. For complete Course 3 Records & Books send £4.50 (overseas £6 Extra).

For further details of course write to: SENATOR CRYSTALS, S.W. 72 ELMSTONE ROAD, RAINHAM, KENT.

G3UGY

THE SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
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THE RADIO SHOP 16 CHERRY LANE, BRISTOL, BS1 3NG

Phone: Bristol 421196. STD Code 0272

Your West Country shop for electronic components and solid state devices.


2 METRE PRE-AMPLIFIER. Single F.E.T. Preamp, neg. earth. Gain app. 12 dB. Circuit, instructions and components. All you need is a tobacco tin. £1.40, post paid

Prices include VAT. (TRIO STOCKISTS) Catalogue 10p, post paid

THE INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR DATA MANUAL

1973 Edition is now ready. Data on over 18,000 transistors of International origin and other valuable information. £5-00 in U.K., £7-10 overseas includes post and packing.

Brochure available. Cash with Order. Direct from SEMICON Industries Ltd., Freeport, Wokingham, Berks., RG11 1BR

2 METRE CONVERTERS

LOW NOISE R.F. STAGE F.E.T. MIXER. Xtal controlled multiplier. Aluminium case. Size: 4" x 3" x 1\1/4". L.F.'s 4-6, 18-20, 24-26, 28-30 MHz, £11-55 each.

2 METRE LOW NOISE CASCODE F.E.T. PRE-AMPS. Aluminium case. Size: 21/2" x 11/2" x 11/4", £5-50 each.

E & E SERVICES

72 ELMSTONE ROAD, RAINHAM, KENT.
Edystone

Your local Edystone dealer is:

**CHESHIRE**
The Transmitter Centre
(Winslow) Ltd
Green Lane
Winslow 24766

**CORNWALL**
R. V. Heming Ltd
Falmouth (Fowey and Gweek)
Croyde 2191

**DEVON**
Norman Birkett (G3EKX)
1 Frances Street
Truro
Devoran 862575

**ESSEX**
F. E. Smith
769 Stockport Road
Axminster
Axminster 862575

**IRELAND**
John F. MacMahon
10, Church Street, Enniskillen
Co. Fermanagh N. Ireland
Enniskillen 3955

---

**DENTWELL RADIO**

**Lancashire**

**London**

**Southend-on-Sea**

**SURGICAL CRADLE**

**MEDICAL**

**TRANSCIVERS.** Due to warehouse clearance we have for disposal, few only Transcivers No. 62 Mk. 2, made by Pye for the Navy and Army. Using a total of 11 valves, 1 RF and 2 I.F. stages, A.V.C., BFO, covering 15 Mc/s to 100 Mc/s, to 1 Mc/s, (approx. 200 to 30 metres) in two switched bands. Can be used on RT or CW M.O. or Crystal. A very good internal A.F.U made of a single silver wire with coil, tunable over the complete range, suitable for aerials up to 100 ft., internal P.U. for 12 volt D.C. A meter is fitted for checking voltages A.V.C., etc., housed in a metal waterproof case, approx. size 18" x 10" x 12-1/2". Supplied in as new condition, being either re-built by the manufacturer or new one. In cartons two spare valves, circuit, price £17.50, carriage £2. Suitable for aerials (approx. 200 to 30 metres) in two switched bands. Can be used on RT or CW M.O. or Crystal. A very good internal A.F.U made of a single silver wire with coil, tunable over the complete range, suitable for aerials up to 100 ft., internal P.U. for 12 volt D.C. A meter is fitted for checking voltages A.V.C., etc., housed in a metal waterproof case, approx. size 18" x 10" x 12-1/2". Supplied in as new condition, being either re-built by the manufacturer or new one. In cartons two spare valves, circuit, price £17.50, carriage £2. Suitable for aerials up to 200 to 300 metres in two switched bands.

---

**JOHNS RADIO**

424 BRADFORD ROAD, BATLEY, YORKS.
Phone: BATLEY 7732

---

**SOUTHERN SURPLUS MERCHANTS, LTD.**

66 London Road, Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey
(Tel.: 01-546 9263)
The "Call Book" proper is now published only once a year, in December, in two parts, "U.S." and "DX Listings."

Supplements to both editions appear at quarterly intervals, obtainable by prior order direct from the publishers.

We supply the "Call Book" as an annual publication, as required at any time during the year. We shall not be handling the quarterly supplements. These will be available only direct from the publishers.

This comprehensive reference lists about 300,000 licensed radio amateurs in the United States Directory and 160,000 or more in the rest of the world (contained in the "DX Section"). In the U.S. Section, licence classifications are shown with revised listings of new licences, names and addresses. The CALLBOOK also includes much incidental DX information.

Every amateur operator and SWL needs the CALLBOOK to get the most out of Amateur Radio.

DX Listings £2.95  U.S. Listings £3.75

The above prices include postage and packing.

Your order to:
Publications Dept.,
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
55 Victoria Street, London, SW1H OHF
01-222 5341
THE SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

August, 1973

SOME TITLES FROM FOULSHAM-SAMS

ABC's of ANTENNAS
The introductory chapters cover the fundamentals of radio-wave propagation and antennas and their characteristics. The remainder of the book is devoted to a discussion of the various types of antennas and their uses. Antennas for radio, television and two-way communications are included. Business radio, amateur, both mobile and fixed-station operation, are covered. The final chapter should be particularly appealing to those interested in microwave uses and radio-navigation systems. A perusal of this book will provide any student with an excellent foundation for more advanced study in antenna design.

By WERTHY

£1.59

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO RADIO
For many years "Beginner's Guide to Radio" has been extremely popular as an introduction to the subject of radio-and-how-it-works. The most advantageous happening in electronics here, and you will find it necessary. The seventh edition has been completely rewritten and brought up-to-date to take account of the latest techniques and methods, and covers every aspect of the basic techniques, whilst including the important basic information necessary for the newcomer to the subject. The reader is guided from the first principles of electricity and magnetism, through radio waves, modulation and radio components, including valves and transistors, taking in radio transmitters and stereo broadcasting, and ending with Hifi reproduction.

By WERTHY

£1.12

TRANSISTOR FUNDAMENTALS Vol. 1
This book introduces the reader to such electronic switches-operated by light, the latest in electronics since the transistor. The book covers in detail the Post Office regulations governing the issue of transmitting licences. The purpose of this Handbook is to provide all the information which the operator of a radio station may need about such matters as Country Prefixes, Call Sign Areas, Frequency Allocations, Standard Frequency Transmissions, Time Tables, and so on. For the newcomer, this manual enables him to find the basic answers and to obtain the maximum pleasure from his hobby.

£1.92

TRANSISTOR FUNDAMENTALS Vol. 2
This volume describes transistors and how they are used in semiconductor circuits. Simple circuits illustrate the basic principles involved, and the more complicated circuits found in amplifiers and oscillators help to show how the basic operations are applied. Later, detailed descriptions of how all transistor devices are used and how they are being used are presented.

£1.92

KNOW YOUR OSCILLOSCOPE
The oscilloscope provides you with a "third eye" which lets you see what's going on in your electronic circuits. But you must know nothing of something of the nature of this valuable instrument, and how to use it, before it will serve you. This book presents complete information on the oscilloscope in easy-to-understand language. A must for anyone who uses an oscilloscope.

£1.80

PRACTICAL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
This is the first British book to be published on micro-electronics for the amateur experimenter. With circuit diagrams, layouts and easy instructions, it shows how to construct ten practical radio and electronic devices using integrated circuits (IC's) which can now be bought at an knockdown cost from many component stores. Micro-electronics—the big development in electronics since the transistor—enables simple circuits in the form of tiny "chips", incorporating several circuit elements, to which it is only necessary to make connections. Various kinds of microcircuits are already available, with new ones coming on to the market. In this book the authors provide, in addition to practical projects, an introduction which shows clearly the present state of the art and a summary of the items available commercially. The advent of the integrated circuit (IC) opens up a fascinating new field for the electronics student, constructor and experimenter. This book shows how to get started and produce some really interesting and worthwhile equipment.

£1.61

HANDBOOK OF TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
Here is a collection of more than 200 practical transistored circuits for use in counters, power controls, timers, indicators, photometric devices, power regulators, amplifiers, power supplies, oscillators, power converters, and other applications. Schematic diagrams, parts lists and descriptions of operation are included for each circuit.

Planned as a supplement and companion volume to author Lytel's previous book, Transistor Circuit Manual, many of the circuits employ some of those described in this book, so that the user will find the circuits of great interest and the material of value in research, development, experiment, and general studies of circuitry.

£2.35

PRACTICAL WIRELESS CIRCUITS
There are more than 50 different circuits detailed in this book. Transistor receivers, 23 in all, range from an ultra-simple crystal diode circuit to a very sophisticated battery- operated transceiver. The circuit is described in detail and rendered a new circuit necessary. It is only necessary to make connections. Various kinds of microcircuits are already available, with new ones coming on to the market. In this book the authors provide, in addition to practical projects, an introduction which shows clearly the present state of the art and a summary of the items available commercially. The advent of the integrated circuit (IC) opens up a fascinating new field for the electronics student, constructor and experimenter. This book shows how to get started and produce some really interesting and worthwhile equipment.

£1.34

49 EASY TRANSISTOR PROJECTS
This book is for the electronic hobbyist who is interested in developing projects that can be used as useful as well as entertaining. It begins with a brief description of transistors and then follows an explanation of the transistor principles. Sandwiched between these chapters are descriptions of how to build a transistor, microphone, and how to perform various useful experiments. The book also looks at the more complicated nature of inductance, capacitance, and resistance in AC circuits.

£1.01

110 SEMICONDUCTOR PROJECTS
Due to the rapid advances in semiconductor technology, many engineers and certainly most amateurs have found it impossible to keep track of the new devices that become available because of lack of readable information. This book introduces the reader to such outstandingly useful new devices as the field-effect transistor, uni-junction transistors, silicon controlled rectifiers, silicon planar transistors, and integrated circuits, giving their properties and methods of operation, with full constructional details of many conventionally used circuits.

£1.61

Delivery is from stock.
CALL BOOKS

INTERNATIONAL:
- RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOKS (1973)
  - "DX Listings" ........................... £2.95
  - "U.S. Listings" ............................ £3.75
  - "G's" only 1973 ............................. 70p

MAPS

AMATEUR RADIO MAP OF WORLD
Mercator Projection — Much DX
Information — in colour. Second
Edition .......................... 65p

DX ZONE MAP (GREAT CIRCLE)
In colour with Country/Prefix
Supplement Revised to January
1972 ............................. 85p

RADIO AMATEUR MAP OF THE
U.S.A. AND NORTH AMERICA
State boundaries and prefixes, size
24" by 30", paper ........................ 60p

RADIO AMATEUR'S WORLD
ATLAS
In booklet form, Mercator projection,
for desk use. Gives Zones
and Prefixes (New Edition).  .... £1.10

LOG BOOKS

Standard Log (New Glossy Cover) ........ 55p
Receiving Station Log ..................... 45p
Minilog .................................. 25p

(The above prices include postage and packing).

MORSE COURSES

G3HSC Rhythm Method of Morse Tuition
*Complete Course with three 3
speed L.P. records with books ........................ £4.50
*Beginner's Course with two 3
speed L.P. records with book ...................... £3.30
Single 12" L.P. Beginner's with
book .................................. £2.75
Single, 12" L.P. Advanced with
book .................................. £2.75
Three speed simulated GPO test.
7" d.s. E.P. record ........................ 85p

Prices include postage, packing and insurance
in U.K. only *Overseas orders + £1.00.

Available from
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
Publications Dept., 55 Victoria Street,
London, SWIH OHF 01-222 5341
(Counter Service, 9.30-5.15, Mon. to Fri.)
(Nearest Station: St. James's Park)
(GIRO A/C No. 547 6151)

Giacq offers: For the V.H.F. men. Crystals:
6-9-16-35-36-70-80 MHz, 75p each, post paid. Bantex—J. Beam
—Rotors—S.W. Bridges—SOLID STATE MODULES 2-4
-70 cm. converters. These are very highly recommended and
we can say without doubt there is none better at any price. We also
keep D.C. band equipment such as: TRIO—YAESU MUSEN—
HY-GAIN AERIALS, etc.

S. May (Leicester) LTD.
12/14 CHURCHGATE, CITY CENTRE,
LEICESTER LE1 4AJ
Telephone 58662

T.M.P. (Electronic Supplies)
"W2AU" baluns with BUILT IN LIGHTNING ARRESTER the
proven leading amateur and commercial balun in the world
today, models 1: 1 and 4: 1. 2 K.W. rating. £7.50.
Electro-Voice microphones handheld 715, £5.50; 721, £4.00; Desk 719, £17.00; 729SR, £13.50.
Only a few of a vast range, superb quality and finish; all E-V products carry a
lifetime warranty.
E.S.E. Laboratories toroid cores from 3" to 2" dia.
Illustrated leaflets on all the above. Also UHF BNC plugs, sockets,
reducers, Edystone speedily to order.
S.A.E. to admin. address
3 Bryn Clyd, Leeswood, Mold,
Flintshire. CH7 4RU.

FREE
TO ENGINEERS

Whatever your age or experience you must read New Opportunities.
It describes the easiest way to pass A.M.S.E., A.M.I.M.I., City &
Guilds (all branches), Gen. Cert., etc., and gives details of courses
in all branches of engineering Mechanics, Electrical, Civil, Auto,
Aero, Radio, TV, Building, etc. You must read this book.
Send for your copy today—FREE!
B.I.E.T., BSW08 (CX), Aldermaston Court, Reading, RG7 4PF
Accredited by the Council for the
Accreditation of Correspondence Colleges

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

G8CKN  G8DGR
BASE AND MOBILE ANTENNAS
4dB 2m. whip ........................ £4.00 inc. V.A.T.
4dB 2m. Ground plane ............ £7.75 inc. V.A.T.
ANTEC
74 Upper Sherbourne Road, Basingstoke,
Hants.
Tel. Basingstoke 27527
C.W.O.—P. & P. 50p—S.A.E. for catalogue
MORE BOOKS DESCRIBED

RADIO AND ELECTRONIC HANDBOOK
by G. W. Swire
Technicians and service engineers in the Radio and Electronics industry require a considerable amount of data which is spread over many books. It is often difficult and time consuming to look something up in a hurry. Students, however, who may have to study a whole series of books will find a need to make a condensation of such information, which gets down to the essentials, extremely useful. Radio & Electronic Handbook has been designed to provide, on the one hand, a reference book and, on the other, a revision guide.
The intention has been to summarise basic electronics into four separate, easily assimilated sections, which will provide rapid reference to important principles, formulae and applications. These four main sections are: Direct current theory; Alternating current theory; Valve theory and applications; and Transistor theory and applications. Triode worked examples and circuit diagrams have also been utilised whenever necessary.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON RADIO AND TV
3rd Edition

PRINCIPLES OF AERIAL DESIGN
by M. Page
The principles involved in the design of aerials are by no means easy for anyone to assimilate because they require a knowledge of field theory, which involves more difficult concepts than the more familiar circuit theory. In an endeavour to be precise and exhaustive it is all too easy to complicate the treatment, and so become involved in a welter of abstruse mathematics. On the other hand, the subject is over-simplified the treatment can easily become purely descriptive, at the expense of an understanding of the principles involved.

WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RADIO AMATEURS
by W. I. Orr
This handbook contains: - How to make tested wire antennae (for two metres to 160m.—Top Band) that really get out; horizontals, verticals, beams, trap antennae, ground planes, etc. — Invisible” aerials for amateurs in flats and other locations where radio and TV antennae are “prohibited.”

MICROPHONES
by A. E. Robertson
A general treatment, in twelve chapters with appendices.

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT POCKET BOOK
by R. G. Hibberd
This book is a logical companion to the Authors’ previous books—The Transistor Pocket Book, and is intended primarily for technicians and students whose courses include semi-conductors devices, but will also be of interest to all those who are concerned with integrated circuits and their applications.

110 INTEGRATED CIRCUITS PROJECTS FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR
Integrated circuits are the most important new semiconductor devices to have been developed within the past decade. They are compact, easy to use and less expensive than their discrete transistor-resistor equivalents. This volume gives an entirely practical introduction to these two hundred and ten constructional projects in which they can be used.
The projects range from simple low-level amplifiers to complex test equipment and include a number of interesting devices and logic circuits. The integrated circuits used are internationally available types and the projects have been designed and tested thoroughly. The book should prove to be of practical interest to the professional engineer, the student and the amateur.

American & English Books.
The above prices includes postage and packing.

Available from
Publication Dept., 55 Victoria St., London SW1H 0HF
(Counter Service, 9.30-5.15. Mon. to Fri.)
(GIRO A/C. No. 547 6151)
(Nearest Station: St. James’s Park)
SSB-ers:

increase talk power, cut "splatter"

Our 444 base station microphone not only gives you increased talk power, but cuts "splatter" (and QRM complaints) to an absolute minimum! It has superbly tailored response, with sharp cutoffs below 300 and above 3,000 Hz and a rising response characteristic for maximum intelligibility. The 444's rugged, reliable Controlled Magnetic element has been proved in safety communications, and other tough professional communications applications. It delivers a clean signal to the transmitter at levels as high as crystal units! (And, unlike crystal and ceramic units, the element is totally immune to the effects of temperature and humidity.) The 444 also features an adjustable height stand that makes for comfortable "ragchewing" sessions, an optional-locking bar for push-to-talk or VOX operation, and a practically indestructible Armo-Dur® case. Write:

Shure Electronics Limited
Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU
## Technical Books and Manuals
### (ENGLISH AND AMERICAN)

#### AERIAL INFORMATION
- ABC of Antennas ........................................... 90p
- Aerials (By D. Sjobbema) ................................ 88p
- Aerial Handbook (Briggs) ................................ 87p
- Amateur Radio Antennas (Hooton) .................. £1.87
- Antenna Handbook, Volume 1 ......................... £1.77
- Antenna Round-Up, Volume 1 ......................... £1.47
- Antenna Round-Up, Volume 2 ......................... £1.77
- Beam Antenna Handbook, 4th Edition. ............ £2.10
- Quad Antennae, 2nd Edition ......................... £1.80
- Simple Low Cost Wire Antennas ...................... £1.72
- **73 Vertical, Beam and Triangle Antennas** (by E. M. Noll) £2.40
- **73 Dipole and Long-Wire Antennas** (by E. M. Noll) £2.20

#### BOOKS FOR THE BEGINNER
- Amateur Radio (Rayer) ................................ £1.60
- Beginners Guide to Electronics (N.E.) .......... £1.18
- Beginner's Guide to Transistors ................. £1.05
- Beginners Guide to Colour TV ..................... £2.05
- Better Short Wave Reception, 2nd Edition .... £1.80
- Course in Radio Fundamentals (N.E.) .......... £1.15
- Foundations of Wireless and Electronics .... £2.02
- Guide to Amateur Radio (N.E.) .................... £1.89
- Ham Radio (A beginner's Guide) by R. H. Warring £1.72
- How to Become a Radio Amateur ................. £1.35
- Learning the RT Code ................................ 27p
- Morse Code for the Radio Amateur ............ £1.55
- Radio, by D. Gibson ................................. £1.85
- Radio Amateur Examination Manual (N.E.) .... £1.88
- Simple Short Wave Receivers (Data) .......... £1.89
- Understanding Amateur Radio .................... £1.37

#### GENERAL
- ABC of Electronics (by Farl J. Waters) ........ £1.20
- ABC of FET's ........................................... £1.35
- ARRL Calculator, Type A ...................... 92p
- Easibinder (to hold 12 copies of Short Wave Magazine together), available end of August £1.95
- FET Principles, Experiments and Projects .... £2.15
- Guide to Broadcasting Stations (16th Edition) ...... £1.00
- Having Fun with Transistor ....................... £1.59
- How to Listen to the World—7th Edition ...... £1.90
- Know Your Oscilloscope (by Paul C. Smith) .... £1.80
- Microphones ........................................... £1.65
- Practical Integrated Circuits (Newnes-Butterworth) £1.01
- Practical Transistor Theory ...................... £1.10
- Practical Wireless Circuits ....................... £1.34
- Preface of Countries (Mullard) ....... 22p
- Radio Engineers Pocket Book (Newnes) (N.E.) £1.26
- RCA Designer's Handbook (Solid State Power Circuits) £1.30
- RCA Receiving Tubes Manual .................... £1.77
- RCA Transistor Thyristor and Diode Manual £1.75
- RCA Transmitting Tubes ........................... £1.35
- Shop and Shack Shortcuts ......................... £1.75
- Single Sideband: Theory & Practice (by H. D. Hooton) £3.47

99 Ways to IMPROVE YOUR SHORT WAVE LISTENING ........................................ £2.05
Telecommunications Pocket Book (T. L. Squires) £1.32

#### HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS
- Amateur Radio DX Handbook ........................ £2.17
- Electronic Circuit Handbook, Vol. 1 ........ £1.42
- Electronic Circuit Handbook, Vol. 2 ........ £1.42
- New RTTY Handbook ................................. £1.80
- Radio Amateur Handbook 1973 (ARRL) ........ £2.85
- Radio Amateur Handbook 1973 (ARRL) (Hard Cover) £3.65
- Radio & Electronic Handbook ...................... £1.32
- Radio Communication Handbook (R3GB) ........ £4.10
- 'R' A-Z (CQ Tech. Series) ......................... £2.25
- Radio Handbook (W. L. Orr) 19th Edition ... £1.75
- Surplus Conversion Handbook ....................... £1.37
- Television Interference Manual (G3JGO) ...... £1.89
- Transistor Substitution Handbook No. 10 ... £1.12

#### USEFUL REFERENCE BOOKS
- Amateur Radio SSB Guide ........................... £1.59
- Amateur Radio Techniques—9th Edition .. £1.80
- Caro & Feeding of Power Grid Tubes .... £1.60
- (Elmac Division of Varian) ................... £1.60
- Engineer's Pocket Book—6th Edition .... £1.48
- Guide to Amateur Radio ........................... £1.00
- 'G' Call Book 1973 ................................ 70p
- Hams' Interpreter ..................................... 63p
- Hints and Kinks, Vol. 8 (ARRL) .............. £1.62
- Operating an Amateur Radio Stats. ........ £1.01
- Radio Amateur Examination Manual (N.E.) .... £1.89
- Radio Data Reference Book (3rd Edition) ... £1.00
- Radio, Valve and Transistor Data (illife), 9th Edition £1.89
- Service Valve and Semiconductors Equivalents £1.35
- Single Sideband for the Radio Amateur (ARRL) £1.67
- Single Sideband (Theory & Practice) ...... £3.47
- by H. D. Hooton .................................... £1.67
- Sun, Earth and Radio by J. A. Ratcliffe ... £1.91
- Surplus Schematics (CQ) ......................... £1.00
- Transistor Pocket Book ............................ £1.57

#### TRANSISTOR MANUALS
- ABC of Transistors .................................... £1.33
- Field Effect Transistors (Mullard) .... £1.05
- Having Fun with Transistors .................... £1.59
- Handbook of Transistor Circuits ........ £2.35
- Transistor Audio & Radio Circuits (Mullard) £1.96
- Transistor Fundamentals: Basic Semiconductor and Circuit Principles, Vol. 1 £1.92
- Transistor Fundamentals: Basic Semiconductor and Circuit Principles, Vol. 2 £1.92
- Transistor Substitution Handbook, No. 12 £1.50

#### VHF PUBLICATIONS
- VHF Handbook, Wm. I. Orr. ....................... £1.79
- VHF Manual (ARRL) ................................ £1.37
- VHF/UHF Manual (R3GB) (N.E.) ................. £1.80

**O/P (out of print)**

The above prices include postage and packing.
Many of these Titles are American in origin.

**Available from**

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
Publication Dept., 55 Victoria St., London SW1H 0HF 01-222 5341
(Counter Service, 9.30-5.15, Mon. to Fri.) (Nearest Station: St. James's Park)
(GIRO A/C. No. 547 6151)

---